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Epigraph 

[I]ch glaube, dass die Diskussion über die Chancen der 
Zuwanderung an Fahrt gewinnen wird, wenn sich noch mehr 
Menschen als bisher von dem Bild einer Nation lösen, die sehr 
homogen ist, in der fast alle Menschen Deutsch als 
Muttersprache haben, überwiegend christlich sind und 
hellhäutig... Tatsächlich ist die Lebenswirklichkeit hierzulande 
doch schon erheblich vielfältiger. Der Kopf weiß das auch, aber 
das Gemüt ist da manchmal noch ein wenig hinterher. Ich 
meine, wir müssenNation neu definieren: als eine Gemeinschaft 
der Verschiedenen, die allerdings eine gemeinsame Wertebasis 
zu akzeptieren hat. 

      --Bundespräsident Joachim Gauck 
       Interview in General-Anzeiger (Bonn), 8/25/15 
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Introduction: The National Body in Germany, Seen and Unseen 

Imprints 

 “My one son looks Arabic, the other more European.” It is fall, 2009, and my 

friend Anna and I are taking turns pushing a double stroller around Prenzlauer Berg in 

Berlin (Anna).1 She runs into acquaintances who peek into her stroller to admire her two 

beautiful boys. I remember the twins’ ultrasound a year earlier when she and her husband 

said the same thing about their sons’ appearances in utero. Anna had special 3D pictures 

taken, amazingly accurate images of tiny bodies, not like black and white ultrasound 

pictures, no need for saying, “How cute,” then secretly scratching your head, unsure if 

you are looking at a foot or a behind. With the boys’ ultrasound pictures, their skin tone 

was captured in various shades of sepia, and we could actually tell what the babies looked 

like, enough to predict that one boy looked like his paternal uncle from the Middle East 

and the other like Anna. This astonishing commentary on racial categories in utero—sans 

skin color—provided a powerful motif for me during my ten-month fellowship in Berlin 

from 2009–2010 to research the role of the visual, especially seeing the national body, in 

discussions of migration, integration, and belonging. I noticed how Anna remarked on 

her boys’ appearance time and again when we would run into her old friends and 

acquaintances. She might mention that one boy has lighter skin and hair color than the 

other, but she would also elaborate on the boys’ facial structure, referencing a nose or eye 

shape. Why, I wondered, was she pointing out that her boy with lighter skin resembles 

her husband’s brother or that the boy with darker skin resembles her own family, (hat ein 
                                                
1 Note that throughout the dissertation, I do not use any real names in reference to my ethnographic 
interviews, and any names provided are pseudonyms chosen by the people interviewed. Anna is a white 
woman who was born in the 1970s and grew up in the GDR.  
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[Familienname] Gesicht) (Anna). If both children were wearing hats, she would often lift 

the hats to show the boys’ hair color. Based on family resemblances in utero, the babies’ 

skin tones were unexpected at birth. In utero, the parents had guessed that the boy who 

looked like his uncle would have darker skin, and the boy who looked like his German 

mother would have lighter skin, not the other way around. Searching for parental imprint 

on children is everyday stuff, but I observed that my friend Anna was casting a double 

imprint, her own family’s face with a question of whether or not both her sons will be 

seen as citizens of the country in which she lives.  

 In private conversations I probed a little further; our interesting discussions about 

the boys’ appearances frequently turned us to questions of integration and both sons’ 

future acceptance. There might be a disjoint of perception between their citizenship and 

visual identities. Anna implied a potential struggle for these babies to later find 

acceptance as Germans within Germany because of how they look, particularly outside of 

Berlin. It did not seem to matter that the children were born in Germany and are growing 

up speaking German as their native language, in addition to Arabic and Farsi. Wondering 

what her children’s lives would be like in Germany, Anna once even said, “We’ll see 

how their phenotype develops” (Anna). I was surprised by the fact that Anna actually 

used the genetic term “phenotype” in everyday speech to describe her boys’ looks; 

clearly there was a connection for Anna between “bodily difference” and her kids’ future 

belonging in Germany, a link between the body and nationality more potent than the 

terms of belonging that came more readily to my mind, such as language, culture, or 

religion. After all, is it not taboo to talk about phenotype, too reminiscent of past 
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ideologies of race in Germany? And is race not a concept that has been shown to be 

nothing more than a social construct? What does it matter what children look like in 

terms of national belonging? When Anna brought up the relationship between appearance 

and conditional belonging, she invoked for me the idea of a German national body at its 

most profound, whereby the body is linked to territory. Thus, the bodies of the twin boys 

presented the complexities of understanding racializing codes; this dissertation 

investigates the particularities of a German national body in hopes of reflecting on the 

fluidity or lack thereof in defining today’s Germanness.  

It was Anna’s startling reach for the word “phenotype” that captured my attention, 

as much as the discussion of racial categories on the babies’ cute little faces. The word 

“phenotype” has been excised from official discourses in Germany on populations, 

communities, or ethnic groups because it is associated with folk taxonomies and race 

theories that grew out of work by 19th century physical anthropologists contemporary 

social theorists now eschew. My dissertation seeks to unravel the twisted threads of this 

problem of phenotypical judgment as both something of the past and something peeking 

through the knit of current German society: in the official discourse, including those of 

academics, race does not exist, and therefore “that kind of anthropology” is not done—a 

point I will discuss more in the following. Yet the language of “that kind of 

anthropology” lives on in the speech and cultural products of people who live in 

Germany, whether they are migrants or not, whether in casual conversation or in 

government documents. Therefore, my task became the investigation of implications of 

race as a social construct in images and ideas in everyday life. This supposedly outdated 
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practice of racialization does not simply or lightly echo in the makeup of Germany today, 

but rather it is imprinted on nearly every level of representation of a “national body,” 

thereby perpetuating powerful and historical notions of German whiteness, nativity, and 

nationalism.  

Of necessity, this work is highly interdisciplinary, drawing both on ethnographic 

fieldwork and the traditions of anthropological scholarship as well as on German cultural 

studies, analyzing literature, music, images, and popular discourse. My writing style 

blends these approaches, too, for writing about one’s own ethnographic fieldwork 

frequently requires personal reflections from the ethnographer. Thus, my writing is a mix 

of narrative—writing about real people and real events—and analysis. 

That kind of anthropology? 

 That same year Anna and I strolled around Berlin while I was on a Fulbright 

scholarship in anthropology, I met with a prominent German anthropologist in Germany 

to discuss the course of my dissertation research. Just the day before, I had listened to 

Anna talk about her sons’ phenotype in terms of national belonging; I was excited to 

solidify my research interests and begin researching the connection between the idea of 

biological Germanness and its ulterior discourse surrounding citizenship, belonging, and 

migration. During my meeting, I proposed research that explored migration in post-

unification Germany and the problematic relationship between notions of race, ethnicity, 

and nation. When I reached the part of my synopsis where I stated that I specifically 

wanted to explore the discourse of phenotype—not as an analytical category, but rather 

the idea of and everyday speech around “physical Germanness”—and the cultural 
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markers of ethnic and racial difference, the anthropologist leaned back in his chair and 

folded his arms across his chest. Misunderstanding the scope (or perhaps the motivation) 

of my research on the national body, the anthropologist silently distanced himself from 

the field’s role leading up to and participating in the National Socialist era. In a flustered 

voice, he said, “we don’t do that kind of anthropology anymore.” I meant to put him at 

ease to assure him that I was not trying to bring back some form of outdated and racist 

physical anthropology. I continued to speak of what appears to be a way of thinking 

about the nation—with its static demarcations of physical and cultural Germanness—that 

has endured into the present. I also wanted to convey the fact that I was not an outsider 

(an American), determined to prove continuity of Nazi racial thought in Germany. The 

tension, both physical and intellectual, was palpable. To better illustrate the direction of 

my project, I showed him images from a government-sponsored campaign aimed at 

promoting the integration of migrants.2 A critical look at these images shows the 

prevalence of the notion of German as a physical type, fixing and essentializing the 

categories of migrant and German, and a racially based divide of inclusion/exclusion. The 

anthropologist, however, dismissed the campaign as having “good intentions” (gut 

gemeint) but seemed unconvinced that there was substance in the representations of the 

national body in the campaign. He implied that this line of research would not prove to be 

a fruitful because the “national body” simply was not there. What I had thought was an 

opportunity to discuss my ethnographic research plans with a senior colleague revealed 

itself as an ethnographic moment in and of itself: first, a major ideological contention 

                                                
2 The posters that I showed the anthropologist were from Keine Frage der Herkunft, a campaign I analyze 
in detail in my second chapter.  
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regarding whether or not the notion of a German national body exists, and second, the 

anthropological experience for both the researcher and the researched that seemed to 

silence the issue of body representation and cultural otherness, so much so as to relegate 

“we don’t do that kind of anthropology anymore”—to the past. 

The silences and formal misunderstandings around the idea of physical 

Germanness despite overt connections between visual identities and genealogical and 

cultural notions of belonging—seen in the near obviousness of Anna’s fascination, for the 

connection was right before her eyes in her two sons’ faces—demonstrate the gap in 

knowledge and discourse on the topic. Having this topic dismissed as “uninteresting” by 

this prominent anthropologist in Germany did not entirely surprise me, but I felt 

misunderstood and significantly so. While there is an established discourse of racial 

discrimination within Germany, there is clearly less academic reach back to any notion of 

German as a supposed physical type. As Fatima El-Tayeb points out in her book, 

European Others, there is an ideology of racelessness in post-war Europe, which makes it 

particularly difficult to discuss race, let alone address questions about biology and 

citizenship. Following the initial, ineffective, and awkward experience of discussing the 

topic with the German anthropologist, I was similarly reluctant about this exact subject 

matter when talking to other people in Berlin. It was as though racialization and racism 

were forbidden and racelessness was institutional, even though I knew that in the field 

among Berliners, and elsewhere, this simply was not true. At times in my interviews in 

the months to follow, I steered away from the exact representation and contention of my 

area of focus, the German national body; I simply said that I was researching migration 
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and integration in Germany. Without the supposition of the German national body, 

however, the questions of whose faces, whose cultures, whose histories, whose manners 

belong to Germany all tumbled down a slippery slope of official interest. There is still an 

assumption that I would select a “population” or “community” to study when conducting 

ethnographic research in Germany. When chatting casually with friends, I was often 

encouraged to focus on “the Turks,” since they are, as I was often informed, the “biggest 

problem population” because Turks supposedly refuse to integrate themselves. Therefore, 

selecting which group to observe, engage, and analyze quickly became the urgent 

question posed by others, even while I wanted to explore an ethnography of German 

bodies without looking at specific populations. When asked the same question (welche 

Gruppe?) in a seminar led by another well known German anthropologist, I declined to 

specify a group because I was interested in the intergroup dynamic of how people see 

Germanness. Again, what was clear ethnographically was obscured ideologically; I was 

told my research appeared too broad to make any conclusions. Was this just rhetorical, or 

is there really no conclusion that may be drawn from looking at images, discourses, and 

other bodily representations across populations in a contemporary nation? Rather than 

validate the specific historical, cultural, and political specificity that comes with 

researching a single immigrant group, I wanted to learn about the idea of physical 

Germanness, and when, where, and why it materializes or is suppressed. I intend to 

explore the theory and politics of racialization by examining how the trope of a German 

body affects different attempts at becoming German. This is not a Germanic 

anthropology that is not done any more; I do not “do” an anthropology to show that these 
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“types” exist in the world. Instead, I do a contemporary anthropology that shows that the 

German body exists in the national imagination, and I show how bodies are depicted, 

used, and talked about. More precisely, my project is not just anthropology; it's German 

cultural studies in that I include a wide range of cultural products, including literature, 

music, and the visual and popular images of the nation’s current generation. 

Visual identities and Belonging 

 Despite the fact that when talking about the initial stages of my research project, 

my topic not only was often misunderstood, but also seemed unwelcome, I pursued this 

unpopular interest in racialization and German belonging. Listening to Anna talk about 

her sons’ appearances had not so much set me on this path of research, as much as it had 

solidified the scope of my research. Her comments echoed what I had heard while 

conducting interviews with recent migrants to Germany even in my preliminary 

ethnographic fieldwork in Göttingen in 2006, in which people had also talked about the 

racialized body (namely, their own bodies) when telling their stories of migration. During 

my later fieldwork in Berlin in 2009–2010, there were many other instances when the 

idea of physical Germanness cropped up in surprising and powerful commentary. For 

example, in Berlin in 2010, I interviewed a woman, Susan, who worked with youth in a 

school in Kreuzberg, a neighborhood in Berlin that is home to many immigrants.3 When 

she described her work with students, she talked about a memorable moment in the 

student club (Schülerklub) that highlighted how visual identities can affect a sense of 

belonging. She described an experience several years before: 

                                                
3 Susan is a white woman who was born in the 1970s and grew up in the GDR.  
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Bei uns im Schülerklub war Anfang des Schuljahres und die neuen 

Schüler in der siebten Klasse sitzen bei uns an dem Tisch und zwar, ich 

glaube, so sechs oder sieben Schüler, unterhalten sich, wer sie sind, wo sie 

herkommen. Und es gab einen Jungen, eher...ja...asiatischer Herkunft 

würde man so denken, wenn man ihn sieht, und das ging so herum, „wer 

bist du?“ „Türke,“ und „ja, ich bin Araber.“ Und er setzte sich hin und 

sagte dann halt, „na ja, ich bin Deutscher.“ Und alle in der Runde: „das 

kann doch nicht sein. Guck dich doch einmal an! Du bist doch niemals ein 

Deutscher!“ Und dann völlig entrüstet, wie er sich da in die Runde mit 

seinem äußeren Erscheinungsbild setzen konnte und behaupten konnte, 

dass er Deutscher sei. Und er hat gesagt: „Ja, natürlich, ich bin hier in 

Berlin geboren.“ (Susan) 

After describing what Susan thought the student’s origins were (German mother and 

Asian father), she pointed out that all the other students also had a migrant background.4 

Although many had also been born in Berlin, they did not see themselves as German. 

Referring to the boy who defined himself as German, Susan said: 

Er hat behauptet, er sei Deutscher und aber dies wurde von den anderen so 

seinen Klassenkameraden gar nicht mitgetragen, dass dies so, er so 

selbstverständlich das sagt, sondern für sie war durchaus klar: „nein, also, 

wir leben zwar möglicherweise hier in Berlin, hier in Deutschland, aber 

irgendwie gehören wir auch nicht dazu. Sondern wir sind durchaus, 
                                                
4 Although we do not know for sure if the father has German citizenship or not, I will assume here that he 
does not for argument’s sake. Moreover, it is unknown who else among the students might officially be 
German despite claiming a different nationality. 
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kommen woanders her, haben woanders unsere Wurzeln und Deutsche 

sind wir nicht. (ibid) 

Susan was astounded to listen to the students as a group describe feelings of not 

belonging and wondered how such exclusions from national identity could occur, despite 

new German ideals: 

Und dann muss man sich schon fragen, wie kann auch so etwas passieren. 

Wie sind da die Mechanismen, dass Kinder, die hier geboren worden, sich 

nicht als Deutsche bezeichnen oder lässt es auch die Gesellschaft nicht zu, 

dass sie sich als Deutsche bezeichnen können, weil man sich eigentlich nie 

als Einwanderungsland verstanden hat? (ibid) 

Although the exchange in the student club reflects some young migrants testing and 

obeying what they felt to be the boundaries of Germanness, Susan questioned further 

what role German society plays for children, born and raised in Germany, in being able to 

identify themselves wholly—mind, body, and spirit—as German. 

 The exchange that Susan witnessed between her students touches upon some of 

the complexities of the formal citizenship practices that underlie inclusion and exclusion 

in Germany. The students’ statements reveal two primary methods of defining 

membership in the nation. First, when the student says, “Just look at yourself!!” (guck 

dich doch einmal an!), he implies that the boy claiming to be German does not look 

German, therefore policing the boundaries of Germanness by relying on the notion of jus 

sanguinis, or “right of blood,” a principle of Germany’s citizenship law that relies on 
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descent through at least one parent.5 Although the boy has a German mother and is 

therefore a German citizen, the boy instead invokes the concept of jus soli, or “right of 

soil” in response to having his Germanness challenged. He says that of course he’s 

German—he was born in Germany. While Germany’s citizenship laws now rely on both 

principles of jus sanguinis and jus soli, being born in Germany does not immediately 

convey the right of citizenship.6 Being born in Germany adds legitimacy in his mind, but 

the boy was conferred German citizenship based on his descent, i.e., having a German 

mother. The boy is therefore German, but why then is he not recognized by the other 

minority students as German? After all, in addition to possessing German citizenship, the 

boy speaks German fluently, since he was born and raised in Berlin. Clearly there are 

other dimensions to national belonging that fall outside the realms of language, individual 

self-identification, and the official criteria of inclusion in the nation-state. 

 Still, the statement “Just look at yourself!” suggests the most powerful notion of 

physical Germanness, which the boy with the Asian father does not possess. Moreover, 

“There’s no way you are German!” implies the certainty that the boy will not ever be able 

to be German because of his looks. Outside the formal criteria for citizenship, but perhaps 

the most influential of all judgment, visuality plays an integral role in determining 

national belonging. Young people are surprisingly blunt in ways that argue the official 

German doctrine of citizenship, so the “looking” at people’s bodies suggest immutability 

of Germanness/non-Germanness for visual minorities. The statement, “Just look at 

yourself! There’s no way you’re German!” implies that someone with racial difference 

                                                
5 See Brubaker for definitions of citizenship.  
6 See Statusdeutscher, the German Nationality Law passed by the Bundestag in 1999.  
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cannot inhabit the body of a “legitimate” German, since physicality trumps native 

language skills, place of birth, and even possession of German citizenship as a definition 

of “true” Germanness.7 This dissertation seeks to make obvious an entrenched way of 

racial thinking about German embodiment. This task would shed light on Susan’s 

question, how it is that children of foreign descent who are born in Germany often do not 

see themselves as German; moreover, an ethnographic study of racial and ethnic notions 

that shaped these young Germans’ opinions leads me to focus on all German bodies, 

those precluded from national identity and those included in the cultural design. Despite 

recent changes to citizenship laws allowing greater ease for foreigners residing in 

Germany to become German citizens in the new millennium, a lingering notion of what 

constitutes a German remains, an unseen but seeable notion of appearance that goes 

beyond the possession of a German passport.  

 Surprised and intrigued about the apparent universality of such racial thinking in 

several stages of my fieldwork, I decided to focus my research on this “visible yet 

unseen” German national body, particularly in the context of migration in contemporary 

Germany. The most powerful binary of race—the binary of white ethnic German vs. 

dark-skinned migrant—is particularly difficult to bridge in Germany, and it is my 

suspicion, if we visualize the national bodies of today’s Germany, that the legacy of 

Germany’s lineage-based citizenship law, for one, restricts and projects the idea of who 

can be “German” based on some imagined German national body. Although, what comes 

first? The law or the power of perspective of who can be German? Likely, the answer 

                                                
7 Problematic as these denotations, “true” Germanness or “reaI” German, are, as the words presuppose an 
ancestral, pure German lineage, I use the words as reflected in public and political discourse. 
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will not be found in the either/or of who fits the criteria for real or true Germanness; in 

the body of this study, I instead make explicit the connections to political/legal/cultural 

ideas of German identity with the seeing of those ideas embodied. 

 Each body chapter shows the prevalence of the notion of German as a physical 

and/or cultural type, beginning with the indexing of unfinished work in post-unification 

and multicultural Germany. Focusing on the “visible yet unseen” German national body, 

I largely focus on the racialized body as the primary component of the national body, but 

there are other dimensions as well. In my ethnographic section, for example, cultural 

markers, such as hairstyle and clothing, often take the foreground. In the next chapter, I 

include a more differentiated discussion of what I mean by how a body “looks.” 

Additionally, in terms of visualizing the national body, there are two components: (1) the 

visual—who is seeing, and (2) the physical—who is being seen.  

Turning Point 

 How I came to focus on the role of language and body as markers of identity and 

belonging, and, specifically, the German national body, started with research into a 

peculiar component of German citizenship law: ethnic German repatriation. Although 

other countries also have a “right of return,” many scholars point to the genealogical 

concept of Germanness found in German citizenship law that grants citizenship to ethnic 

German repatriates from the successor states of the former Soviet Union and other 

Eastern European countries. As American sociologist Rogers Brubaker writes: “The 

ethnocultural, differentialist understanding of nationhood in Germany is embodied and 

expressed in a definition of citizenship that is remarkably open to ethnic German 
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immigrants from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, but remarkably closed to non-

German immigrants” (Brubaker 3). Ethnic Germans are perceived as belonging to the 

German Volk; that is, they are legally defined as Germans. 

 While conducting research on ethnic German return migration in the summer of 

2006, a single interview became a turning point for my research, shifting the focus away 

from one particular immigrant group to the broader contingency of racial categories and 

the prevalence of the notion of the national body. I was pursuing pre-doctoral research on 

ethnic Germans (Spätaussiedler) with the support of a German Studies grant from the 

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD). I was interviewing a retired official 

from the Federal Office of Administration (Bundesverwaltungsamt), the entity in charge 

of processing applications for ethnic German repatriate status, and we were discussing his 

experiences of traveling to the former Soviet Republics to administer language tests. The 

language test, considered a formal hearing, functions as a means to evaluate descent. The 

test is therefore a one-time opportunity, as it was designed to determine ethnic identity 

rather than be a comprehensive language evaluation. The German bureaucrats who carry 

out the language test are not looking for knowledge of German as acquired through 

foreign language acquisition, but are instead often seeking knowledge of dialect and its 

transmission through the family. In addition to showing that they were raised in the 

German language, repatriates of German origin must also demonstrate that they have 

maintained German traditions. 

 The retired official from the Federal Office of Administration, Ernst, shared his 

experiences of administering these language tests. He described his strategy of 
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determining those who grew up in the German language from those who had learned 

some German as a result of foreign language acquisition. He said to me: 

Also wichtig war für uns, das hatten wir, als zu beachten, dass wir als 

Muttersprachler Kenntnisse feststellen müssten, ja. Sprich dieser 

Antragssteller muttersprachlich Deutsch? Er brauchte nicht schreiben oder 

auch nicht lesen können, aber dann müsste er dann das muttersprachliche 

Deutsche sprechen, also nicht fremdsprachliche. Und da kann jeder 

erlernen, na? (Ernst) 

If Ernst could identify the applicant as a native speaker of German, the applicant could 

receive Spätaussiedler status, assuming that he or she met the other requirements. Ernst 

was therefore in a position of power and acted as a “gatekeeper” to German citizenship 

by making subjective calls based on linguistic guidelines. So far, this made sense to me. 

After all, Herder maintained that a common language is what binds a Volk/nation 

together, and this notion continues to echo through modern discussions of nationality.8 

 What I soon found most peculiar in my interview with Ernst about his role in 

determining an applicant’s language ability as the criterion for ethnicity was his 

projection of racial categories. Ernst held certain racial and ethnic notions of what a 

“German body” looks like while determining Spätaussiedler status, and I wondered how 

this could have influenced his decision-making. An applicant’s appearance lies outside 

the formal criteria for ethnic German status; nevertheless, it mattered to Ernst. This was 

                                                
8 Hansen provides a succinct summary of Herder’s definition of das Volk as follows: “Das Volk definiert er 
als die Gemeinschaft, die entstanden war durch Verwandtschaft, gemeinsame Geschichte, soziale 
Solidarität und kulturelle Affinität und die sich über die Zeiten hin geformt hatte durch Klima und 
Geographie, Erziehung, Beziehung zu den Nachbarn und anderen Faktoren, zusammengehalten vor allem 
durch die Sprache, welche kollektive Erfahrung der Gruppe ausdrückte” (50).  
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the flip side of the racial coin: in conversation with me, Ernst referred to the applicant’s 

appearance, whereby he perceived the body as German, “other,” or mixed. He mentioned 

that some applicants from Kazakhstan appeared “Asiatic.” Ernst said, “Es gibt aber auch 

viele, habe ich gesehen, Mischehen. Sie war Deutsche und er war Kasache. Man hat das 

sofort gesehen.” Specifically, he referenced a feature: Schlitzaugen (slit eyes). Ernst saw 

race.  

As sociologist Barbara Katz Rothman points out: “[S]eeing race is always about 

discriminating, a discerning, trained eye recognizing the ‘essential’ or defining 

characteristic in the individual that confers racial categorization. From the enormous, vast 

confusion of features, shades, shapes, angles and planes, textures and colors that make up 

a human face, we construct categories” (54). While physical appearance is not part of the 

testing criteria, it may affect the bureaucrat’s subjective process of determining ethnic 

identification. Visual identities indeed play an unofficial role in the application process. 

At its crux, the use of phenotypic difference can lead to essentializing discourse painfully 

reminiscent of Nazi ideology, and still people continue to speak in terms of racial 

categories in everyday speech. Yet I was shocked to hear “in plain sight” how the idea of 

biological Germanness manifested in outward appearance could factor into the means by 

which official immigration policy is carried out. The visual—the national body as seen 

and unseen in the German public—underlies even the more mundane areas of 

immigration, integration, and belonging; in addition, visual identities connect 

genealogical and cultural notions of belonging. The idea of physical Germanness may be 

taboo, but racial thinking still exists and can be seen today. 
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Fieldwork and Methodology 

Centered as such on migration and the problematic relationships among race, ethnicity, 

and nation, this dissertation crosses two disciplines, Anthropology and German Studies, 

and so crosses between appropriate methodological problems and texts. Although I have 

a background in anthropology and ethnographic research (I hold an M.A. in Social 

Sciences from the University of Chicago), this dissertation is not a traditional 

ethnography. In order to identify the broadest extent of racialized thinking on the national 

body, I use ethnographic modalities like interviews, conversations, and participant 

observation, as well as the analysis of visual content, specifically modes of representative 

seeing in literature and music. My texts are varied in genre, reflecting the breadth and 

depth of my interdisciplinary project. These texts vary from chapter to chapter, too. I 

incorporate both literary and visual analysis of German cultural texts alongside 

ethnography as I map out the trope. Heavy interdisciplinary treatment comes within my 

third chapter; it draws on both ethnography and literature. Addressing both genres in the 

same chapter allows me to pull from my fieldwork and complement my analysis with a 

discussion of three novels written by authors with migration backgrounds. Those 

narratives, inspired by the lived experiences of the authors themselves, are not confined 

to reproducing precisely observed and experienced ethnographic moments. Instead, the 

authors can imagine probable events, hybrid identities, and conversations without having 

to go back to carefully documented fieldnotes and interview transcripts. These two types 

of genres complement each other to broaden the picture of lived experiences of migration 

and integration in Germany more than either would provide individually. 
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Nonetheless, like all ethnographies as an experiential and embodied practice, this 

dissertation is characterized by its own situatedness. Therefore, my own “markers” are 

also worth mentioning. I have blond hair and a Norwegian last name. I grew up in 

southern California, where I had many more non-white friends than white, resulting in a 

rather fluid sense of who is an American. The dissertation has been produced across 

several years’ time. In addition to world historical events that exemplify racialization 

within Germany, two major changes in immigration policy took place during the time of 

my research: the 2005 Immigration Act and its amendment in 2007.  

 Shortly after the implementation of the 2005 Immigration Act in Germany, I 

conducted preliminary ethnographic research into questions of identity with both Russian 

Jews and ethnic Germans in Göttingen. I received a summer grant in German Studies 

from DAAD in the summer of 2006 to investigate the roles of language and the body as 

markers of identity and belonging among ethnic Germans and Russian Jews, but the idea 

of “looks” quickly became a major theme. In Göttingen, I located subjects using passive 

recruitment methods. Both Russian Jews and ethnic Germans were brought together in a 

single organization, the Sonderlehrgang für Spätaussiedler und Kontigentflüchtlinge 

sponsored by the Otto Benecke Stiftung. After I presented my research interests to the 

organization and offered my help in English courses, individuals approached me and 

asked me to interview them. I did not conduct a quantitative study or use questionnaires 

to gain qualitative data of feelings of Germanness or feelings of being at home in 

Germany. I left the interviews very open-ended but initially prompted interviewees to tell 

me about their experiences of coming to Germany and what it was like to live in 
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Germany. Nonetheless, I sensed that there was an expectation to talk about what they 

thought was of interest to researchers, thereby creating something almost like a script. I 

specifically did not ask typical questions like, “How German do you feel? Do you feel 

more Russian or German?” because I knew such questions would likely elicit formulaic 

responses. I created a less formulaic but familiar context in which interviewees could talk 

about topics like school, their families, or their social lives. In nearly all of my 

interviews, at one point or another, the interviewee became animated when speaking 

about the body, which quickly emerged as a theme across interviews. These non-scripted 

moments occurred when talk would turn to looking German, Russian, or Jewish.  

During interviews, ethnic Germans often made reference not only to their 

accented German speech but also to their bodies. Although ethnic Germans have the 

opportunity to claim German citizenship based on ethnic descent, or rather by their 

possession of an inherited “German body,” the ethnic German return migrants whom I 

interviewed often referred to their appearance. They remarked that they are recognizable 

as and recognize other return migrants as “Russian.” It is not only physical markers that 

make them appear non-German but also attributes like hairstyle, clothing, and gestures.  

 By the time I returned to Germany for a one-month research trip in the fall of 

2008, the 2007 reforms had also already passed. During this time, I made contacts with 

individuals with a migrant background in Berlin, many with roots in the Middle East.9 I 

was even woken up on the morning following the U.S. election results by my roommate, 

born in Baghdad, to congratulate me on my country’s new president. I again returned to 
                                                
9 Berlin, as the capital of Germany, is not representative of the rest of the country in terms of 
multiculturalism. Therefore, my dissertation might take on a bit of a Berlin flair, but I also spent time in 
other parts of the country for comparison. 
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Germany on a Fulbright grant in anthropology to conduct my dissertation research. At 

this point, I decided against writing an ethnography of a specific and, theoretically, 

“closed” community. Instead, I conducted participant observation and interviews with 

individuals of various foreign origins living in Germany. I spent ten months from 2009–

2010 in Berlin doing fieldwork among individuals originally from Iraq and Iran; students 

from China; E.U. nationals from Spain, the Netherlands, Romania, and Poland; as well as 

Russian and American scientists. I did not interview people belonging to the so-called 

second generation, but I instead talked to people who relocated to Germany, either as 

children, teens, or adults. My project therefore became a study of everyday speech on the 

national body. I not only listened to the stories of individuals with foreign origins; I also 

talked to people who interacted with migrants and the descendents of migrants through 

their professions, whether they were physical therapists, daycare workers, teachers, or 

employees of various aid organizations. Moreover, I heard regular, everyday speech from 

Germans about what they perceived as the “foreign” body in their midst. For example, a 

German acquaintance, a man in his mid-forties who grew up in East Germany, said, 

“This isn’t my Germany anymore” when walking into his favorite park where the “visual 

difference” of race, religion, and culture overwhelmed him to the point he felt he “no 

longer belonged in his country.” Such statements mirror German angst about 

Überfremdung (over-foreignization) that permeated German media and politics, 

particularly in the nineties but that has also now found a recent resurgence.  

 How I chose my research materials evolved out of my fieldwork. While my 

interviews and participant observation constitute the main part of my research, I also 
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recognized that the government brochures I had been studying before taking my research 

trips were themselves visual texts that also spoke to cultural identity. Once in Berlin, 

waiting for public transportation, I noticed another federal poster campaign raising 

awareness about discrimination, Vielfalt statt Einfalt.10 Issued by the 

Antidiskriminierungsstelle des Bundes (Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency), ubiquitous 

at every station, the posters depicted individuals who did not possess a normative body.11 

For example, I saw posters depicting a Jew wearing a yarmulke with the accompanying 

text, Ich habe echt Humor. Bei Diskriminierung hört der Spaß aber auf; a woman 

wearing a headscarf with the text, Diskriminierung? Gebürtige Türkin, Muslimin, 

Kopftuchträgerin und Frau... Noch Fragen?; and a woman in a wheelchair with the 

caption, “Oft starren mich Leute an. Kein Problem, ich bremse auch für Gaffer.” The 

intention of the posters—portraying disability, age, ethnic background, religion, gender, 

and sexual orientation, to name a few—is to fight discrimination and provide contact 

information for people who felt they had experienced discrimination. I saw the FADA 

posters as also relating to the idea of national body, since the people portrayed did not 

have unmarked bodies. The national body is not just limited to a racialized body; the 

national imaginary has a gender, a class standing, an age, and a sexuality. It was therefore 

against this backdrop that I gathered and chose my research materials; racialization in 

Germany, to me, was blended into many identity categories, but in a great breadth of text 

types, race still emerged as a crucial discourse for German nationalism.  

                                                
10 I originally saw the posters on public display, contributing to my fieldwork. Individual posters from the 
campaign may be downloaded from the website of the Antidiskriminerungsstelle.  
11 My dissertation draws heavily on German government publications. In my bibliography, these are listed, 
following MLA style, under “Germany.” However, to ease the process of finding the right reference, I will 
typically refer to the sponsoring agency and/or a document or website title in my in-text citations. 
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 Shortly after my return home to the United States to work through my materials, 

there was an explosion of debate in Germany about migration, integration, race, and 

multiculturalism. The debate peaked in 2010 with intensified nation-wide discussions of 

multiculturalism following the publication of economist and former German central 

banker Thilo Sarrazin’s controversial book, Deutschland Schafft Sich Ab; in it, he 

denounces the failure of the country’s postwar immigration policy. Specifically, he 

makes sweeping claims about race, birth rates, and intelligence levels, and he suggests an 

unwillingness and inability to integrate on the part of Germany’s Muslims, who are 

largely of Turkish descent. Almost immediately after the release of his book in August 

2010, Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel burst into this debate when she declared in 

October 2010 that multiculturalism had failed (Reuters. “Multikulti Gesellschaft”). She 

distanced herself from Sarrazin’s inciting statements and aligned herself with President 

Christian Wulff’s recognition that Islam now belongs to Germany. Merkel, in her critique 

of integration efforts, stated that too little had been demanded from migrants in the past, 

and she insisted that migrants must learn the German language in order to succeed in 

school and later in the job market. She also pointed out that Germany is dependent on the 

immigration of specialists, unlike Bavarian Prime Minister Horst Seehofer, who had 

previously called for an end to all immigration. Heated domestic discussion and German 

public discourse on integration of migrants in Germany was making international 

headlines as I was writing about migrants and racialization in this dissertation.  

The domestic political debate from 2010 on migration therefore stirred renewed 

international interest in an old story: how Germans interact with and relate to Others who 
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share their country. Germany is not a country satisfied with its self-image, either 

nationally or internationally. In addition to the international attention paid to Germany 

regarding Sarrazin's inflammatory ideas about Muslims, it became common to see 

sensational images of patriotic Europeans against the Islamization of the Occident, 

known as Pegida; Pegida’s marches in Dresden in 2014 dominated the headlines. The 

xenophobic movement continued to take over the streets of Dresden into 2015. The 

demonstration on November 9, 2015, stirred up new controversy: anti-Muslim sentiment 

was expressed at a Pegida rally on the very day marking the anniversary of Kristallnacht, 

the day the pogrom was carried out against the Jews by the Nazis in 1938. When news of 

Sarrazin's racism or Pegida rallies reaches an international audience, it is inevitable that 

xenophobic sentiment extends the reach of Nazi Germany's past. 

 With the recent influx of refugees, Germany has also been making international 

news for its “Willkommenskultur.” Whether or not Angela Merkel's stance on welcoming 

refugees into Germany has been based on humanitarian obligations stemming from the 

country's past or an attempt to counter future demographic concerns, the media coverage 

has been good for Germany's image in the world. In fact, an article published in the 

International New York Times on September 23, 2015, is entitled “As Germany Takes in 

Refugees, It Also Rehabilitates Its Image.” Kathrin Benholdt writes:  

In the word of Chancellor Angela Merkel, whose apparent mercilessness 

during the Greek bailout talks prompted mocked-up photographs of her 

dressed in Nazi uniform: The World sees Germany as a country of hope 

and opportunity, and that was certainly not always the case. 
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Thus, Benhold poses an intriguing query, “Could this be the beginning of the end of 

Germany's postwar rehabilitation?” Germany's hospitality towards refugees is therefore 

countering prevailing images of xenophobia both within the country and in the rest of the 

world.  

Phenotypic Thinking 

 This work is interdisciplinary, too, in that I am not writing solely about abstract 

representations of the body; instead, my research also deals with actual bodies interacting 

with each other. Particularly in the humanities, the body is conceptualized as merely 

discursive, but it is also the materiality of human bodies that interests me here; my focus 

is on the espoused differences between bodies, since phenotypic difference and the 

contingencies of racial categories both emerged thematically during the course of my 

fieldwork. By writing about the concept of phenotype, I run the risk of seemingly lending 

it legitimacy, but that is not my intention. Normally, reference to racial categories is 

unproductive, likely dangerous, and usually taboo. Yet as Eley notes in The Trouble With 

“Race,” “[W]e need to understand the materialities of race for those who become marked 

by it, the actualities of its presence, the experiential bases for racial identification in 

ordinary life” (77). It would seem that Germany does not see its own reflection. After a 

discussion on Gilles Deleuze’s concept of virtuality, geographer and race theorist Arun 

Saldanha, writes, specifically referring to faces:  

According to the dominant paradigm, race is necessarily ‘constructed’ 

through language and culture, so what it is ‘itself’ cannot be known. What 

then counts, in human geography, cultural studies, anthropology, and 
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sociology, is often the discourse on, media images of, people’s opinions 

about race, instead of the realities of embodiment, face, and location (7). 

My project attempts to address in Chapter 1 the national body as appearing through an 

analysis of speech, images, and ideas about it, and then again in Chapters 2 and 3, to 

touch upon the materialities of that body, both as seen and unseen by itself. I argue that 

while discussions of phenotypic difference can indeed lead to essentializing discourse 

reminiscent of Nazi ideology, more significant is the imprints of this ideology before and 

well after National Socialism. In actuality, Germans—naturalized or not—continue to 

speak in terms of racial categories in everyday speech. Such everyday language around 

the German body reflects a slippage: an unreflected mode of representation in which 

visual identities still matter despite an increasing acceptance of a heterogeneous society. 

In my following chapters, I raise questions such as: How do we escape the notion of 

German as a physical type? Can we look past visual identities? It is my contention that 

we must rethink the national body as a critical problem that draws attention to visual 

identities. 

German Self-Imaginings 

 Although Germany’s citizenship law changed years ago, making it easier for 

long-term residents to become naturalized, one’s lineage still plays an important role in 

self-identification and how one is seen by others. Wurzeln (roots) and Herkunft (descent) 

are words that appear over and over again in discussions of German identity, since 

German citizenry is based on the idea of common descent. The multi-authored book, Wir 
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neuen Deutschen, portions of which were on Die Zeit Online, highlights the importance 

of (foreign) roots in conceptualizing Germanness: 

Deutsch sein hieß bis 2000, deutsche Eltern zu haben. Das 

Staatsbürgerschaftsrecht zäunte die Gemeinschaft genau und genetisch ein 

es hieß Jus Sanguinis, Blutrecht. Obwohl es inzwischen verändert wurde, 

können viele immer noch nicht glauben, dass Deutsche auch von 

nichtdeutschen Eltern abstammen können. Sie glauben nicht, dass eine 

Frau mit schwarzen Haaren und fremd klingendem Namen eine von ihnen 

sein könnte. Nie würden sie das Wort „Rasse“ benutzen, aber letztlich 

klingt der Gedanke an: „Du bist doch nicht richtig deutsch. Was sind denn 

deine Wurzeln? (“Heimat ist ein sehnsuchtsvolles Ding” 2) 

The three journalists, Alice Bota, Khuê Pham, and Özlem Topçu, collaborated to write 

this compelling account of the persistent practice of seeing—and believing in—“real” 

Germanness. Moreover, the authors strike upon something more ephemeral in 

understanding Germanness, namely an imagined national body: “Wer würde schon 

zugeben, dass sich die meisten Deutschen ihre Landsleute als hellhäutig vorstellen?” 

(ibid, 2). In language leaving little to the imagination, the journalists resolutely reveal that 

in German self-imaginings, the national body is white.12  

Discourse of Migration: A Note on Terms 

Concepts important to understanding current cultural debates in Germany include the 

frequently heard words Wurzeln (roots), Abstammung (descent), and Herkunft. Wurzeln is 

                                                
12 It could be that the reluctance of most Germans to admit that they visualize themselves as white is 
because “whiteness” has been co-opted by the right-wing extremists. 
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synonymous with Herkunft, and Herkunft could imply, broadly, family background. 

Duden online gives as its first definition of the word Herkunft: “soziale Abstammung; 

bestimmter sozialer, nationaler, kultureller Bereich, aus dem jemand herkommt.” The 

social aspect could be stressed, with cultural implications like social milieu, but so could 

descent, ancestry, origin, or extraction. According to Collins German Dictionary, one 

usage of the word is “er ist seiner Herkunft nach Brite—he is of British extraction or 

descent or origin.” In his essay entitled “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” Michel 

Foucault writes, “Herkunft is the equivalent of stock or descent; it is the ancient 

affiliation to a group, sustained by the bonds of blood, tradition, or social class. The 

analysis of Herkunft often involves a consideration of race or social type.” (145).13 It is 

therefore important to understand the nuanced implications of this, on the surface, 

straightforward term that is used so frequently in political discourse.14  

A term that is never heard in the discourse of migration is Rasse (race). The myth 

of colorblindness in Germany precludes even the discourse of race, but as Nanna 

Heidenreich explains, other terms stand in for the word race.  

Im Deutschen ist ‘Rasse’ nun ein tabuisierter Begriff – aufgrund seines 

Einsatzes in nationalsozialistischer Ideologie und Vernichtungspolitik – 

aber einer, der das gesellschaftliche Feld keineswegs tatsächlich verlassen 

hat. Das Wahrnehmungsfeld, an das er appelliert, taucht in anderen 

                                                
13 Foucault, Michel. 1977. “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History.” In Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: 
Selected Essays and Interviews, edited by D. F. Bouchard. Ithaca: Cornell University Press.  
14 To further contextualize the notion of Herkunft in its multiple forms as a backdrop to understanding 
belonging in Germany, there is a long history of exclusionary tactics deployed in local settings against 
those not originally from there, even those who “look” German. Therefore, besides the importance of the 
white body, there are other forms of exclusion based on ideas of Herkunft.  
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Worten oder in Umschreibungen oder Äquivalenzen wieder auf. Zu den 

Surrogatbegriffen bzw. Platzhaltern gehören heute in der vereinigten 

Bundesrepublik ‘das Volk’, ‘die Kultur’ und, mit den ersten beiden 

Subjektivierung (und subjugation) herstellen soll, ‘Ausländer.’ (205) 

Ausländer is a legal term denoting status—foreigner/foreign national in Germany, but 

sometimes it is also used pejoratively to describe a naturalized citizen, thereby invoking 

the idea of “looking foreign.” Even Duden online offers the following advice:  

Die Bezeichnung Ausländer für (aus Sprecherperspektive) im eigenen 

Land lebende Menschen ausländischer Herkunft gilt zunehmend als 

diskriminierend. Sie wird deshalb immer häufiger durch Bezeichnungen 

wie ausländischer Mitbürger oder (vor allem bei dauerhaftem Zuzug) 

Migrant ersetzt. (“Ausländer, der.”) 

Therefore, outside of a strictly legal sense, the term “foreigner” (Ausländer) connotes a 

xenophobic sentiment.  

In terms of understanding Germany’s current use of the terms denoting someone 

of German or non-German origin, it is important to impart to the reader at least a cursory 

understanding of immigration to West Germany in the postwar era. As a solution to 

Germany’s postwar labor shortages, the federal government pursued a policy to recruit 

foreign workers on a temporary basis. In the immediate postwar period, West Germany 

received millions of ethnic German refugees and expellees, yet these individuals were not 

considered immigrants because it was expected that they would eventually return home. 

In the 1960s, Germany imported labor from Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey, Morocco, 
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Portugal, Tunisia, and Yugoslavia. Instead of choosing an immigration model that would 

eventually grant foreigners full citizenship, Germany adopted a flexible guest worker 

model that could respond to labor market needs. However, by the mid 1960s, guest 

workers were seen as a social problem, and in 1973, West Germany put a stop to the 

recruitment of guest workers (Anwerbestopp). By the late 1980s, Germany received ever-

rising numbers of asylum seekers and ethnic Germans (Aussiedler) from Eastern Europe. 

In defining its position on international migration and the integration of foreigners, the 

decades-long official view of the German government was “Germany is not a country of 

immigration.” With this historical background in mind, it is worth mentioning how terms 

relating to immigrants and their descendants are used in Germany, as well as pointing out 

the evolution of usage, as terms reflect the country’s stand on migration and integration. 

Terms have shifted from Gastarbeiter (guest worker) to Ausländer (foreigner) to 

Einwanderer/Zuwanderer (immigrant) to Migrant/Person mit Migrationshintergrund 

(person with migration background).15 The term “foreigner” is no longer readily used 

except in a legal framework or anti-immigrant speech.16 According to Riem Spielhaus, 

the use of the term foreigner has been phased out only to be replaced, in specific 

situations, by the term “Muslim.” She writes:  

                                                
15 The 2011 Migration und Integration brochure includes a glossary. The definition included for 
Migrationshintergrund is as follows: “Personen mit Migrationshintergrund sind nach der Definition des 
statisti- schen Bundesamtes alle nach 1949 auf das heutige Gebiet der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
Zugewanderten sowie alle in Deutschland geborenen Ausländer und alle in Deutschland als Deutsche 
Geborenen mit zumindest einem zugewanderten oder als Ausländer in Deutschland geborenen Elternteil.” 
It is interesting to note that the English version of the brochure uses the word “origin” in addition to 
“background” in its translation of the phrase “Personen mit Migrationshintergrund. 
16 Note what Terkessidis says of the term foreigner: “Der in Deutschland verwendete Begriff „Ausländer“ 
entspricht nicht mehr der realen Situation und ist mittlerweile in erster Linie ideologisch” (9).  
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Als die ehemaligen Türken nun nicht mehr der Staatsangehörigkeit nach 

als anders kategorisiert werden konnten, gewannen Zuschreibungen 

aufgrund religiöser Zugehörigkeit an Bedeutung. Die öffentliche Meinung 

reagierte auf die Bewusstwerdung der Permanenz islamischen Lebens in 

Europa mit einer Wahrnehmungsverschiebung: vom „Ausländer“ zum 

„Muslim“. (30)  

Apparently, the designation of Muslim has, at times, become shorthand for describing 

foreigners with roots in Turkey, regardless of their religious affiliations (and despite 

Turkey’s actual secularism), since Muslim becomes a racialized and ethnic identity in 

this sense. The use of terms takes on great importance as it reflects underlying 

assumptions and beliefs about the world. Essayist and novelist Lena Gorelik writes: 

Sprache ist der Spiegel unserer Gedanken, unserer Assoziationen, Sprache 

ist öffentlich und Öffentlichkeit, und Sprache bewirkt. Sie bewirkt 

Reaktionen, Gefühle, zieht Handlungen und Konsequenzen nach sich. 

Sprache kann abgrenezen und ausschließen, und Sprache kann wehtun. 

Denn neben dem negativen Beigeschmack hatten und haben all die 

Begriffe eines gemeinsam: Sie teilen ein. Machen ein “wir” versus “ihr” 

aus Deutschland. (“Sie können aber gut deutsch!” 38)   

As Gorelik points out, using such terms like Migrationshintergrund to refer to migrants 

or the descendents of migrants is divisive. ““Diese Abgrenzung reduziert uns alle auf eine 

Herkunft, für die wir letztlich nichts können.” (ibid, 8). Therefore, the newest term to 

mark someone who is not—and here we come back to the idea of authentic 
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Germanness—a “real” German is supposed to be neutral, yet not all “migrants” have 

actually migrated to Germany. Moreover, terms like Migrationshintergrund, while 

intended as a neutral category, are often linked to visual markers. 

 A migration background becomes a racialized category in public discourse. 

Echoing Gorelik’s statement about the term “migrant” being reduced to descent, both 

Fatima El-Tayeb and Zafer Senocak comment on this phenomenon. Senocak, in 

particular, points to the role of Herkunft: 

Kinder und Enkel von Migranten werden in Deutschland ebenfalls als 

Migranten betrachtet und auch so bezeichnet. Dieser Sprachgebrauch sagt 

viel aus über deren Perspektiven und Stellung in der Gesellschaft. Das 

heißt, auch in der zweiten und dritten Generation steht die Herkunft, 

gemeint ist damit vor allem die ethnische und religiöse Herkunft, vor der 

Person, vor ihrer Ausbildung, ihrer Weltanschauung und ihrer 

Lebensweise. Diese Betrachtungsweise hat sich derart etabliert, dass sie 

schon gar nicht mehr als ausgrenzend und diskriminierend 

wahrgenommen wird. (125) 

According to El-Tayeb, migrants are seen as “always arriving,” and she postulates that 

assimilation into mainstream German society can only happen if one can “pass” as a 

white German. 

[W]hoever is identified as a racial or religious Other is necessarily 

conceptualized as a migrant, that is, as originating outside Europe, even if 

this origin is two, three, or more generations removed. The term thus is 
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less related to legal status or place of birth, but to a perceived immutable 

diversion from ‘Europeanness.’ Assimilation of the second and succeeding 

generations into the nation still largely depends on the ability to pass for a 

member of the national majority in a quite literal sense (notwithstanding 

that this ideal member of the national community against which 

assimilation is measured is him/herself an artificial construct, based on the 

national imaginary rather than its reality), creating irresolvable tensions 

for those possessing signs of difference considered inassimilable.” 

(European Others 80). 

El-Tayeb therefore postulates that the ideal member of the national community, and the 

national imaginary in general, is the antithesis of the lived, embodied experience of the 

racial or religious Other. 

 Just as there is a history of terms used to describe migrants and their descendants 

in Germany, there is a variety of terms to refer to the “real” Germans, as different from 

naturalized individuals in Germany who have foreign roots. Included in this notion of 

“ancestrally pure” Germans are terms such as Urdeutsche, Einheimische, alteingessenen 

Deutschen, deutsche Deutschen, and Biodeutsche.17 The opposing categories of 

Biodeutsche versus jemand mit Migrationshingergrund (someone with a migration 

                                                
17 Cem Özdimir is attributed with first having used the term Biodeutsche to refer to Germans whose 
ancestral lines trace back generations to Germany. See Gümüsay. Also as Caroline Fetscher writes in Der 
Tagesspiegel: “Der Begrifft suggeriert, es handle sich bei den Biodeutschen um rein und unverfälscht wie 
Bio-Tomaten gediehene Einheimische. Ohne Kunstdünger und Pestizide scheinen sie dem deutschen 
Ackerboden entsprungen und im Bio-Laden gelandet, wo es nach frisch gemahlenem, blondem Weizen 
riecht: Natur pur.” http://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/migration-der-sprache-biodeutsch-sprache-
unterwandert-kultur/11739366.html 
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background) became the object of satire in a recent book entitled Kleines Lexikon für 

MiMiMis und Biodeutsche. Published in 2014, Omid Nouripour makes fun of the many 

varied terms belonging to current discussions in Germany. For example, Biodeutsche 

refers to “schon-immer-Deutsche” (26) and MiMiMis to Mitbürger Mit 

Migrationshintergrund (99). 

 In juxtaposition to terms denoting pure German lineage, there is a term in 

circulation that is far more positive than, for example, Passdeutscher or Mitbürger. It is 

“new Germans.” As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the term is used by rapper Oliver 

Harris, by the three women who published Wir Neuen Deutschen, and in a title for a 

project called Hybride europäisch-muslimische Identitätsmodelle (HEYMAT) at the 

Humboldt University in Berlin.  

Location of Project 

 This way of thinking—making assumptions about a person’s citizenship based on 

his or her appearance—can be a dangerous practice, yet it is a common occurrence and 

behavior. It is a very widespread phenomenon not at all limited to Germany, as some 

recent examples from the U.S. illustrate. The assumed link between phenotype and 

location, between people and territory, is innocuous in circumstances such as trying to 

figure out which country an athlete represents when watching the Olympics. However, 

there are real-world consequences to this way of thinking, as seen, for example, in the 

United States with the recent “papers please” policy in Arizona. The connection between 

citizenship and how one looks can be found in the racial profiling that is now legal in 

Arizona and in the question that was posed to Arizona mayor Jan Brewer in 2010: “What 
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does an illegal immigrant look like?” Arizona’s highly contentious immigration policy 

that incorporates ideas of what Americans versus illegal immigrants look like also 

emerged in the 2012 presidential debates. Obama challenged Romney’s stance on 

immigration and said of his opponent:  

[Romney] called the Arizona law a model for the nation. Part of the 

Arizona law said that law enforcement officers could stop folks because 

they suspected maybe they looked like they might be undocumented 

workers and check their papers. You know what? If my daughter or yours 

looks to somebody like they're not a citizen, I don't want—I don't want to 

empower somebody like that. (Univision N.p.) 

While the way someone looks may reflect ancestry to some extent, it does not necessarily 

reveal where he or she grew up, what language he or she speaks, or what his or her 

nationality is. I would therefore assume that the strength of a presumed link in the U.S. 

between appearance and one’s citizenship is tenuous at best, given the forces of 

globalization, yet Obama’s commentary raises the following questions. What does an 

undocumented worker look like and what does a citizen look like? Moreover, the heart of 

the political controversy over the “papers please” policy shows when and how power is 

conveyed to certain bodies.  

Building upon the notion that someone in the United States can either look or not 

look like a citizen, I turn again to popular discourse, including unregulated Internet 

commentary. Looking American or not looking American became a motif in the media 

after Nina Davuluri was crowned Miss America in September 2013. Davuluri was born 
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and educated in the United States, but her parents hail from India. Because of her 

background, social media was flooded with racist comments after her win. Specifically, 

many tweets misidentified her as Muslim or Arab and associated her with terrorist 

groups. Looking at the racist reaction in social media to Davuluri’s win reveals that there 

is a commonly held idea of the American body, in this case, specifically what it is not 

(one that looks Indian, i.e., having dark skin and dark hair and doing a Bollywood dance 

performance for the talent part of the show). In response to the social media uproar, some 

people saw this as an opportunity to challenge those commonly held notions. Some media 

suggested that Davuluri’s win helped to redefine the notion of beauty as well as challenge 

the notion of looking American. In an article in Forbes, Ruchika Tulshyan writes that 

Davuluri is “a great role model for young girls in America. Through immigration and 

inter-marriage, there’s no right way to look American” (Tulshyan N.p. ). One of the most 

interesting reactions to Davuluri being crowned Miss America was not the racist rhetoric 

(sadly, that was predictable) that filled the Internet, but the claim that quickly circulated 

that Miss Kansas should have won, as she is a “true American.” In the Atlantic Wire, 

Alexander Abad-Santos writes: 

A meme is going around proclaiming that Theresa Vail a.k.a. Miss Kansas 

should have been the ‘true’ Miss America because she likes hunting and 

has tattoos—signs that she is representative of America. […] There's an 

implicit message that Vail should also be American because she is white. 

American, however, is not a skin color. (Abad-Santos N.p.)  
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Miss Kansas, in the opinion of those offended by Davuluri’s win, was a real American 

woman, in contrast to Davuluri. The meme shows four pictures of the blond Miss Kansas: 

one of her in uniform with the caption “loves her country,” one of her in hunting attire 

while bow hunting (“loves hunting”), one of her in a bikini sporting tattoos (“loves 

tattoos”), and finally, one of her crowned as Miss Kansas with a caption that reads, “Real 

Miss America.”18 Sometimes it is easier to say what one is not, rather than what one is, 

but in the response to the outcome of the Miss America pageant, the idea of an American 

national identity was laid out in clear language (and bodily terms in the pictures) vis-à-vis 

a foreign culture (Bollywood dance style) and body (dark skin, dark hair). While there is 

fluidity in the notion of what a citizen can look like in the United States, looking 

American still relies on an imagined body as white and likely middle class and Protestant. 

Arguably, there are perhaps several American bodies if blackness is not challenged as 

non-American. In any case, there is not yet an American body that is widely understood 

to look Indian.  

These two examples based in the United States show that there are still 

assumptions about connections between people and places despite globalization and 

transnational migration. Moreover, these two examples are important because they 

demonstrate that linking national belonging with visual identity is a prevalent 

phenomenon, not specific to any one country. Germany is not the only country unaware 

of its own face. While this dissertation focuses on how the idea of a national body applies 

                                                
18 See Adelman for more on the meme. 
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to Germany and what “Germanness” means, the notion of a national body can be found in 

many countries and cultures.19 

For a dissertation in my field of German Studies, I focus on how looks become 

linked to territory in Germany, even though the phenomenon is not restricted to a German 

context. Literary representations of the German body show its age-old existence, like 

Roman historian Tacitus, who drew connections between Germanness and physical 

appearance—blue eyes, reddish hair, and large bodies—in Germania.20 I was also drawn 

to focus on the question of the national body in relation to Germany because investigating 

the ways descent, language, and, ultimately, citizenship are linked with visual identity 

carries a particular historical burden there. In Germany, the notion of a national body 

becomes particularly interesting given the historical context of racial thinking. The 

country’s fascination with the idea of a German Volk, which peaked under National 

Socialism, is also well known. The prevalence of the notion of German as a physical type 

seems so deeply entrenched and indexes unfinished work in post-unification Germany. 

The next pages provide an exploration of what is specifically German about the German 

body, as it is remembered, imagined, represented, and reproduced in post-unification 

Germany. 

                                                
19 I do not carry out a cross-cultural comparison, where the focus of study would be an American/German 
national body, or conduct a multi-sited ethnography to produce a strictly European project by looking at 
similarities and differences between a German/French national body, because the scope of such a project 
would raise questions of feasibility.  
20 Also, Johann Michael Moscherosch critiqued the French-loving Germans (Frantzosen liebende 
Teutschlinge) in Wunderliche und Wahrhafftige Gesichte Philanders von Sittewald, first published in 1640. 
His work invokes notions of ancient and original Germans and tropes of blood and essential Germanness.   
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Chapter Overview 

 My first chapter, “The National Body: A Catalog,” serves as a preview to the 

following chapters by presenting many different bodies: discursive, physical, imagined, 

historical, migrant, etc. Focusing largely on how “looks” are used, I give the background 

to each image, uncover what the image implies, and explore what questions it raises. 

Since Germanness is strongly linked to a certain visual look, is it therefore possible to 

answer the question: what does a German look like? No, but this “catalog of bodies” and 

statements about/through bodies show how the German national body is produced, 

patrolled, or contested. Shedding light on the boundaries of what is and what it is not 

commonly held to be German helps to explain why it is so hard for some who have 

settled in Germany to be seen as Germans. 

 Chapter Two is entitled: “Photographic Portrayal of Germany and Its Others: 

Government Publications and Campaigns on Migration and Integration.” Government 

publications and information/image campaigns provide excellent sites for looking at 

representations of Germany and its migrants to investigate larger questions of how the 

nation-state imagines itself and the non-German Other. However, a critical look at the 

images shows the prevalence of the notion of German as a physical type, fixing and 

essentializing the categories of migrant and German, and a racially based divide of 

inclusion/exclusion whereby the notion of belonging in Germany is determined by 

“looks.” Despite shifting terminology over time from Gastarbeiter to Ausländer to 

Einwanderer/Zuwanderer to the most recent Migrant/Person mit Migrationshintergrund, 

official materials on migration and integration still reflect the particular binary of 
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German/Other. The binary—a white German vis-à-vis a "foreign-looking," darker-

skinned migrant—has been strategically used recently in official government publications 

and information campaigns to promote a sense of cosmopolitanism, harmony, and 

successful integration. I analyze the many layers and unintended messages of these 

campaigns. 

 In these official materials, I analyze how race/the body/skin color/racial 

difference is used as a commodity in branding the nation as “cosmopolitan.” These 

government publications and campaigns not only represent a collective imagination of 

Otherness but also reflect how the country's government wants the rest of the world to see 

Germany, thereby showing how Germany stages its national culture as “open.” Thus, I 

show tensions between ideals of tolerance and cosmopolitanism on the one hand and the 

persistence of a racially and culturally homogenous notion of belonging on the other. 

 Whereas in Chapter Two I analyze images often found in official government 

publications on migration and integration that tend to portray “visible minorities,” relying 

primarily on reproductions that use light and dark skin to mirror insider/outsider status, I 

turn my attention in Chapter Three, “Physicality: White Migrant Ethnographic and 

Literary Perspectives” to everyday speech regarding the roles of body and language as 

markers of identity and belonging among “white” migrants in Germany who are 

considered ethnically/racially different from Germans. Shifting the focus away from 

official discourse, this chapter specifically reflects on connections between visual 

identities and national and genealogical notions of belonging from the viewpoint of 

“white” migrants themselves. I look for this “everyday speech” in literature and 
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ethnography, and I restrict the scope of my analysis on migrant identity in this chapter to 

“invisible minorities” to highlight the contingency of racial categories in Germany and 

help unpack the notion of white German ethnicity. This chapter considers how visual 

identity and belonging are intertwined and, moreover, explores the complexity of 

conceptualizing “whiteness” in the German context. I want to move beyond a light/dark 

dichotomy in terms of thinking about race in Germany.  

 A last chapter, “Ethnicity as Performance: Creating, Marketing, and 

Commodifying Pop Music Personas,” focuses on why two Berlin-based pop music 

artists, Ruth Maria Renner and Pierre Baigorry, reinvent themselves as Miss Platnum and 

Peter Fox to show how personas are created and marketed, especially how they become 

consumer products, categorized by the German music industry and consumed by a 

largely German audience. Baigorry erases his French heritage, becomes exclusively 

German, and responds to the consumer demand for quality German-language lyrics. 

Renner, on the other hand, emphasizes her Romanian roots not only through her music, 

but also through her own personal flamboyant style: a post-socialist “camp” filled with 

Balkan clichés. I argue that Renner and Baigorry pursue strategies of ethnic branding and 

turn their personas into commodities, the crux of the national body’s shift from 

ideological to material and illusory. They play with visual identity, exercise deliberate 

agency for market impact, and are subversive with stereotypes. In the end, both artists 

end up killing off their personas to reinvent themselves all over again. 

My overarching argument is that while Germans find themselves in the process of 

breaking down notions of the nation as Christian and embodying a specific physical type, 
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namely being white, as a precondition for belonging, they are reaching back to the 

building blocks that make up the idea of race—a term whose usage has been excised 

from the communal German vocabulary and widely recognized as a construct by 

academics and the liberal German elite—to understand citizenship and belonging in 

contemporary Germany. Thus, there is a general silence around how whiteness shapes 

ideal notions of the German body. After making the case for the existence of the German 

body in the national imaginary in my first chapter, I use an estranging technique in my 

second chapter to make what is unsaid about representations of Germans and their Others 

palpable. While the campaigns are well meaning, they are marked by the following 

paradox: absence can only be marked by presence. Specifically, a visual statement about 

the absence of xenophobic sentiment in Germany relies on representations of racial 

difference. Building on the notion of how binaries gloss over internal differences, my 

third chapter analyzes how “white” identities are narrated and performed through stories. 

I showcase the ethnographic readings of identity in “talk” with the ethnographer and in 

the “talk” crafted by the authors of the novels discussed. My last chapter on music and 

live performance builds upon the performative aspects of identity as outlined in my third 

chapter and opens up a window onto the dissertation as a whole. The notions of birth, 

death, rebirth, and invention are ways to think through the implications of how the 

national body has been performed, staged, repeated, and produced in the campaigns, legal 

arrangements, novels and narratives, offering a new and more productive means of 

suggesting alternatives to the static ideal of the nation as rooted in history.  
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Chapter One 

The National Body: A Catalog 

The Contested Space of the National Body 

In this chapter, functioning as a preview to the following chapters, I make the case 

for the existence of a German national body. Building upon the notion of a collective 

imagination of physical Germanness, I include in this catalog examples that also 

highlight coexisting and competing representations of the German national body. These 

representations can coexist peacefully, if sometimes awkwardly, but they can also 

illustrate how the national body is a contested space, and how representations of the 

national body interact with ideas about Germany's role in the world. 

How “Looks” Are Used 

 Academics often use the term national body interchangeably with other words, 

such as body politic, social body, or nation’s body. These terms reference the relationship 

of identity to the physical body and individual bodies to the social body. But what exactly 

is the national body? Is the national body exclusively or primarily a discursive site, or 

does it embody something more than text and discourse? What is its relationship to text, 

discourse, fantasy/imagination, history, and materiality? In this chapter, I begin to 

explore these complexities by presenting various images of the national body, 

highlighting the ways in which thinking about the body is useful to understanding the 

nuances of belonging in present-day Germany. This dissertation considers how looks are 

used, not just how people look. 
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 I choose several images and text excerpts to serve as a catalog—a gallery of 

sorts—to showcase how various images/bodies are indexed in popular understanding and 

usage as German, foreign, normative, imagined, real, discursive, material, common, and 

exceptional. Included in these representations of Germanness are famous Germans, 

including Claudia Schiffer. The many bodies in the gallery, found both in images and 

textual representations, demonstrate how physical appearance works in these images to 

suggest how “German” they are—whether the individuals perceive themselves or are 

perceived by others to be more or less German. Even if it is not especially surprising that 

how people look shapes assumptions of their “Germanness,” it is, nonetheless, 

worthwhile exploring just how entrenched the idea is that Germans are white, but more 

than that, Christian, too. Despite Christianity’s ever-diminishing relevance in Germany, 

the country, and Europe more broadly, is generally perceived to be exclusively Christian, 

as Judaism and Islam have historically been Europe’s “other” (Bunzl). Within Germany, 

East Germans are more likely to be atheists, yet stubbornly, a Christian, or perhaps more 

accurately, a secularized Christian German identity persists today.  

 Despite globalization and migration to Germany, the country still struggles with 

the idea that Germanness is defined by Herkunft and is associated with a particular look. 

Beyond that, I have more questions than answers. For example, if the German national 

body is also a European body, then how does the German national body differ from, say, 

the French national body? If the German national body is more than a raced body, what 

other attributes mark it? Does the German national body live in the city or in the country, 

move in a specific way, or speak a particular dialect? Does it have a sexuality, a specific 
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age, or a class standing? According to Benedict Anderson, a nation is “an imagined 

political community,” yet as the nation imagines itself, how does it present itself in bodily 

form? How entrenched is the idea of identity by blood in the 21st century? While it has 

become easier for children born to foreign parents in Germany to gain citizenship, how 

does the idea of official belonging in the legal sense translate to common understandings 

of Germanness? When considering all these questions, I am particularly interested in a 

“German look,” whereby language, clothing, dress, and hairstyle are further markers of 

identity. These aspects of outward appearance, like clothes, are complexly intertwined 

with a German “look” in my work and certainly tie into my analysis, particularly in my 

ethnographic fieldwork. Primarily, however, in discussions of the national body, I am 

most interested in the role of the visual and racialized identities.21 

We gain clarity in understanding and pinpointing the specifics of what the 

German national body is by looking at examples from visual or popular culture that either 

unequivocally represent or indirectly challenge the notion of who belongs to the nation. 

In this chapter, we will begin to see what the national body is and what it is not, thus 

indexing unfinished work in contemporary German society. My first example, 

highlighting the notion of the national body, examines practices of exclusion, as the 

methods of determining who falls outside the bounds of the nation ultimately comments 

on who is inside. Below is the story of a woman who self-identified as German but was 

subsequently not only questioned but even corrected by other students. Kübra Yücel, a 

blogger and columnist at TAZ (die Tageszeitung), writes about her feelings of not 
                                                
21 To the extent that an East/West divide still exists in Germany today, former East German otherness may 
not be marked in the same way. For example, the “look” may be right but other markers can be used to 
signify non-belonging.  
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belonging: “Egal, was ich tue – die Biodeutschen haben mir klargemacht: ich werde nie 

in dieses Land gehören.” Yücel identified as German until others, i.e., ‘German’ 

Germans corrected her. She describes her own experience of the practices of exclusion: 

Früher sagte ich mit größter Selbstverständlichkeit "Ich bin deutsch." Bis 

mir ein richtiger Deutscher an der Uni verklickerte: "Kübra, du bist keine 

Deutsche." - Warum? - "Ja, weil du das Kopftuch trägst." Zustimmung 

durch umstehende andere richtige Deutsche. Aha. So ist das also. Wie eine 

Ohrfeige war das. Es blieb nicht die einzige. Und mir wurde klar: Egal, 

was ich tue, ich werde nie deutsch sein.” (Yücel N.p.) 

In Yücel’s situation, her religious identity excluded her from the nation. Wearing a 

headscarf meant that she was not understood to be German, nor could she ever become 

German since the headscarf indexes alterity, and not only non-Christian. Wearing a 

headscarf can make her appear racially, ethnically, religiously, and culturally different 

since race, ethnicity, and nation are often conflated. 

I tend to prioritize the racialized body as the main component of a national body, 

but I do not neglect other aspects. When discussing the body, there are aspects that are 

difficult to describe, such as more elusive traits including mannerisms, gestures, body 

movement, and the way one holds oneself. Referencing how one moves is reminiscent of 

the classic work by Marcel Mauss on body technique. He describes “the ways in which 

from society to society men know how to use their bodies” (97). Mauss conceptualizes 

the body as “man’s first and most natural instrument” and “man’s first and most natural 

technical object, and at the same time technical means, is his body” (104). By technique, 
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Mauss believes that it has to be both “effective and traditional. There is no technique and 

no transmission in the absence of tradition. This above all is what distinguishes man from 

the animals: the transmission of his techniques and very probably their oral transmission” 

(104). Thus, there are many avenues to explore when thinking about the body’s 

movements as culturally bound. 

Discourses of the Body 

 The body is a source of interest in both the humanities and the social sciences. 

While often reduced to discourse and representation in the humanities, the materiality of 

the body is often in the foreground in the social sciences. Yet there are many differences 

in how the body is theorized within the social sciences and even within the field of 

anthropology itself. Some anthropologists look at organ and tissue donation/sale and the 

impact of biomedical technologies, and other theorists complicate categories of living and 

dead and human and nonhuman. In the field of anthropology, there is also a unique 

discourse of body parts as gifts and/or commodities. Medical anthropologists question 

basic ideas about how the body is perceived, and they also show how notions of the body 

are produced by specific social, cultural, economic, legal, and political contexts. For 

example, in Recovering the Nation’s Body, Linda F. Hogle analyzes the practices 

involved in procuring human body parts in Germany, paying particular attention to the 

nation’s past and the current context of the European Union. Thus, she examines how 

bodies are perceived, known and understood by medical traditions in specific national 

contexts. This particular type of anthropological literature—on how human bodies are 

both products of biology and culture—critiques notions of the human body as a natural, 
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universal object, thereby questioning common conceptions of the human body. As I seek 

to understand the experience of how people live in and encounter the world through their 

bodies in Germany, the notion that the human body both shapes and is shaped by 

political, historical, and sociocultural processes drives my work.  

 There are many scholars who have done research on the cultural politics of 

nationhood and the intersection of gender, race, class, and other social differences.22 Most 

relevant to my dissertation is anthropologist Uli Linke’s German Bodies. In examining 

postwar German culture, Linke traces the continuity and legacy of Nazi racial thought 

and uses the body as a “basic, organizing metaphor” for her research into the “violence of 

German memory” (Linke, German Bodies 2). Specifically, Linke examines the “cult of 

the body through several thematic frames of image making and representation: white 

skin, nudity, blood, and violence” (ibid). She draws on various sources, such as Nazi 

literature on blood and race, images of bodies used by the West German Left, and media 

images of “blood pollution by immigrants and refugees” (2). Importantly, Linke 

acknowledges how: “…aesthetics of race, with its tropes of blood, body, and white skin, 

continue to organize German political thought to the present day” (1). While Linke has 

made a compelling case in German studies and anthropology for the existence of a fascist 

aesthetic of race and the body in postwar Germany, she tends to focus on skin and blood. 

I want to push the idea of race and racialization in Germany beyond the notion of white 

skin and explore how the contingency of racial categories functions in contemporary 

Germany. Whereas the body she investigates is by and large found in historical 

                                                
22 Some scholars who deal with these issues in relation to migration in Germany are: Uli Linke, Ruth 
Mandel, Barbara Wolbert, Deniz Göktürk and Fatima El-Tayeb. 
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imaginings, political discourse, and media images of mass immigration, one of my goals 

in this dissertation is to investigate how people experience their own bodies and others in 

Germany against a backdrop of contested spaces for the national body.  

Fatima El-Tayeb also writes about Otherness in relation to white German 

ethnicity in her book European Others. In her important work, El-Tayeb explores “color 

blindness” and blindness towards racist attitudes. She focuses on the experiences of 

racialized minorities, visible minorities, and Europeans of Color. Another scholar, Ming-

Bao Yue wrote a lesser-known yet crucial article, “On Not Looking German.” Yue 

outlines her experiences of exclusion in Germany, placing a heavy emphasis on the role 

of visuality. Yet it is more commonplace for scholars to focus on a specific migrant 

group, like Ruth Mandel did in her excellent ethnography, Cosmopolitan Anxieties: 

Turkish Challenges to Citizenship and Belonging in Germany. As the title suggests, 

Mandel focuses on subsequent generations of Turkish immigrants living in Germany, but 

she also juxtaposes the experiences of Turkish immigrants, Jews, and ethnic Germans 

living in contemporary Germany with its race-based ideas of belonging and commitment 

to multiculturalism. This kind of focus on a specific migrant group, whether it be Turkish 

immigrants or some other minority group, is an important part of why I am intervening.  

In her ethnography entitled Where the World Ended, published in 1999, 

anthropologist Daphne Berdahl also writes about the body and borderland identities in 

Germany after reunification. Based on fieldwork she conducted between 1990 and 1992 

in the village of Kella on the former border between East and West Germany, Berdahl 

examines daily life in the borderland, as the inhabitants “struggled to acquire a certain 
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cultural fluency in western consumption” (136). In addition to considering how 

consumption practices mark the body as East or West German, Berdahl also analyzes the 

gendered dimensions of the differences between East and West. She writes: “In the 

construction of Otherness that entails the reading of bodies, for example, it has been 

women’s bodies that are especially read” (201). Berdahl investigates how bodily 

practices marked the women in the village as eastern:  

In the first years after the fall of the Wall, when the most visible signs of 

difference were markers of Ossis, women from the East could be 

identified by their clothing, makeup, hairdos, accessories, body hair, 

dental work, or skin complexion. Several women employed in the West 

were made fun of for not shaving their legs; others became obsessed with 

their skin complexion after advertisements and tanned West German 

women told them of the benefits of tanning salons (202) 

Berdahl also describes the process of adopting a new identity. “In an effort to ‘catch up ‘ 

and blend in, many women discarded their East German clothes, changed their 

hairstyles….” (ibid). One particular clothing item that was commonly “discarded” was 

the East German Kittel (smock), but the ethnographer describes, too, how some women 

came to resume wearing their smocks as a sign of “counteridentity” (174). The 

transformation to “looking western” was therefore met with some resistance: “Thus the 

women of Kella may strive to behave and look like western German women, but they 

also resist the pressure to do so” (203). When Berdahl returned to Kella in 1996, she 

noted that the “practices of constructing Otherness on both sides of the former border 
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were still a part of daily life” (231). Moreover, Berdahl points out how bodily markers of 

identity were still relevant years after the fall of the wall: “bodies were still being read 

and classified as ‘East’ or ‘West’” (232). In this way, Berdahl complicates the notion of 

the German national body by highlighting the differences between East and West.  

I look for the ideal of the national body in ways and places that are both obvious 

and not quite so obvious. For example, I show how the national body is constructed in 

recent federal government publications on family policies in Germany. In addition to 

analyzing official government publications and posters, I also draw creatively from pop 

music videos, literature, and conversations with Russians, to name a few of my sources 

and texts. I cross genres, disciplines, dominant discourses, and various minority groups to 

uncover the national imagination. It is critically important to reveal the unreflected way 

we see the national body, calling our attention to how modes of seeing function in a 

variety of settings: mass culture, political propaganda, and everyday essentialisms in 

private, interpersonal contexts.23 While it is not uncommon to draw upon eclectic 

sources, largely what differentiates my work from other scholars writing on the concept 

of race and belonging in Germany is that the main focus of my work is not on visual 

Others, although I do include an analysis of the visual Other as the binary opposition to 

white German body in Chapter Two. Like Linke, I explore the trope of the white German 

body, but while she focuses on skin, my dissertation explores more broadly the way race, 

and thus national belonging, is conceptualized—beyond skin color—in Germany. My 

research on the contingency of racial categories in Germany therefore contributes to the 

                                                
23 To answer the question of who is doing the seeing here, I do not mean to only imply academics, but also 
policy makers and the general public.  
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critical discourse of race and ethnicity and interrogates how the complicated intersection 

of cultures and “looks” might be brought to bear on discussions of migration in the field 

of German Studies. 

Visualizing the “Official” Nation 

 Government publications and information/image campaigns provide excellent 

sites for looking at representations of Germany and its migrants to investigate larger 

questions of how the nation-state imagines itself and the non-German Other. In this 

chapter on German self-imaginings, I analyze materials produced by various German 

government agencies, either aimed at German citizens, Germany's Others, foreigners 

abroad, or simply the rest of the world, and these audiences are by no means mutually 

exclusive.24 At times, these brochures and campaigns seem representative of a collective 

imagination, both of Germans and their Others, and at other times, it is clear that these 

official materials represent who and what Germany wants to be. They are thoughtfully 

designed in order to give a specific impression of Germans and their country. German 

politicians often talk about the country's Willkommenskultur and try to market Germany 

as “open” to its foreigners. 

While some official materials and campaigns that focus specifically on 

citizenship, migration, and integration question common understandings of who can be 

considered German, many other publications and posters unintentionally or otherwise 

perpetuate the notion of white German ethnicity when visually representing the nation in 

other contexts, such as trade. In this section, I examine a few official materials—a 

                                                
24 While it is not always easy to ascertain the audience for each campaign, I will attempt to address the 
specific, intended audiences of each campaign as I discuss them.  
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brochure on soccer, a national image campaign, and a government publication on the 

family—that show models, some exceptional and the others “ordinary,” who are 

officially standing in for Germany. 

Soccer Invites Others to See Germany as “Welcoming, Friendly, and Safe” 

 Soccer has played a big role in providing Germany the opportunity to reinvent its 

identity. In 2006, Germany hosted the World Cup; that was the summer in which 

Germans waved their flags and the media discussed whether or not that was acceptable, 

beginning a new discussion on national identity. Germany’s aim to represent itself as a 

tolerant and cosmopolitan country can be seen in particular in more recent government 

materials on soccer. A 2011 FIFA Women’s World Cup brochure entitled Weltoffen, 

freundlich und sicher: Die FIFA Frauen-Weltmeisterschaft 2011 – eine Bilanz, published 

by the Federal Ministry of the Interior, is a good representation of how Germany 

carefully constructs a cosmopolitan image to present to the rest of the world. 

On the front cover, the title “Weltoffen, freundlich und sicher” is placed above an 

image of three smiling members of the German national women’s team in uniform.25 It is 

difficult to ascertain whether the photograph is staged or an actual action shot from the 

World Cup, and while the background is out of focus, it is most likely a crowd. What is 

clear is that the picture represents the team’s ethnic diversity, as a player with darker skin 

is photographed between her lighter-skinned teammates, the women’s arms draped 

around each other in camaraderie. The two lighter-skinned women look at their darker-

skinned teammate as she raises her hand in victory, index finger extended: a universal 

                                                
25 It is interesting to note that "weltoffen" was translated as "welcoming" in the title of the English version, 
as in Germany "welcomes" the citizens of other countries to its "weltoffen" society. 
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gesture symbolizing “we are number one.” The image works together with the title to 

convey notions of multicultural tolerance, leaving the front cover to simultaneously 

encompass both a sense of patriotism and nationalism in conjunction with being “world 

open.”26 

Inside the soccer brochure, the text repeatedly stresses the 2011 World Cup as an 

opportunity for Germany to once again portray itself as a cosmopolitan, friendly, and 

tolerant society to an international community (Weltoffen, freundlich und sicher). In 

2011, Germany was able to build upon its international image from the Men’s 2006 

World Cup. The brochure states:  

Eine Welle der Begeisterung ging während der WM der Männer 2006 

durch die Welt. Deutschland als Gastgeber wurde zum Sympathieträger. 

Und auch 2011 präsentierte sich die Bundesrepublik als modernes, 

weltoffenes und gastfreundliches Land. Dank der hohen Aufmerksamkeit 

erlangte das positive Image neue Impulse. (78) 

Both sporting events, therefore, presented the opportunity for Germany to redefine its 

image in a global context: the Federal Republic of Germany once again in 2011 presented 

itself as a modern, cosmopolitan, and hospitable country. Additionally, Minister of the 

Interior Dr. Hans-Peter Friedrich (until 2013) directly references Germany’s image 

abroad and states that hosting such a major sporting event included “ein enormer 

Imagegewinn für das Gastgeberland” (39). Such statements, in addition to the image on 

the front cover of the 2011 World Cup publication, indicate that Germans emphasize 
                                                
26 Although there are different meanings of the term cosmopolitanism, from Kant to Adorno, I restrict the 
use of the term here to meanings found in contemporary German political rhetoric. The concept of “world-
openness” is emphasized as part of Germany’s contemporary self-imaginings.  
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notions of cosmopolitanism and tolerance in their self-imaginings. Hence, the German 

national body is a tolerant and cosmopolitan body, visualized by two ethnically white 

German bodies, Bianca Schmidt and Kerstin Garefrekes, embracing the darker-skinned 

German teammate, Célia Šašić, who was born in Bonn and has a French-Cameroon 

background. The official image of the German national body represents a trend that seeks 

to construct a new image of the national body, in tension with other constructions that 

still influence the popular notions of the German body but are now downplayed or at least 

not consciously highlighted in the official images. 

Claudia Schiffer Lures Investors 

 The two World Cups (2006 and 2011) were opportunities to try to influence 

impressions of Germany on an international scale. Included in this undertaking was a 

campaign in which internationally famous Claudia Schiffer, draped in the German flag, 

took center stage in a branding campaign launched by the Bundesverband der Industrie 

intended to change international perceptions of Germany (“Wir über uns”). “Welcome to 

Germany—Land of Ideas,” an initiative set up to coincide with the country's hosting of 

the World Cup in 2006, instituted a competition on how to communicate Germany’s 

image to the rest of the world, and all German embassies and general consulates abroad 

were sent Land of Ideas marketing materials to promote the country's revamped image 

abroad.27 These ads are part of a wider global trend known as “nation branding.” In her 

2013 book, “Branding the Nation: The Global Business of National Identity,” scholar 

Melissa Aroncyzk comments on how Germany worked to reinvent its image abroad: 

                                                
27 Scholz and Friends 
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“The key to success of the Land of Ideas initiative lay in the reorientation of its past. 

Removing the antagonistic elements of Germany's cultural and political heritage and 

replacing them with marketable and monetizable ones was a signal achievement of the 

brand campaign” (151). Thus, the campaign used the highly recognizable German, blond, 

blue-eyed supermodel to symbolically represent the nation in order to manage Germany's 

reputation and promote its new image abroad in a fun and provocative campaign.28 

 The campaign portrays Schiffer, draped in cloth the colors of the German national 

flag, in a variety of seductive poses with captions such as: 

“Come on over to my place...And yes, we’ll make you breakfast in the 

morning”  

“We know how to show your company a good time…” 

“Interested in serious relationship?” 

“Size does matter.” 

“Follow your instincts. Invest in Germany.” 

“Want to get down to business?” 

“Invest in Germany, boys.”  

Presenting a widely recognizable supermodel as a representation of Germany makes 

sense, as female imagery is often used to represent the nation. In fact, the past is often 

depicted as female, symbolizing tradition and nostalgia. For example, the female emblem 

of the motherland—Germania—is rooted in notions of mythical shared origins. Germania 

                                                
28 See Dealbook. “Claudia Schiffer breaks a Glamour Embargo.” Nytimes.com. The New York Times 
Online. 25 Jan. 2007. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. <http://dealbook.nytimes.com//2007/01/25/claudia-schiffer-
breaks-a-glamour-embargo/>  
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is often associated with the 1848 revolutions, but it was also utilized as a symbol of the 

collective German nation during Imperial Germany. Therefore, while it is not a new 

phenomenon to use female imagery to depict the nation, choosing Schiffer in 2006 as the 

image portraying Germany to the rest of the world not only feminizes the country but 

also assigns maleness to other countries as potential investors. This stands in contrast to 

the historical images of the female emblem of the motherland, which calls on the males 

of the land to rise up, protect, and fight for her.  

 Claudia Schiffer's supermodel status, combined with a seductive pose, is used to 

lure foreign investors from the major global economic centers and attract (male) capital. 

What is striking about the advertisement is the (hetero)sexual nature of the invitation. The 

gaze is that of a heterosexual male, being invited into Germany to invest, or rather 

deposit, money. The sexual nature of the campaign is supposed to be humorous and work 

against static stereotypes of the country. The press release explains that: “Schiffer's 

presentation of Germany goes beyond the usual German virtues of quality and 

thoroughness. She also brings across a likable and attractive image of her country (as 

cited in Aroncyzk 150). The campaign therefore pushes a particular narrative of national 

identity—Germany as modern, fun and friendly. 

 Unmistakable with her appearance (blond hair, blue eyes, and height), there are 

implications of Schiffer's participation in the image campaign for national identity, 

separate from the campaign's agenda of showing that Germany is a fun and friendly 

place. Her looks reinforce the notion that Germanness is defined by genealogy. The Land 

of Ideas advertisement campaign representing Germany abroad sends signals to both the 
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country's diverse inhabitants and the rest of the world about Germanness: Germans are 

white. Is this exceptional body—a heteronormative embodiment of white German 

ethnicity—the imagined German national body? Could the campaign have worked with a 

single model who deviates from commonly held notions of physical Germanness, i.e., 

someone with dark skin and dark hair? While trying to be fun, the campaign sends 

unintended messages: it perpetuates a notion of belonging in Germany based on a 

particular raced (in addition to gendered and sexualized) body. 

The Family: Reproducing the Nation 

 In terms of looking at images that “officially” represent the nation, it is also 

telling to look at official government publications outlining family policies. Families are 

an essential social institution—one that also reproduces that nation. For example, a 2008 

federal government brochure entitled Mittelpunktfamilie: Die Familienpolitik der 

Bundesregierung promotes a heterosexual notion of family: the traditional nuclear form 

consisting of a mother, a father, and two children, preferably one of each gender.29 What 

is interesting about the first two pages of the brochure, in particular, is that the families 

represented are very similar, the variation only being the age of the children. The 

brochure clearly depicts an historical ideal of the German family, not the actual diversity 

of families found in today's multicultural society.  

  Beyond the age differences between parents and their offspring, there is not much 

deviation in terms of age, ethnicity, or class when it comes to models who represent the 

                                                
29 Since the Bundesregierung’s publication in 2008, there have been significant changes to the national 
policies on reproduction. There are now more incentives for middle-class families to have children. A 
recent policy change has been ElterngeldPlus. This is a system of providing new parents with a stipend 
according their salaries.   
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nation in these types of brochures. Government brochures on the family tend to portray 

the ethnically white German, the most typically represented individual, reinforcing a 

notion of biological Germanness. There are a few brochures geared directly to migrants 

in which the models do not look stereotypically German but instead are marked as Other. 

Unless a brochure is geared to a migrant, the images representing Germans tend to stick 

to a normative idea of white Germanness. Of note, the images of the national body in the 

federal family brochures portray attributes beyond just ethnicity or race. The images also 

suggest a middle-class family, marked by hairstyles, clothing, etc. Additionally, the 

context for the second image also seems to be a vacation or other excursion, in which the 

family is able to enjoy some leisure time together, further suggesting a middle-class 

status. The families are employed and distinctly middle-class white Germans; thus, the 

national body also appears to be a classed body. Absent are images of poor women with 

their children. Instead, the brochures show families of the right class, the right ethnicity, 

and even the right age.  

 Germany has long been faced with a decreasing birth rate, thus sparking debate 

about its shrinking population. As noted in the introduction, Thilo Sarrazin’s 2010 book 

Deutschland schafft sich ab voiced the concerns of many Germans: the wrong kind of 

people are having children. In general, Sarrazin argues that minorities, Muslim families 

and descendants of guest workers namely, tend to produce more offspring than upper-

class, educated white Germans. He takes his argument one step farther and claims that the 

society is therefore “dumbing” itself down. The subtitle of his chapter on demographics 

reads: “More children of the clever, before it is too late.” While many have denounced 
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Sarrazin's judgmental and unfounded statements, the book nonetheless reflects some of 

the country's general angst over demographics. The media attention that Sarrazin received 

was very negative, but the publisher could not keep the book on the shelves at 

bookstores; copies were quickly selling out. “Germany does away with itself” was an 

instant publishing success story simply because Sarrazin’s reflections resonated with a lot 

of ordinary Germans. 

 Given the general concern over an aging German society and declining birth rate, 

how would the federal government's brochure on the German family have been received 

had a dark-skinned mother with four children donned the front cover? One must ask these 

questions in order to reveal how deeply entrenched ideas of Germanness are. The implied 

messages of the images and brochures suggests that not everyone belongs to the nation in 

the same way, and picturing two different white German families in the first two pages of 

the brochure suggests specific visual inclusions and exclusions of the nation. 

Official Representations of Nationhood  

 Since she became Chancellor of Germany in 2005, Angela Merkel's visual 

presence has become the physical embodiment of Germany. As the first female 

Chancellor of Germany, Merkel is meant to represent, in a very literal way, the German 

people. Since she officially and symbolically represents the nation as a whole, her 

biography and body become meaningful. As the daughter of a Lutheran pastor, Merkel 

was born in the West, grew up in the East, and was trained as a physical chemist. Merkel 

entered politics after the fall of the Berlin Wall and became leader of the CDU (Christian 

Democratic Union) in 2000 and Chancellor of Germany in 2005. As a leading figure in 
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the European Union, she has often been described as the most powerful woman in the 

world and was named the Time Magazine 2015 Person of the Year; at the same time, she 

has also been nicknamed Mutti, as she is seen as a mother figure. 

 Merkel has a highly recognizable way of placing her hands together that has 

become her trademark: the Merkel-Raute (rhombus) position. The gesture originally 

became something to mock; comedians often used it to impersonate her. However, the 

chancellor's characteristic hand position was later reclaimed by the CDU as part of the 

party's political strategy. In 2013 in Berlin, there was an oversized political billboard 

displaying Merkel's recognizable hands position and the slogan: Germany's future lies in 

good hands.30 In the political advertisement, Merkel's hands are pictured, symbolizing the 

chancellor, the CDU, and Germany. In regards to the billboard, Philipp Wittrock argues 

in a 2013 Der Spiegel article entitled “Riesenplakat der CDU: Maxima Merkel” that “die 

Merkel-Raute wird zur Ikone der Macht.” While Merkel is seen as one of the most 

powerful women in the world, that power also extends from the chancellor to the people. 

The country is also a political heavyweight in the European Union.  

 Merkel's hands have therefore become highly symbolic of the nation, but what 

significance does displaying a section of the body—hands placed carefully in front of a 

torso, with fingertips touching—carry in terms of the national body? The CDU billboard 

reclaims a personal characteristic of the chancellor and displays a disembodied iconic 

meme, representing both the party's and, more broadly, the country's political platform. 

                                                
30 To look at a picture of the billboard, see Wittrock, Phillip. “Riesenplakat der CDU: Maxima Merkel.” 
Spiegel.de. Spiegel Online. 2 Sept. 2013. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. 
<http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/wahlkampf-riesenplakat-der-cdu-zeigt-haende-mit-merkel-
raute-a-919905.html> 
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Her hands hold Germany and its future; in a sense, the German nation is reduced to a 

symbolic pair of hands. Thus, Merkel's hands positioned in her trademark gesture reflect 

Germany's national identity through this gesture. 

 Next, I examine a provocative image of the chancellor that highlights the national 

body in a different way. While the CDU poster reflects on Merkel's image within 

Germany, the front cover of the March 21, 2015, issue of Der Spiegel tackles possible 

outside perceptions of Merkel and the nation as a whole. The cover of Der Spiegel shows 

Merkel, smiling and in color, superimposed onto an old black and white photograph of a 

group of Nazi commanders at the Acropolis of Athens during the Axis occupation of 

Greece. The caption reads: “Wie Europäer auf die Deutschen blicken: the German 

Übermacht.” While debates continue regarding Greece's claims to war reparations, the 

image indexes the country's economic dominion over the European Union. The image is 

clearly altered; Merkel is wearing pastel colors, has her hands in her characteristic 

position, and is smiling. The difference between the color image of Merkel and the black 

and white old photograph creates a distanced, ironic effect. Yet the image also suggests a 

link to the Nazis, eliciting a lot of attention and anger in the German press. 

In an article entitled “'German Übermacht': Kritik an "Spiegel"-Cover mit Merkel 

und Nazis” in Die Welt March 21, 2015, Christian Meier writes:  

Nun ist unübersehbar, wie groß das Gefälle zwischen der 

Eigenwahrnehmung und der Fremdwahrnehmung der Deutschen ist. 

Während in Deutschland über Mietpreisbremse und Mindestlohn 

diskutiert wird, die Deutschen sich nach der Fußballweltmeisterschaft 
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2006 noch über den neuen Status als netter Nachbar freuten, hat sich das 

Blatt seit der Finanzkrise gedreht. Vor allem in Ländern wie Griechenland 

und Spanien, aber auch in einigen anderen Euro- Ländern, ist Kritik an 

deutscher Dominanz zumindest in einigen politischen und 

gesellschaftlichen Lagern en vogue. Und da ist der Nazi-Vergleich nie 

weit. (N.p.) 

Does placing Merkel amidst a group of Nazi leaders suggest continuity with the Nazi 

past? On March 21, 2015, editor Klaus Brinkbäumer followed up on the online 

Spiegelblog on with a clear articulation of his magazine's choice of title:  

Und die Titelzeilen sagen, dass es um den europäischen Blick auf 

Deutschland geht. Angela Merkel ist ausgeschnitten und mit Klebestreifen 

eingefügt worden; absichtlich plump also, damit das Titelbild an jene 

Karikaturen erinnert, die die Kanzlerin mit Hitler-Bart zeigen. Wir 

zitieren, ironisieren und verfremden einen Blick von außen und die 

Vermischung von deutscher Geschichte mit deutscher und europäischer 

Gegenwart. (N.p.). 

In the context of the Euro debate and the question of war reparations, Merkel as 

representing the German national body comes across as less post-national in a European 

sense and much more specifically tied to its Nazi German past. Ultimately, the discussion 

of the front cover ties into how the national body is perceived by others, i.e., other 

nations. Returning to my earlier discussion of how other nations view Germany, the Land 

of Ideas campaign with Claudia Schiffer paired German qualities of “quality and 
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thoroughness” with “attractive” Germanness to promote the country abroad. The front 

cover of the Spiegel, on the other hand, self-consciously contemplates Germany’s 

position in Europe in terms of the Euro crisis and revisits the specter of the “ugly” 

German.  

 Another recent image of Merkel in the news depicts her as a Muslim. As public 

mood starts to shift regarding the entrance of refugees primarily from Syria, images of 

Merkel as Muslim can be found increasingly at Pegida rallies or even recently, on an 

ARD television show in a video of “Kanzlerin mit Kopftuch,” the chancellor wearing a 

headscarf (“Absoluter Tiefpunkt”). Minarets in the background contribute to the angst 

over of the Islamization of Europe, silently referencing Merkel's statement that Islam is a 

part of Germany. Additionally, a January 2015 article in Spiegel Online entitled 

“Bundeskanzlerin Angela Merkel mit Kopftuch: Dieser Pegida-Anhänger in Dresden 

fürchtet sich offenbar vor einer sehr weitreichenden ‘Islamisierung’ Deutschlands” shows 

another photoshopped image of Merkel in a headscarf. A Pegida demonstrator is holding 

up a poster with the chancellor’s altered image under the words “Frau Merkel, hier ist das 

Volk.” What implications do images of Merkel that depict her as a Muslim have on the 

concept of the national body? Does this image challenge her Germanness? Merkel is 

visually portrayed as the Other, and her body becomes a site of contestation.31 Merkel's 

looks are used to produce a visually jarring image meant to induce fear of a Muslim 

leader running the country. Since Merkel embodies the nation, placing her in a headscarf 

suggests a future Germany where minarets representing the Islamic faith dominate the 

                                                
31 Merkel’s East German otherness must also be noted, as her East Germanness may be both marked and 
unmarked.  
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political and cultural landscape. The message: Merkel is not representative of the 

dominant viewpoint in Germany, or rather das Volk. One would say, as my friend in the 

park: this is not my Germany. 

The idea of the secretly Muslim leader is not an unheard-of trope, as it also 

appears in the United States with the so-called “birthers” who question President 

Obama's legitimacy. Whereas the birthers question Obama's origins, Merkel's genealogy 

is not brought into question, just her sympathies. Such images demonstrate a clear 

concern over what direction she is taking the country. The continued arrival of refugees 

to Germany draws out underlying beliefs about what Europe/European is and is not; the 

German national body is not, according to these views, Muslim. 

The National Team 

 Just as Angela Merkel represents the nation, so too does the men’s national soccer 

team. Whereas Angela Merkel is one person representing Germany—both symbolically 

and literally—the German national team as a whole is made up of individuals 

representing the nation. It is estimated that about 20% of German society has a migrant 

background (“Migrationshintergrund” N.p.), and the national team as a unit reflects the 

multicultural diversity that truly exists in the country. While Angela Merkel's body 

represents the government, the national team is a collection of bodies that play against 

other nations. In this instance, bodies belonging to different classes, ethnicities, and 

religions officially represent Germans as a whole. Moreover, these diverse bodies are 

celebrated as the symbol of a new multicultural Germany, and the migrant backgrounds 

of these players is often highlighted.  
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For example, national soccer player Mesut Özil gained attention, particularly 

during the 2010 FIFA World Cup. Of Turkish origin, Özil is third generation; his father 

also grew up in Germany. In an interview with Torsten Rumpf at “Sport Bild,” Özil 

requested that he not continue to be labelled as a German-Turk. (Deutsch-Türke). A 

Spiegel article also reports on Özil's dissatisfaction with an imposed hyphenated identity: 

“Mesut Özil hat sich in der "Sport Bild" über sein aus seiner Sicht falsches Image in der 

deutschen Öffentlichkeit beschwert. Demnach ist Özil erstaunt, dass er auch noch vor 

seinem 63. Länderspiel für die DFB-Elf als "Deutsch-Türke" gesehen werde” (Fußball-

Nationalspieler). Özil is categorized with other players who have a migrant background 

as a signal achievement of integration: “Nationalmannschaftsmanager Oliver Bierhoff 

hatte Özil kürzlich zusammen mit Khedira,Ilkay Gündogan und Shkodran Mustafi als 

'Musterbeispiel der Integration' bezeichnet” (ibid). While many of the individual players 

receive media attention and act as role models to the youth, it is also the team in the 

aggregate that attracts attention. An article on the website Deutsche Welle, by Srecko 

Matic, entitled “Die Multikulti-Elf: 'Wir sind ein Team!',” counts the number of players 

on the national team who have a migrant background and outlines their ethnic roots. The 

article ends on a utopian note: “Die Mischung der Spieler, die sich unter der deutschen 

Flagge auf dem Weg zum Titel machen, könnte ein tolles Beispiel für ein erfolgreiches 

Miteinander dienen. Deutschland steht vielleicht ein neues Sommermärchen vor der Tür - 

dank Spielern mit ausländischen Wurzeln.”  
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Sport, in general, has become a trope for diversity within the federal government's 

efforts to promote integration within the country. For example, the website of the 

Bundesministerium des Innern describes an integration initiative:  

Sport hebt die Grenzen zwischen verschiedenen Hautfarben, 

Glaubensrichtungen und Nationalitäten auf. Um den Integrationsprozess 

von Menschen mit Migrationshintergrund zu unterstützen, fördert das 

Bundesministerium des Innern in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Bundesamt für 

Migration und Flüchtlinge das bundesweite Programm 'Integration durch 

Sport'. (Integration durch Sport) 

Thus, the players' migrants’ backgrounds tell a story of tolerance and cosmopolitanism in 

Germany, and their stories, their bodies, and their looks become a symbol representing 

the successful integration of immigrant youth. Moreover, the attention paid to the 

diversity of the national team pushes a particular narrative of national identity: 

cosmopolitanism. 

The Imagined Migrant 

 The national team's bodies are exceptional—their athletic prowess and their 

success earn them the limelight. But what about the everyday, common people with 

migrant backgrounds? Do people generally think of Mesut Özil when they hear the word 

“migrant,” or do they think of someone or something else? Novelist and essayist Lena 

Gorelik tries to access the collective imaginary of the non-German: 

Wollen wir mal ein Assoziationsspiel ausprobieren? Sie schließen die 

Augen und denken an nichts. Ich werde Ihnen Begriffe nennen. Bilder 
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werden vor Ihrem inneren Auge auftauchen, wertfreie Bilder. Und Sie 

sagen mir ganz ehrlich, was Sie sehen. In Ordnung? Sind Sie soweit? 

Achtung, dann fangen wir mal an. Ich sage: Migrant. Jetzt sagen Sie mir, 

was Sie sehen. Oder warten Sie, lassen Sie mich raten! Ist es ein Mann 

mittleren Alters, mit einer eher dunklen Hautfarbe und einem Schnauzbart, 

der vor einem Dönerspieß steht? Oder ist es ein Mann mittleren Alters, mit 

einer dunklen Hautfarbe und einem Schnauzbart vor einer Obstauslage? 

Ist es vielleicht eine Frau mittleren Alters? Ebenfalls mit einer dunklen 

Hautfarbe, tendenziell vollschlank, die Haare von einem Tuch verhüllt? Ist 

es gar eine Horde von Frauen in langen, grauen Mänteln, alle mit 

Kopftuch versehen? Oder ist es jemand, der so aussieht, als würde er aus 

Afrika stammen? Hat einer von Ihnen vielleicht einen Menschen vor sich 

gesehen, dessen Gesichtszüge nicht südländisch, dessen Gesichtsfarbe 

nicht eher dunkel gewesen wären? Ich tippe auf nein. (“Sie können aber 

gut deutsch!” 53) 

In discussing visual associations that come with the term migrant, Gorelik touches upon 

various aspects of the national body. Such descriptions of the imagined migrant go 

beyond the racialized body; she mentions occupation, facial hair, hair, head covering, 

skin color, sex, and facial features. This brings us back to the term Gesichtszüge, not as 

an analytical term but one that is often used and shows how strong “Germanness,” and 

likewise “foreignness,” is connected to a certain visual look. 
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Generation Y 

 After the attacks in Paris in November 2015, Mareike Nieberding published an 

article in Die Zeit on 11/22/15 entitled, “Terror: Wir haben keine Angst.” She is speaking 

as part of Generation Y: “Für meine Generation war Deutschland schon immer ein 

Einwandererland.” She describes her exposure to diversity; in school, there were always 

children who spoke other languages at home. Members of Generation Y, therefore, are 

not afraid of difference.  

Das Fremde ist für uns keine Bedrohung, sondern ein Versprechen. Wir 

reisen um die Welt, lernen Hebräisch, Arabisch, Russisch und Türkisch, 

kochen nach Yotam Ottolenghi und tanzen zu Balkan Beats. Wir sind 

neugierig. Wir wollen uns wundern. Und wir haben uns das Fremde längst 

angeeignet. (N.p.) 

How Germans live with their Others, then, is largely contingent upon the generation to 

which one belongs. Nieberding of Generation Y claims: “Wir müssen nicht erst 

zusammenwachsen. Wir sind es schon.” (ibid)  

Nieberding describes how she has the bilingual children of her youth to thank for 

her cultural understanding; she learned from them what it is like to grow up in two 

cultures. It is noticeable that Nieberding avoids using terms like “multiculturalism” and 

“integration,” given their political and cultural associations; instead, she paints a colorful, 

worldly picture: “Wir lesen gleichzeitig die Bücher von Olga Grjasnowa, Kat Kaufmann, 

Chimamanda Adichie Ngozie oder Dima Wannous und gleichen sie erst mit den 

Erfahrungen ihrer Eltern und dann mit den Erfahrungen unserer gemeinsamen Generation 
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ab” (N.p.). From growing up with bilingual children, she also knows: “[w]ie ätzend es ist, 

jedes Mal gefragt zu werden, woher man denn nun wirklich komme, nur weil man 

dunklere Haut oder schwarze Haare hat (ibid).” Although Nieberding proclaims that her 

generation has already been completely “integrated,” referencing the common experience 

of being perceived as Other, something other than “really” German based on looks, 

signals that the concept of the national body persists into the present day. 

Contested Bodies 

 Despite the country’s troubled legacy of race-based ideologies of blood and 

belonging, Germany has become a multicultural, heterogeneous society and has done 

much to ease naturalization procedures. As discussed in the introduction, citizenship laws 

were once based almost exclusively on the concept of jus sanguinis (right of blood) but 

now include elements of jus soli (right of the soil).32 The country is now a diverse 

society, as an increasing number of foreigners lives in Germany and many individuals 

have a “migrant background,” or Migrationshintergrund, an official term used widely in 

Germany. Recent statistics from the Bundesministerium des Inneren show that: “Von den 

81,8 Millionen Einwohnern Deutschlands im Jahr 2009 hatten 15,7 Millionen Personen 

einen Migrationshintergrund (im engeren Sinne)...Mit 7,2 Millionen Menschen ist 

weniger als die Hälfte der Bevölkerung mit Migrationshintergrund ausländischer 

Staatsangehörigkeit” (Demografiebericht 85). Statistics reflecting Germany’s 

heterogeneous society, however, do not delineate the processes of inclusion and 

exclusion nor answer the question: “Who belongs to the nation?” In response to a 

                                                
32 German division after 1945, together with the prospects of reunification, influenced the definition of 
citizenship based on a concept of belonging by blood. 
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changing demographic, questions about German identity continue to permeate the 

integration debates. Who exactly is German and what constitutes Germanness?  

 In the summer of 2014, Mithat Gedik found himself at the center of integration 

debates in Germany. Gedik, born in Germany to Turkish parents, was featured in local 

news in Werl in western Germany for winning the traditional title of Schützenkönig (king 

of marksmen) and received national and even international media attention for possibly 

being stripped of that title (“Streit ist Stück aus dem Tollhaus”). Because Gedik is 

Muslim, the umbrella organization, the Federation of Historic German Marksmanship 

Brotherhood (BHDS), that is responsible for the local club threatened to revoke his title 

and challenged his eligibility for membership in the brotherhood in the first place. The 

organization's ancient membership rules dictate that members must be Christian, but 

Gedik's case was taken up by anti-discrimination authorities in Germany. Although 

BHDS prohibited Gedik from further competing in the competition at the regional level, 

the club permitted that he retain the title—as an exception—until the next Schützenkönig 

was crowned the following year. 

 Schützenfest, the markmen's festival, is the epitome of Germanness at a local 

level. The festival has beer and costumes and parades and Schlagermusic, but the target-

shooting competition is also a throwback to the Middle Ages when townspeople needed 

to defend themselves. Therefore, the tradition runs deep, and the association has been 

connected to churches for centuries. Is it perfectly logical to restrict membership to 

Christians—making the ensuing discussion of tolerance in Germany seem overblown—

since Gedik's exclusion is simply a case of not adhering to club rules? I suspect the 
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uproar over Gedik winning the title has to do with the commonly agreed upon idea of the 

national body, which also leads me to another question: if the German national body is 

imagined as white and middle class, is it also assigned a religion? In this context, it may 

seem to some that a person of non-German ancestry simply cannot legitimately represent 

the German national body, and moreover, that it is simply inconceivable to have a 

Muslim Schützenkönig. Religion becomes a kind of alibi for exclusion in this case. 

The New Germans 

 Journalists Alice Bota, Khuê Pham, and Özlem Topcu collaborated on writing the 

book, Wir Neuen Deutschen, motivated by their anger post-Sarrazin and their desire to set 

people’s fears around “foreigners” at rest. The three journalists are individuals who 

struggle to be recognized as part of the national collective, and they are tired of hearing 

“where are you really from?” Following its publication in 2012, the book was reviewed 

in Der Spiegel, and there have been subsequent interviews and talks. Writing in the 

aftermath of Sarrazin and in the middle of the explosion of recent integration debates, 

they comment on the emphasis placed in Germany on Herkunft. “The fractured histories 

of our families make it difficult to clearly say where we come from. We look like our 

parents, but we’re different. We’re also different from the people we work or went to 

school with. In our case, the link between biography and geography is broken. We aren’t 

what we look like” (“Heimat ist ein sehnsuchtsvolles Ding” 1). Overtly, they reference 

the white German body. Ultimately, these journalists are challenging notions of 

Germanness. What is interesting is that the book was published in 2012, and that just 
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now—in the 21st century—it is time to vigorously redefine what it means to be German 

and break down notions of “Germanness” and “foreignness” as connected to appearances.  

The Legacy of Das Volk 

 It is well known that Germany had a fraught relationship with the idea of a 

German Volk, particularly during National Socialism; therefore, the German national 

body carries a specific burden, different from other national bodies in Europe. The trope 

of blond hair and blue eyes reappears again and again. For example, let us look at a 

specific moment in history—a snapshot from the early 1990s—of minority struggles in 

post-unification Germany. The national body shows up rather explicitly in a 1992 rap 

song by the German rap group, Advanced Chemistry. The group’s members are German 

but have a “migrant background,” and their song, Fremd im eigenen Land, addresses 

racism in an increasingly diverse German society. Advanced Chemistry received a lot of 

attention for bringing attention to the struggles of non-white Germans in the early 1990s. 

Implicit in the song, however, is also the idea of the German national body with its 

specific historical burden. In the rap song, they mention their own foreign-looking 

bodies. For example, the rapper known as Linguist says, “Noch ein Kommentar über 

mein Haar, was ist daran so sonderbar?” (Advanced Chemistry). Because of his looks, 

Linguist says he is often asked where he is from. Furthermore, Linguist identifies as a 

German but is subsequently not accepted as a German despite having been born in 

Germany. “Ich wurde hier geboren, doch wahrscheinlich sieht man's mir nicht an, ich bin 

kein Ausländer, Aussiedler, Tourist, Immigrant, sondern deutscher Staatsbürger und 

komme zufällig aus diesem Land” (ibid). Besides mentioning his hair, Linguist also 
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directly refers to his skin color as a means of exclusion. Apparently he does not look 

German because of his hair and skin color. “Ist es so ungewöhnlich, wenn ein Afro-

Deutscher seine Sprache spricht und nicht so blass ist im Gesicht?“ (ibid). Implicit in the 

comment of not having a pale enough face to be recognized as a German is the concept of 

the German national body. Moreover, he connects the ideals of a physical type to the 

country’s National Socialist past:  

Das Problem sind die Ideen im System: 

ein echter Deutscher muss auch richtig deutsch aussehen, 

blaue Augen, blondes Haar keine Gefahr, 

gab's da nicht 'ne Zeit wo's schon mal so war?! (ibid) 

Since the desired physical attributes in the Third Reich were blond hair and blue eyes, 

Linguist invokes the many Nazi propagandist images of a wholesome and pure Aryan 

body that flooded German fields of vision during Nazi rule, like the 1938 calendar 

published by Neues Volk, the magazine of the Rassenpolitisches Amt des NSDAP.33 

Therefore, the song Fremd im eigenen Land, even with its dated rap music from the early 

1990s, demonstrates not only the ever-present historical specificity that comes with 

seeing the German national body but also gives us some depth to understanding the 

problem of the national body in post-unification Germany. Advanced Chemistry 

therefore challenged narrow definitions of Germanness shortly after reunification.  

                                                
33 See: Rassenpolitisches Amt des NSDAP. Neues Volk. 1938. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. 
Web. 20 Jan. 2016. <http://www.ushmm.org/propaganda/archive/aryan-family-neues-volk/> 
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Bodily Thoughts 

 Serving as a precursor to the in-depth analysis of my following chapters, this 

chapter included various manifestations of the national imaginary that emphasize the 

visual nature of the national body. I have shown a few specific examples of how and 

when the national body can be visualized, all showing how different aspects of the 

collective imagination generate a normative body: a Christian German body. Despite the 

fact that Germany has become an immigrant country, the notion of identity by blood has 

not died entirely died out. People are still excluded because the majority of Germans 

think of themselves, as a nation, as white.  

Now that I have made my case for the existence of a popularly understood or 

conceptualized German national body, I seek in my following chapters to convey when 

and how power is conferred to certain bodies with certain physical characteristics. How 

do physical bodies—gendered, racialized, and classed bodies—translate into notions of 

Germanness? Does any variation from a normative body make a person seem less 

German? For example, regarding the remnants of the East/West divide, does someone 

from the former GDR appear less German than his or her western compatriot? I aim to 

explore the trope of the national body across society and genres. Despite the fact that 

there is a notion of what a German looks like, it remains a contested concept. In the 

following chapter, I examine various official forms of challenges to the perceived 

national body, and in turn, unintended reiterations of Germanness. 
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Chapter Two 

Photographic Portrayal of Germany and Its Others:  

Government Publication and Campaigns on Migration and Integration 

Show and Tell 

In this chapter, I analyze visual culture in Germany by critiquing various official 

materials, namely government publications and informational campaigns, that tackle the 

social issues of migration and integration. I liken my task to how W.J.T. Mitchell 

describes his role as teacher: “...to make seeing show itself, to put it on display, and make 

it accessible to analysis. I call this ‘showing seeing,’ a variation on the American 

elementary school ritual called ‘show and tell’” (337). Essentially, this chapter is about 

show and tell. Similar to how Mitchell uses “showing seeing” as an exercise in his Visual 

Studies classes, I put German visual culture on display in this chapter. I provide contexts 

for the images, as the visual is always influenced by discourse, beliefs, ideologies, 

intertextual references, and past exposure. Mitchell comments further about “showing 

seeing”:  

[His students] cannot take for granted that their audience has any 

familiarity with everyday notions such as color, line, eye contact, 

cosmetics, clothing, facial expressions, mirrors, glasses, or voyeurism, 

much less with photography, painting, sculpture or other so-called visual 

media. Visual culture is thus made to seem strange, exotic, and in need of 

explanation (353).  
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I make the paradigm for immigration in visual culture operate openly to estrange the 

reader; thus, I make something so everyday in Germany—government publications and 

posters of this era—seem a bit unfamiliar, thereby exposing entrenched ways their 

audiences are meant to think about and see the world. Furthermore, I consider who 

produced these images and who consumes them, in addition to how images construct 

certain types of readings, in order to explore “show and see” as the German government 

wanted people with a migration background to see themselves, or more importantly, 

Germans to see migrants and thus to see themselves. In German visual culture, the 

“national body,” requiring visualization in order to “see” what can be shown, is therefore 

defamiliarized in this chapter.  

It is particularly rewarding to take Benedict Anderson’s notion of the nation, 

which he defines as an “imagined political community—and imagined as both inherently 

limited and sovereign,” into the realm of the visual (6). Relevant to the theme of the 

migrant and national as imagined, the “national” and foreigner together emblematize the 

nation in an exciting way in visual culture, as German identity is created vis-à-vis the 

Other. Anthropologist Robert Silberman builds upon Anderson’s notion of the nation to 

explore how “nations have been constituted through visual images.” He writes: “What we 

would then have as our object of study would be imagined communities imaged, that is, 

represented through images—and not only photographs.” (71). Thus, my object of 

study—“imagined communities imaged”—is the visual representation of the German and 

foreign body, as the German body has historically been constructed and imagined in 

opposition to the foreign body. “Racial difference” in post-unification Germany functions 
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as a primary visual for public image, resulting in an imaginary community of 

cosmopolitan German nationality.  

Use of Binary Politics: Racial Difference as Commodity in Branding the Nation as 

Cosmopolitan      

Post-unification Germany wants not only its citizens, both with German and non-

German origins, but also foreigners in Germany and even more broadly, the world at 

large, to conclude that the country is not xenophobic; so official materials that visually 

represent the integration of migrants tend to rely on racial imagery to suggest a 

Willkommenskultur (welcoming culture) in the country. Racial difference is therefore 

needed and re-erected for persuading the various audiences mentioned above that 

xenophobia no longer belongs in an official German belief system. While the visual 

medium itself tends to rely on binaries of German/Other to portray migrants actively 

integrating themselves into German society, the common practice of using white ethnicity 

as a stand-in for Germanness and dark skin for the foreigner ultimately reveals how the 

nation-state images itself and the non-German Other. Instead of contesting the relevance 

of the racial representation of Eigen/Fremd in Germany’s increasingly heterogeneous 

society, I show how the binary functions in what are meant to be well-meaning 

publications and campaigns. Dark skin or foreign otherness is keenly relevant as a 

commodity in Germany’s efforts to create a national image that is integrated and 

cosmopolitan. Regarding the unspoken question of how visually to represent integration 

(how else can one do this without relying on racial imagery?), the easy way out is to use 

the binary - it’s easy and quick. It is semiotic shorthand to use black/white or light/dark. 
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That binary—a white German vis-à-vis a “foreign-looking,” darker-skinned migrant—

has been strategically used in recent official government publications and information 

campaigns to promote cosmopolitanism and harmony, and thus successful integration. 

The binary of light/dark is reproduced constantly and without reflection, just as structural 

inequalities are reproduced in the everyday, and by extension, its use also reproduces the 

binary of centrality and marginality. Informational and pedagogical materials therefore 

commodify racial difference in order to brand the nation as cosmopolitan. As we shall 

“see and show,” the efficacy of these official materials stands in question; they end up 

reinforcing the stereotypes they seek to break down. Despite shifting terminology over 

time from Gastarbeiter to Ausländer and Einwanderer/Zuwanderer and to the most 

recent Migrant/Person mit Migrationshintergrund, official displays on migration and 

integration still reflect the particular binary of German/Other, relegating the foreign-

looking person with a migrant background to forever being on the outside, Anderson’s 

“inherent limit.” Thus, in this imagined community, Germans are always white and can 

never be dark.  

 A critical look at images in these campaigns and brochures often shows the 

prevalence of the notion of German as a physical type, fixing and essentializing the 

categories of migrant and German, and a racially based divide of inclusion/exclusion 

whereby the notion of belonging in Germany is often determined by “looks.” There are, 

however, other methods of representing the concept of integration that avoid using 

“looks” to craft their message. For example, often the concept of integrating migrants 

into German society is represented by an image of the classroom, likely from an 
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integration course, or by multicolored abstract images.34 Harkening back to Mitchell, 

typical abstract imagery on migration and integration needs explanation. Whether game 

pieces from Mensch Ärgere Dich Nicht, colored pencils with faces, or colorful 

silhouettes, these objects are stand-ins for migrants, and using such a strategy to represent 

migrants avoids using racial imagery. However, if migrants are the color, in general, how 

are unmarked Germans represented? These sorts of dual abstractions—the colors and 

smiles, the groups and circles—suggest symbolic abstraction and also a sleight of hand in 

which German whiteness is abstracted from the colorful image of the welcoming society. 

When visual strategies of representation do not use the integration/language 

classroom or abstract images with the “colors of the rainbow” to portray integration and 

instead utilize famous people or models, more often than not, there are dark-skinned 

individuals and light-skinned individuals, respectively standing in for migrant and 

German. For example, the website Make it in Germany encourages “qualified 

individuals” to relocate to Germany for employment.35 The website is a resource tool for 

job seekers and provides tips on German customs and norms. In its section on “food and 

drink: more than bread and beer,” an ironic dichotomy can be found. Four individuals are 

sitting at a table; the two apparent newcomers to Germany, marked by their darker skin, 

are flanked by two white and apparently German individuals, all toasting each other with 

beer glasses. The photograph reproduces the binary of German/migrant by relying on 

                                                
34 For examples, see the following websites:  < http://www.caritas-schwarzwald-gaeu.de/59080.html> 
<http://www.kaiserslautern-spd.de/artikel/migration-und-integration-0> 
<http://www.bw.igm.de/extra/migration/> 
35 See: Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie’s website: Willkommenskultur und Zuwanderung. 
Nd. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. <http://www.bmwi.de/DE/Themen/Ausbildung-und-
Beruf/Fachkraeftesicherung/willkommenskultur-und-zuwanderung.html> 
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racial imagery, since their speech, origin, or creed cannot easily be established; moreover, 

the racially different individuals in the center of the photograph have taken it upon 

themselves to delight with the Germans in their German ways of life, namely drinking 

German beer and eating pretzels in the garden. The table setting with radishes, pickles, 

cheese, sausages and a Bavarian tablecloth also accentuates the Germanness of the 

context. Finally, the slogan, “Germany is Enjoyment—Be part of it!” suggests 

responsibility on the part of migrants to become actively involved in German life, a 

dominant framing in many discussions about who it is that is integrating or changing.  

This same stock image is also found on the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und 

Energie website, under the section, “Willkommenskultur und Zuwanderung” (N.p.). 

Accordingly, Germany requires a healthy Willkommenskultur to attract qualified 

individuals to work and stay in the country. The picture therefore conveys friendliness on 

the part of racially abstract Germans, welcoming dark people from afar to join in on the 

good things that Germany has to offer to foreigners who find employment in Germany. 

The image of these people drinking beer together is representative of what one sees in 

other official materials on migration and integration.  

In the official materials that I analyze in greater detail next—a federal brochure 

on migration and integration and two separate informational campaigns entitled Keine 

Frage der Herkunft and Raus mit der Sprache—I focus on the representation of racial 

diversity and analyze how these racially different bodies are used in photographic 

portrayal. To show how looks are used for political ends, I examine the common refrain 

of standard publicity shots of diversity. Such pictures often depict young people 
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belonging to different ethnic groups linked arm-in-arm, engaged and upbeat, or even just 

disembodied body parts, such as interlocking hands or legs engaged in sport.36 Evidently, 

these images are carefully staged to create a specific, reinforced image of integration, and 

by extension, a specific image of the country in which all bodies belong to this imagined 

cosmopolis of Germany.37 Creating and marketing a national image that is “world open” 

sends a signal that everyone belongs, that all are welcome, even if Germany encloses 

these bodies and subtly marks them as inside or outside the nation. By contrast, as shown 

in Chapter One, the message that everyone belongs is missing in the federal brochure on 

the family. 

I have argued so far that governmental materials are representative of a powerful 

and controverted collective imagination: namely, that Germans are white and Others are 

dark-skinned, resulting in the binary being both broken and reinforced. The central task 

of this chapter remains the study of how diversity and integration in Germany are both 

visualized and marketed. My analysis unpacks the commonly held idea that diversity is 

visible, marked by dark-skinned individuals, and creates cosmopolitanism for whites and 

non-whites, German-born and naturalized Germans alike. In these official materials, 

consider the following questions: do symbolic representations of diversity found in 

                                                
36 A recent government poster, entitled “Gemeinsam gewinnt,” encourages inclusion of those with a 
migrant background in sports. In the poster, we see body parts: three pairs of legs wearing different shoes 
representing a variety of sports, from ballet and soccer to track and field. From left to right, we see a white 
dancer’s legs; a soccer player’s legs with socks pulled up high over shin guards; and a track and field 
athlete’s legs with low socks, revealing dark skin. On the top left of the poster, there is an eagle, the icon 
for Die Bundesregierung; on the top right, the words: forum integration, Wir machen mit. On the bottom 
left, there is a logo and the words, Deutscher Fussball-Bund; on the right, a logo and the words, Deutscher 
Olympischer SportBund.   
37 I recognize that there may be other interpretations to understanding these images. Further research could 
be undertaken to assess people’s reactions to and beliefs about the messages found in the campaign 
materials.  
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integration and migration materials portray the reality of the country's demographics, 

descriptive of the rich exchange that characterizes cosmopolitan culture? Specifically, do 

images accurately reflect diversity in Germany, or are darker-skinned individuals over-

represented for visual effect? In many cases, I demonstrate that it seems as if the 

designers manipulate symbols of racial difference as a means of projecting an image of 

tolerance and diversity.38 Thus, racial difference is used as a commodity to create an 

impression of multiculturalism. Even if the message of a campaign or brochure is to 

suggest that Germans are an accepting and tolerant nation, focusing on a binary of 

light/dark to represent German/Other, diversity is reduced to visual minorities. Thus, 

relying on the binary opposites of light and dark to promote tolerance and 

cosmopolitanism in these official materials reproduces a delimited concept of diversity. It 

may safely be said ahead of time that the ideals of cosmopolitanism in the great majority 

of these images do not match up with the body-as-experienced for most Germans, native 

or not. Such a restricted definition of diversity collapses the gamut of variations into light 

and dark skin, thereby promoting dark skin color over other markers of bodily difference. 

As the anthropologist whom I mentioned in the introduction insisted, the official 

materials are well meaning. They intend to promote greater understanding for the number 

of people with a migrant background already living in Germany, and for those who 

continue to arrive in Germany. Analyzing the pictures in brochures and campaigns 

however indicates that the country is “stuck” on visualizing the national body as “white” 

and so reveals entrenched binary politics of Eigen/Fremd. It is the obviousness of the 

                                                
38 Contacting the graphic design firms to try to assess the designers’ motivation would be an avenue for 
further research.  
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abstraction of whiteness that propagates this sticking point of Eigen/Fremd; once the 

racialization of Eigen/Fremd is “seen,” it has been shown, and it cannot be unshown. 

Government Publications on Migration and Integration: the Loving Knot of 

Binaries  

 As identity is created vis-à-vis others, analyzing how a government brochure on 

migration and integration, namely the front cover, portrays the country’s Others sheds 

light on how Germany imagines itself. Migration und Integration: Aufenthaltsrecht, 

Migrations- und Integrationspolitik in Deutschland, published in 2011 and updated in 

2014, is just one of many informational publications that may be downloaded in either 

German or English from the website of the Federal Ministry of the Interior 

(Bundesministerium des Innern 2011 and 2014).39 The brochure is clearly marked as a 

government publication; the emblem of the German eagle is in the top left corner along 

with the department title: Federal Ministry of the Interior (Bundesministerium des 

Innern). The layout and graphic design of the publication is done by a private agency, 

Media Consulta, whose clients include governments as well as international corporations. 

Their website describes the firm, now known as mc Group, as the market leader in 

political communication (mc Group).The purpose of the brochure is informative as well 

as didactic in nature. For example, in the foreword, Dr. Hans-Peter Friedrich, Interior 

Minister, states that the publication “soll zu Verständnis und Toleranz beitragen ” (2011, 

3). The publication therefore specifically states its desire to influence prevailing 

sentiment around migration and integration in Germany. Regarding the publication’s 

                                                
39 For a time, the printed publications could also be ordered at no cost.  
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stated intentions, however, the concept of “tolerance” merits further scrutiny. The choice 

of image for the front cover suggests Germans tolerate Others in a new multicultural 

Germany, but it is not clear if Germans will integrate the newcomers into German society 

as full equals.  

 First a note on the genre of images found in the government publication, as they 

are in stark contrast to those that can be found in media reports that focus on the 

“problem” of immigration. Journalistic pictures often attempt to invoke fears of 

“overforeignization” (Überfremdung) by portraying the culturally and racially different 

Other. In Uli Linke’s work on blood imagery, race, and the German body, she observes 

how incoming migrants are seen as a racial threat: “Media images of ‘invading masses’ 

are transformed into a public discourse about dark-skinned Others, a racial threat” (236). 

While discourse and images of migrants often evoke impressions of strangeness, 

exoticism, or dramatization, the images in the government brochure are notably different 

in perspective and intensity. For example, it is very common for media reports critical of 

migration to include a picture of a Turkish woman in a headscarf as the foreign and 

exotic Other. The Federal Ministry of the Interior brochure, on the other hand, uses 

images to promote a positive, non-threatening view of migration. In most of the pictures 

in the brochure, the individuals are shown to be model immigrants, without the headscarf 

or other symbols of veiled alterity. Many pictures, in fact, strive to “normalize” migration 

and depict ethnically diverse individuals working and studying in Germany, suggesting a 

process of integrating into German society. Essentially, the government is promoting 
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migration as a positive social phenomenon in these publications, even as competing 

public images negate the image of an integrated Germany.40 

 Relevant to this coincidence of imagery for the immigrant in Germany, 

anthropologist and art historian Robert Silberman suggests that there are different 

approaches to photographic treatment of citizenship, nationalism, and transnationalism. 

One approach is “obviously ideological and political, one involving tension, conflict, 

antipathy and what might be called ‘disintegration.’” (84). The other approach, according 

to Silberman, depicts “harmony, consensus, sympathy, and ‘integration.’” (84). The front 

cover of the brochure reflects the latter of Silberman’s dichotomy: harmony and 

integration. In fact, in political discourse on migrants and integration, harmony is a word 

that keeps reappearing. For example, on the Federal Ministry of the Interior’s website, the 

topic “integration” is accompanied by the following sentence, written in bold type at the 

top of the site: “Integration of foreigners living in Germany is an important means to 

ensure that all people in Germany can live together in harmony.” The idea of harmony, in 

word form, is thus extended visually to the front cover of the 2011/2014 publication. 

While the harmonious “world-openness” of typical pictures of integration comes across 

strongly, the type of integration the government puts forth is not as clear.  

What is shown unclearly is likely also seen unclearly, even as the rationale for 

public imagery of migration and integration is to envision and clarify. As W.J.T. Mitchell 

                                                
40 The Federal Ministry of the Interior, along with photographers and the graphic design agency employed 
to produce the brochure, produced the images. The question of who the consumers of the images are is 
more opaque. Based on the fact that the brochure is available in only either the German or English 
language, the intended audience may either be a German or an international reader. Many other government 
publications that are intended to reach migrants are available in various languages, such as Arabic, Turkish, 
or Russian. 
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notes, “We want to know what pictures mean and what they do: how they communicate 

as signs and symbols, what sort of power they have to affect human emotions and 

behavior” (28). The front cover “wants” people to see pictures of white Germans with 

dark-skinned people to brand the nation as tolerant of and open to other people and 

cultures. While the photographic portrayal in the Federal Ministry of the Interior’s 

publication creates ideological links between representations of integration and the 

notions of tolerance, multiculturalism, and cosmopolitanism, the visual contents of the 

front cover of the government brochure also provide insight into an ethno-national 

German self-understanding and the constructions of Self and Other. 

The front cover of the 2011 and 2014 publication shows four sets of interlocking 

hands, alternating hand over and hand under, as well as alternating light and dark skin.41 

Similar to the government poster promoting integration through sports in which the 

viewer sees only legs, here the viewer sees only hands and forearms. Such an approach to 

representing integration brings racial difference into focus through symmetry of 

alternating skin color, of which only two tones are represented. The image on the front 

cover, like other various government-sponsored campaigns aimed at promoting 

integration incorporate racial difference, namely skin color, to suggest tolerance and 

harmonious co-existence between Germans and their Others. Particularly when looking at 

the alternating light-dark hands in the migration brochure, it is important to note that the 

idea of white Germanness is so entrenched that it makes a reading of the white hands as 

                                                
41 See: Phototek/Grabowsky. Hand in Hand zum Erfolg. N.d. Germany. Die Bundesregierung. “Integration: 
Mit gutem Beispiel vorangehen.” 11 Feb 2014. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. 
<http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/Artikel/2014/02/2014-02-11-stipendienprogramm-
deutschlandstiftung-integration.html> 
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belonging to, say, a recently relocated Spätaussiedler and the dark hands to a born-and-

raised-in-Germany Afro-German, nearly impossible. 

The image is a stock photo that becomes visual commodity itself, used repeatedly 

and with variable context. This same photo of interlocking hands was also used in an 

article on the Federal government’s website describing a new initiative for integration 

measures—Geh Deinen Weg—with just a slight variation (Phototek/Grabowsky).42 The 

only visual difference between the picture on the front cover of the Migration and 

Integration publication and the image on the internet for Geh Deinen Weg is that a 

fingernail is painted on the website image; apparently the fingernail polish was 

photoshopped out for the Migration and Integration publication. The caption under the 

Geh Deinen Weg photo reads: “Hand in Hand zum Erfolg” and the photo credits are 

given to “Photothek / Grabowsky.” Photothek describes itself on its website as an agency 

for press and PR photography. The agency has this to say about themselves and their 

specialization:  

“Bereits seit über einem Jahrzehnt schätzen namhafte Unternehmen und 

Verbände sowie ranghohe Politiker die professionelle und hochwertige 

Arbeit aus dem Hause photothek. Für sie sind wir deutschlandweit und 

international im Einsatz und dabei jeder Herausforderung gewachsen – ob 

diplomatische Meilensteine auf politischem Parkett, wirtschaftliche 

Sternstunden zum großen PR-Event oder gesellschaftliche Drahtseilakte.” 

(“Über uns.”) 

                                                
42 http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/Artikel/2014/02/2014-02-11-stipendienprogramm-
deutschlandstiftung-integration.html 
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I imagine depicting integration would count as walking a “social tightrope.” These 

documents demonstrate how public relations photography plays a powerful role in 

political advertising, strategically producing and disseminating information and ideas, in 

this case, of the imagined German national body. 

Portrayal of racial diversity is more often than not limited to materials on 

migration and integration. Just like looking at images of white Germans in government 

brochures on the family in the previous chapter, looking at images on regulations for 

work environments also registers a more normative, light-skinned body. It is interesting 

to compare the front cover of the 2011/2014 Migration and Integration brochures to 

another federal brochure from 2014 that does not specifically address any migration-

based policies. It is entitled Familienbewusste Arbeitszeiten: Herausforderungen und 

Lösungsansätze aus der Unternehmenspraxis. Both brochures display front covers 

depicting disembodied sets of hands. The brochure on work-life balance outlines new 

recommendations and measures. On the front cover of the brochure, models are wearing 

business attire and brightly-colored watches, suggesting a career setting.43 What is 

striking about the image, in comparison to the previous brochure on migration and 

integration, is the fact that dark skin tones are absent. Are dark-skinned individuals not 

also in the workforce, or are they not considered to be the audience of these brochures on 

work-life balance? Or would displaying a darker-skinned individual not conform to ideals 

of the national body, representing too much of a threat or challenge to whiteness? One 

                                                
43 See: Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend. Familienbewusste Arbeitszeiten – 
Herausforderungen und Lösungsansätze aus der Unternehmenspraxis. 2012. 3rd ed. Berlin: 
Bundesministerium des Inneren, 2014. 
<http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Service/publikationen,did=184180.html> 
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cannot infer to what nationality the employed businessmen and women belong based on 

the pictures of their hands, but it is clear that the image is in stark contrast to the previous 

image meant to portray integration. Once the specific topic of a brochure is no longer 

about integrating migrants, the diversity previously shown collapses here into a range of 

whiteness without darkness at all. Here is the difficulty: so here, dark-skinned German 

bodies are elided, and earlier, from the multicultural pencil set, the “plain” or white 

pencil is not clearly placed either. The subtle abstraction of one skin tone tells us how 

Germans see themselves in the workforce: as white.  

 Portraying multiethnic/multiracial groups of people, or even body parts 

highlighting racial difference, is a common practice in representing “integration.” As 

Fatima El-Tayeb also points out, discussions of migration often select “visible 

minorities.” She writes, “[P]opular discourses on migration…largely target ‘visible 

minorities,’ represented by people of non-European descent and Muslims (including 

those of Eastern European descent), whose situation in some ways is thus significantly 

different from that of ‘peripheral’ European migrants and minorities” (El-Tayeb xv). 

While using images of people necessarily calls attention to visible similarities and 

differences, the question is not whether race is highlighted, but how it is used. The 

brochure, and the following the public relations campaigns, use visual strategies to 

promote integration and a commitment to multicultural tolerance and diversity. 
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Germany’s Faces: Imagining the National Body and Racial Other in Government 

Publications and Campaigns Promoting Integration 

 Building upon my previous analysis of binary thinking mirrored and distorted in 

visual representations of migration, I will now investigate campaigns that try to dictate 

how integration should work. Two means of promoting integration through visual 

strategies dominate the official vision: a governmental poster campaign launched in 2007 

entitled Keine Frage der Herkunft, and a second poster campaign from 2009–2011 

entitled Raus mit der Sprache, Rein ins Leben (“Anzeigenkampagnen”). Despite how 

ubiquitous the term “integration” has become in German public discourse, going hand in 

hand with the term “migration” in official publications and the German media, the 

concept receives scrutiny from contemporary social critics. For example, German 

journalist and author Mark Terkessidis, writes about the word: 

The term integration is in fashion again after thirty years. It isn’t very 

sensible because in Germany there are all sorts of unspoken ideas hiding 

behind this word about what constitutes “Germanness,” how people here 

must behave with “us,” what should they do or not do, who has the right 

qualifications and who has deficits, for whom the institutions are made, 

and who is really just a guest here (Interkultur 7).  

Terkessidis’ scrutiny is deserved, given the “unspoken” requirements for inclusion. 

Looking at the two government-sponsored poster campaigns, Keine Frage der Herkunft 

and Raus Mit Der Sprache, Rein ins Leben helps to expose what is behind this term 

“integration.” I argue that the visual representations of integration highlight racial 
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difference, and although well-meaning, the campaigns perpetuate a racially based divide 

of inclusion/exclusion. Thus, the idea that Germanness is connected to a certain visual 

look persists into the present day, even in materials intended to expand narrow notions of 

who belongs to the nation. 

Not a Question of Descent: Promoting Tolerance to Germans through Dichotomy 

 The government has launched various government poster campaigns over the 

years to promote integration. The poster campaign, “…keine Frage der Herkunft,” a part 

of the federal National Integration Plan, consists of a series of posters that use visual 

strategies to promote integration and a commitment to multicultural tolerance and 

diversity. The poster campaign was launched in two parts, the first in 2007 and the 

second in April 2008, and can be located in a genealogy of previous political posters on 

the topic of foreigners, migration, and integration. To convey notions of tolerance and 

multicultural acceptance, the pictures share a similar look with other poster campaigns 

that preceded it, such as Miteinander Leben or Was ist Deutsch? from the 1990s. Steven 

Vertovec describes the reception of a variety of poster-billboard campaigns of the 1990s, 

sponsored by the office of Ausländerbeauftragte, designed to influence public 

consciousness and promote the “internationalism” of Berlin: “[T]hese kinds of cheery 

togetherness often ring as empty as the internationalism of current pop songs and airline, 

credit card or soft drink advertisements” (390). Thus, the 2007 campaign builds upon a 

lineage of government-sponsored campaigns in Germany. 

 In a press release from Media Consulta from August 21, 2007, the campaign is 

said to represent images from daily life: “Im Mittelpunkt stehen Alltagssituationen im 
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Zusammenleben und -arbeiten.” Each poster has a title that begins with a noun followed 

by “ist keine Frage der Herkunft” (lifepr). Thus, the various full titles read: Sicherheit ist 

keine Frage der Herkunft, Freundschaft ist keine Frage der Herkunft, Lernen ist keine 

Frage der Herkunft, Gleichberechtigung ist keine Frage der Herkunft, Vertrauen ist 

keine Frage der Herkunft, and Harmonie ist keine Frage der Herkunft. Whether Media 

Consulta (the graphic design firm) or the government developed the title, the word 

choice—Herkunft—is intriguing. What meaning does it carry? Does the word connote a 

general background or does it point more to a notion of identity rooted in one’s body? 

The German word Herkunft could be translated as background, ancestry, family origin, or 

extraction, but in this chapter, I choose “descent.” I think that the racial difference 

portrayed in the images support this translation. Furthermore, the press release stresses 

descent and skin color: “Die Headline-Serie „Keine Frage der Herkunft“ verdeutlicht, 

dass zwischenmenschliches Miteinander völlig unabhängig von ethnischer Abstammung 

oder Hautfarbe ist” (Lifepr).  

Underneath each picture, there is another caption, also in bold black letters but 

smaller than the headline. It reads: the national integration plan, new paths, new 

opportunities “Der Nationale Integrationsplan, Neue Wege—Neue Chancen.” On the 

bottom right of each poster, there is a website: www.forumintegration.de. The 

background color is white, lending the poster a minimalist and sleek look, and the focal 

point of each poster is a photographic image. They are not photojournalistic images, but 

rather staged pictures, like stock photography except produced for this specific use, 

depicting scenarios that could conceivably take place in real life. Nonetheless, these 
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staged, imaginary scenarios flatten out the richness of what an authentic exchange 

between people would look like.  

Not a Question of Descent, as noted, was part of the federal National Integration 

Plan. For context, a brief history overview of recent changes to immigration policies is 

helpful. The Immigration Act (known as Das neue Zuwanderungsgesetz), which went 

into effect on January 1, 2005, regulates the admission of third-country nationals and EU 

citizens and represents a rupture in Germany’s attitude towards migration (Reform des 

Zuwanderungsgesetzes). Previously, Germany did not develop a coherent integration 

program because it was not expected for foreigners to stay. For the first time in 2005, 

Germany officially recognized itself as a country of immigration. One of the greatest 

achievements of the 2007 migration law was to introduce an explicit integration agenda 

into federal policymaking. Previously, there had been a leftover sentiment from earlier 

decades that immigrants would eventually return home. Knowing now that non-Germans 

would have to be better integrated, one of the goals of the National Integration plan is to 

deconstruct stereotypes about both Germans and “foreigners.” A federal document on the 

NIP reveals the intent in planning an image campaign: “[D]ie Bundesregierung [kann] 

durch ihre Öffentlichkeitsarbeit im Rahmen einer Imagekampagne zu einem Abbau von 

Stereotypen und Vorurteilen gegenüber Migrantinnen in der Mehrheitsgesellschaft 

beitragen” (91). Specifically, the campaign is aimed at the white German majority to 

think differently about the country’s minority population.  

Rather than deconstruct stereotypes, however, the posters reinforce the separate 

categories of migrant and German; each poster portrays the German Volk juxtaposed with 
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foreign bodies in order to promote integration. The posters therefore use the looks of both 

the imagined foreign and German national body to promote integration through the 

binary of race. The juxtaposition of the German national body and the foreign body, 

along with binary thinking around light and dark, is reflected throughout the campaign. 

This campaign also serves as another example of how racial difference is used to promote 

a particular social agenda. In every shot except one (“learning,”) the marked “darker” 

individual is to the left of the white German and therefore receives the focus of the gaze. 

Also, almost every shot is taken from the left, again drawing attention to the marked 

individual of color, following the Western tradition of reading images from left to right. 

The image is meant to draw attention to the marked individual interacting with a German. 

The positive message is that the marked individual’s background does not preclude him 

or her from participating in German life. While representing moments in the lives of 

fictional Germans and those of non-German origins, however, the campaign creates a 

boundary between people. Using dark and light skin as markers of one’s lineage, it 

appears that one is either German or non-German. The problem with binary thinking is 

that one is either German or someone with a migration background; the concepts 

German/non-German cannot coexist in a singular body. It implies that someone with a 

migrant background cannot be recognized as a German, other than perhaps on paper and 

constantly being asked, “where are you from?”  
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I have selected the following image on “harmony” to analyze more closely.44 

While most images in the campaign consist of two people (one light, one dark), the image 

of the staged concert setting portrays four young people in a band. What is particularly 

interesting about this image is the dualities; the ethnicities of the individuals alternate: 

marked, unmarked, marked, unmarked. On the left is a tall young man with dark hair and 

dark skin, playing a white bass guitar. Wearing a dark shirt and jeans with sneakers, he is 

looking at the blond girl singing next to him. Their shoulders are touching, and she is 

returning his look. Much of her light skin is exposed since she is wearing a miniskirt and 

a white sleeveless shirt. To the right of her, we see the next dyad. With drumstick raised 

in hand, there is another “marked” boy with dark skin, hair, and eyebrows wearing a 

white button-down shirt with a loose tie and a hat. He is looking at the white boy wearing 

a t-shirt and jeans on the far right who, in turn, looks back at him while playing a guitar. 

Even when there are four people depicted, the duality of light/dark is still preserved in the 

pairing. Nobody is looking at the camera or the apparent audience listening to the music. 

Instead, the gaze remains on stage between the marked and unmarked youth. The 

interactions are not between the two light-skinned individuals or the two dark-skinned 

individuals. Thus, what we see is interaction across the light/dark pairings, or rather, 

harmonious integration in action. 

The binaries that we see at work serve a function; the images provide links 

between representations of how integration should work and the notion of German 

tolerance, multiculturalism, and cosmopolitanism. Such strategies are not new, and Not a 
                                                
44 See: Bundesregierung. Keine Frage der Herkunft. Plakat-Aktion zum Nationalen Integrationsplan. N.d. 
Web. 17 Jan. 2016. <http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/Archiv16/Fotoreihen/2007/2007-07-13-
Kampagne-Integration/kampagne-integration.html> 
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Question of Descent belongs to an existing genre of government advertising that uses 

race, in particular skin color, to promote fellowship through multicultural advertising. 

The “harmony” image is reminiscent of advertisements, particularly from the 1990s, that 

commodify multicultural identities. Anthropologist Mark Rectanus writes about the 

commodification of identities in a German setting: “Multicultural identities are not only 

appropriated by corporations and the media in order to promote products and lifestyle 

images, they have simultaneously, and not coincidentally, become a staple of social and 

cultural politics in Germany” (Rectanus 142). Not a Question of Descent draws upon the 

country’s history of appropriating multicultural looks in advertising. Instead of a 

corporation promoting a product, however, the government posters are selling the 

concept of integration. Specifically, this 2007 poster campaign is reminiscent of the 

United Colors of Benetton advertisements, particularly from the 1980s and early 1990s. 

Henry A. Giroux writes about how early Benetton ads represent young people of diverse 

races:  

Depicted in these photographs of children hugging and holding hands is a 

portrayal of racial harmony and difference that appears both banal and 

sterile. The exaggerated precision of the models and primary colors used 

in the advertisements renders racial unity as a purely aesthetic category 

while eliminating racial conflict completely in this two-dimensional world 

of make-believe. Within these ad campaigns, race and ethnicity are both 

accentuated and fixed… (188)  
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Similar to how the Benetton advertisements accentuate visual identities, the dependence 

on racial binaries in the campaign posters likewise draws lines between Germans and 

non-Germans, even when grouped as a band.  

 Despite the harmonious images presented in the campaign, the German national 

body remains connected to ancestry. Senocak writes on the complexities of German 

national identity:  

Die völkische, abstammungszentrierte Grundlage des deutschen 

Selbstverständnisses bleibt dabei eine unausgesprochene, aber keineswegs 

überwundene Denkweise, die selbst eine assimilatorische Integration 

verhindert. Zu viele unbehandelte Fragen, verdrängte Denkmuster und 

Widersprüche lassen heute deutsche Identität eher als Minenfeld 

erscheinen denn als roten Teppich für Einwanderer oder als Partymeile, 

auf der ein fröhliches Zusammensein inszeniert wird. (34) 

The image in Harmony Is Not a Question of Descent is a fitting visual representation of 

what Senocak terms: fröhliches Zusammensein. As Senocak points out, there are many 

various layers of German identity and thus, the images in this campaign come across as 

lacking depth. 

Security is Not a Question of Descent 

  I continue my analysis of the poster series to show how each idea returns us to the 

same staging of the racial Other. The poster, “Security Is Not a Question of Descent,” 

builds upon the more simplistic images of “happy togetherness” to portray a migrant in a 

professional capacity. It is just one of two images in the campaign to depict someone with 
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a migrant background at work; the other poster shows a nurse, and in this image, the 

viewer sees a police officer. The political context surrounding the choice of profession is 

the government’s efforts to try to increase the percentage of individuals with foreign 

roots in the police force.45 In a 2013 article in Die Zeit, journalist Haiko Prengel notes: 

“Mit nur wenigen Migranten ist die Polizei auch längst kein Spiegelbild der Gesellschaft 

mehr.” After Angela Merkel became Chancellor in 2005, she appointed Maria Böhmer 

Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refugees, and Integration and asked 

her to develop a national integration plan. In 2007, the National Integration Plan (Der 

Nationaler Integrationsplan) was implemented and later underwent a subsequent shift to 

the National Action Plan for Integration (Nationaler Aktionsplan Integration). In the new 

plan, the focus ranges from language training and education to the job market. According 

to Merkel, “Integration ist weit mehr, als nur das Sprache-Erlernen” (Reuters, “Merkel 

für höhere Migraten-Quote.”) The image of the police officer foreshadows the later 

policy shift of the National Action Plan for Integration with its drive to increase the 

number of people with a migration background in the civil service sector. 

Amidst the integration efforts that include more than just striving for a happy co-

existence but also a more diverse workforce, the photograph shows a civilian woman 

receiving directions in Berlin from a man in a blue uniform who apparently has foreign 

roots (here the substitution of “foreign roots” for olive skin), accompanied by a female 

                                                
45 There was also a campaign in Berlin in 1999 to increase the number of police officers with Turkish 
roots. "Wenn Sie Berliner Türke sind, stehen die Sterne für Sie besonders günstig", versprechen Plakate, 
auf denen kleine Polizeisterne einen türkischen Halbmond formen” (Grosserüschkamp).  
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(who is a white German) in a blue uniform.46 In 2002, a change was instituted to move 

away from the old green uniforms to a more internationally recognized blue uniform, but 

the adoption of the uniform was not immediate all across Germany. The blue police 

uniform had not yet made its way to Berlin at the time the poster campaign was released, 

so the futuristic setting highlights the staged context as fictional where there is a 

projection, both of joining the international standard and also changing the standard for 

who is welcomed to be the enforcer of law.47 

 The focal point of the image is the male officer with non-German origins who 

stands between two women, both of whom are attending him. The center of the image is 

the male officer; it looks like he is giving directions to a woman to his left. She is holding 

a map and appears to be a tourist in Berlin. The male officer is wearing a tie, a light blue 

short-sleeved shirt revealing hirsute arms, and dark pants, and he has a gun in a holster on 

his right hip. His uniform highlights his official position of authority, and he is wearing a 

hat that displays the Berlin bear. He has long, dark sideburns and a dark complexion; one 

could even imagine that his body represents a multicultural Berlin. He is looking across 

the street and his eyebrows are raised. It appears as though he is pointing in the direction 

the woman should go. We cannot see where his left arm is; it looks like he may be 

touching the woman casually on her arm or back. He is the only person in mid-action, 

speaking and pointing. Rather than looking in the direction where the male officer is 

pointing, the woman holding the map instead looks at the officer giving directions. She is 

                                                
46 See: Bundesregierung. Keine Frage der Herkunft. Plakat-Aktion zum Nationalen Integrationsplan. N.d. 
Web. 17 Jan. 2016. <http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/Archiv16/Fotoreihen/2007/2007-07-13-
Kampagne-Integration/kampagne-integration.html> 
47 In Berlin Braucht Dich, there are pictures of individuals with a migrant background wearing green 
uniforms. 
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smiling slightly, an open expression, perhaps partly surprise. The map leads us to believe 

that she is a tourist in Berlin. She has graying hair and is wearing a light-colored shirt, a 

tan cardigan, glasses, and golden jewelry. What is striking about the image is that her 

gaze is upon the foreign male officer. Since both women direct their gazes towards the 

male officer, highlighting his difference, our focus as the viewer is also directed towards 

him. 

 While the male officer is the person in the poster who is marked with “Herkunft,” 

the female officer stands in for the white ethnic German. Unlike the male officer, she has 

a fair complexion, and she seems to be superintending this scenario. The female officer is 

also wearing the same blue uniform and has her long, blond hair tied into a ponytail at the 

base of her skull. The stars on the shoulder strap denote rank; she has one silver star 

while he has two. Although the male officer’s two stars signify that he is Oberkommissar 

and the female officer’s one star signifies a lesser position, Kommissar, the female officer 

appears to display a greater air of authority. She is taller than he is, and while possessing 

a certain passivity while she watches her partner give directions, she stands next to him, 

observing the interaction with her hands on her hips, looking down on him. The female 

officer therefore appears to monitor the interaction between the dark male and the female 

tourist; perhaps she is she policing him. Her presence can be explained if we consider that 

officers generally work together as partners, but undoubtedly, her presence also adds 

legitimacy to the situation, making the interaction feel less intimidating and more 

comfortable for the public. Also, what is unclear about the picture is why the tourist is 

looking at the male police officer rather than the map or the direction in which he is 
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pointing. He is understood as the object of observation, reservation, and conditional 

acceptance. He seems to be the spectacle: the sight to see in Berlin. Ultimately, the poster 

would have failed in delivering its intended message if the staged context had portrayed 

the female giving the directions. In order for the poster to promote integration, the viewer 

must go through the exercise of imagining a male officer with foreign roots protecting 

and assisting the public.  

 The image of the police officer with a migration background is in stark contrast to 

another campaign called “Berlin braucht dich!,” targeting young people with a migration 

background to enter into the civil sector (Federal State of Berlin).48 The difference 

between the images in the Berlin braucht dich! campaign and those of the police officer 

and health care professional in Keine Frage der Herkunft is that “Berlin braucht dich!” 

does not juxtapose migrants with Germans; their pictures only depict individuals with 

migrant backgrounds employed in the civil sector. Moreover, the image portraying police 

officers in Berlin braucht dich! depicts the green uniforms. There is a shortage of police 

officers in Berlin, and in general, there is a hope that more foreigners will become police 

officers to be better positioned to interact with their own migrant populations. According 

to Dieter Glietsch, Polizeipräsident in Berlin: “Die Berliner Polizei braucht 

Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter, die Brücken zwischen den Kulturen bauen und das 

                                                
48 There is a nine page pdf that can be downloaded from the website. “Berlin braucht dich! ist eine 
Initiative des Landes Berlin und des Beauftragten für Integration und Migration. Die Kampagne wird 
koordiniert von BQN Berlin, dem Beruflichen Qualifizierungsnetzwerk für Migrantinnen und Migranten in 
Berlin. Ziel der Kampagne ist es, bei allen Ausbildungsstätten beim Land Berlin einen Anteil von 25 
Prozent an Auszubildenden mit Migrationshintergrund zu erreichen.” According to a quote in the brochure 
by Dr. Heidi Knake-Werner, Senatorin für Integration, Arbeit und Soziales: “Beschäftigte mit 
interkulturellen Kompetenzen werden immer mehr gebraucht, in der öffentlichen Verwaltung, bei der 
Polizei, im Gesundheitssystem, im Personenverkehr und in vielen anderen Wirtschaftsbranchen.” (Federal 
State of Berlin 7). 
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Zusammenleben in unserer Stadt positiv mitgestalten können. Migranten sollen sich auch 

in ihrer Polizei repräsentiert sehen” (Federal State of Berlin, 8). His comment places an 

emphasis on visuality by saying that migrants should see themselves represented in their 

police force. 

 The police officer with foreign roots is also something of a trope in popular 

culture, since police officers with a migration background often appear in television 

series.49 Moreover, a police officer with foreign roots is interesting and newsworthy. 

Jumping ahead from this imagined context of selling the integration of migrants to the 

general public in 2007 to current events in 2015, we again are presented with the very 

same paradigm of a police officer with foreign roots. Journalists writing for The Spiegel 

begin their August 31, 2015 article about the summer’s influx of refugees with a striking 

reference to a policeman with a migrant background. According to the article, Angela 

Merkel came to Heidenau and was met with protestors: “Germany, in this late summer of 

2015, can be a confusing place. There are migrants in uniform who have to protect the 

chancellor, herself from East Germany, from an eastern German mob” (Amann et al. 

N.p.). The article also comments directly on a police officer’s foreign looks: “A 

policeman with foreign features is standing in front of the villagers wearing a firearm and 

a baton, but his face is friendly” (ibid, N.p.). The police officer, who was born in 

Germany but whose parents are from Afghanistan, tells his story to the townspeople, and 

the article further approves: “His German is flawless. The emblem of the Lower Saxony 

police force is displayed prominently on his breast. The Saxons around him listen closely. 

                                                
49 See for example Türkisch für Anfänger (father and son are employed in the police department).  
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And are amazed” (ibid, N.p.). Even in this textual representation of positive cultural 

exchange, the apparent incongruency of “foreign” looks with a German police uniform 

and fluent German language abilities highlights not only the relationship between body 

and speaking but also the relationship between foreignness and the German police 

uniform.  

 On the whole, Keine Frage der Herkunft is an informational campaign with good 

intentions. All the harmonious images in the poster campaign, meant to be consumed by 

the public, represent ethnically and racially diverse people working, learning, and playing 

together to promote a good end: national unity regardless of descent.50 The campaign's 

goal is therefore pedagogical: the poster series seeks to change public opinion for the 

better. Although the images portray people of different backgrounds interacting together, 

there is, however, always a “marked” individual in these imagined situations of daily life. 

While the campaign is well intentioned, it is predicated on a politics of difference. 

Unfortunately, the campaign does not ultimately contribute to breaking down notions of 

German as a physical type, thereby counteracting its goal of creating a more inclusive 

notion of belonging. 

 Not a Question of Descent is decidedly based on binary thinking; the campaign 

reproduces the categories of German and Other. Moreover, the Other, or migrant, is 

always a person with dark skin. It is problematic when diversity is always portrayed by 

visible migrants and “foreignness” is limited to dark-skinned individuals. The message 

being sent is that a person with a migrant background who does not look like he or she 

                                                
50 While the campaign is meant to educate people, the experiences of people stand in stark contrast to the 
kind of inclusion or integration that is offered here.   
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has Northern European/German ancestry will never be seen as belonging to the nation; 

the marking is permanent. Although German society is increasingly heterogeneous, this 

diversity is not fully embraced in representations of “Germanness.”  

Out With the Language: Unintended Messages About Visual Appearance, 

Language, and Nationality 

While not specifically addressing the role of the German language in the 

campaign, Keine Frage der Herkunft does suggest that a common language is essential to 

living, working, and playing together. Implicit in the message is that a harmonious co-

existence would not be possible if those with a migrant background did not speak 

German. A later campaign showing the racial Other—Raus mit der Sprache—specifically 

addresses the role of language learning on the part of the migrant.51 Current debates about 

immigration and integration in Germany often focus on the importance of speaking the 

German language for the successful integration of migrants into post-unification German 

society. The campaign has consisted of several series: the first in January 2010 and the 

second in March 2010.  

Raus mit der Sprache, Rein ins Leben, sponsored by the Deutschlandstiftung 

Integration and backed by the German government, also uses visual strategies to promote 

integration, but this campaign takes a new path in visually representing the importance of 

speaking the German language for successful integration by featuring pictures of famous 

people in Germany sticking out their tongues colored black, red, and gold, the colors of 

the German flag (“Anzeigenkampagnen”). In an article in the Berliner Morgenpost by 
                                                
51 See: Murat, Arslan. “Raus mit der Sprache. Rein ins Leben. Nikeata Thompson.” Demokratie-spiegel.de. 
Demokratie Spiegel Nachrichten Dienst. 23 Oct. 2010. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. <http://www.demokratie-
spiegel.de/images/thomson.jpg> 
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Kathrin Rausch, Ferry Pausch, director of the foundation that developed these integration 

ads, is quoted as explaining: “Sprache visuell darzustellen, ist sehr schwierig. Aber die 

Zunge in Verbindung mit den Farben der deutschen Flagge—da versteht man sofort, 

worum es geht ” (2 Juli 2010). Yet perhaps it is not as clear as Pausch would like to 

believe. In the Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin, Andreas Bernard writes  

Ästhetisch und semiotisch ist diese Kampagne ein einziges Rätsel. Denn 

die herausgestreckte Zunge ist kein Zeichen für das Erlernen einer neuen 

Sprache. Sie ist – nach Einstein, den Rolling Stones und Pipi Langstrumpf 

– eine Ikone für Unangepasstheit und Dissidenz. Und auch die zweite 

Assoziation zu dieser Geste, der Arztbesuch bei Husten und 

Grippesymptomen, macht die Bildsprache nicht verständlicher. 

Whether or not the message of the campaign is clear to viewers, a press release from 

Deutschlandstiftung Integration states that the images are a visual invitation to migrants 

to learn German. The Bundesregierung’s website describes the goal of the campaign: 

“Die Anzeigen kennzeichnet eine auffallende Bildsprache. Die abgebildeten 

Persönlichkeiten stecken ihre—schwarz, rot und golden gefärbte—Zunge heraus. Damit 

und mit frechen Gesten laden die Modelle dazu ein, Deutsch zu lernen” (Pressemitteilung 

Deutschland Stiftung Integration). The campaign then intends to target newcomers to 

Germany as well as residents in Germany who have yet to learn the language well. I 

argue that it also encourages the idea of Bringschuld on the part of the migrants—the idea 

that the onus is on the migrants to integrate themselves into German society. The 

representations of visual minorities with the tongues painted in the colors of the German 
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flag may therefore inspire young migrants to excel in the German language, but they also 

seem to push off “failed multiculturalism” onto the part of the migrant not willing to 

assimilate.  

The ads are provocative, bold, and clearly designed to draw attention. On the one 

hand, it is clear that the Deutschland Stiftung and government intend to reach young 

migrants through the campaign. The ads direct the viewer to the website where one can 

find links to language courses and where Maria Böhmer, Minister of State to the Federal 

Chancellor and Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refugees, and 

Integration, addresses migrants in a letter. On the other hand, the ads also seem to target 

“regular” Germans, i.e., Germans who do not have a migration background. In an 

interview with Deutsche Welle, Ferry Pausch discusses the campaign’s broader 

intentions. According to the interviewer, “…the ads are not just targeted at those with 

immigrant backgrounds” and “the foundation also hopes to send a message to the general 

population” (N.p.). Pausch tells Deutsche Welle that ”…it doesn’t matter how someone 

looks, that these are fellow citizens,” and “they’re not foreigners, this is nothing special, 

this is everyday stuff, these are fellow citizens that have the same right as everyone else 

to speak German fantastically well” (ibid). Since Pausch wants to convey that people of 

color in Germany can be co-citizens who speak German, the campaign therefore places 

an emphasis on the models’ “foreign looks.” They are marked with Herkunft; there is a 

separation between “looking foreign” and “looking German.” Therefore, while the 

campaign urges young migrants to learn German, the campaign also seeks to challenge 
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the viewer to look at one’s own assumptions about the link between visual appearance on 

the one hand and nationality and language ability on the other. 

While the intention of the campaign is to inspire young people with a migrant 

background to learn German, the campaign inevitably draws attention to visual identities. 

In the original sixteen advertisements, all models are people of color except for one 

singer from Poland. If this campaign’s sole aim were to encourage newcomers to 

Germany to learn the language, we would see greater diversity in the people represented, 

i.e., not just predominately dark hair and dark skin. For example, where are the Russian-

German immigrants, one of Germany’s largest immigrant groups who also often struggle 

to learn German?52 Therefore, the campaign relies on depicting visual minorities to 

convey the importance of learning German. The underlying binary thinking juxtaposes 

dark and light, whereby dark is equated with foreignness and white with German. The 

assumption is that a foreign-looking person cannot speak German and is a temporary 

guest in Germany, so the campaign tries to convince people that one cannot make 

judgements based on how someone looks. The unspoken opposite of the dark Other who 

does not speak German is the white German who speaks German fluently. The campaign 

would be rendered meaningless if light-skinned models made up the bulk of the 

campaign, since the campaign uses racial difference to mark Herkunft. Therefore, the 

campaign does not seem to relate to a white newcomer to Germany.  

Be more German in your tongue, the campaign seems to tell its darker migrant, 

since you cannot change your skin color. The campaign places an emphasis on visual 

                                                
52 Although in the legal sense, ethnic Germans are not immigrants but rather ethnic German return 
migrants.  
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identities and race, but what is the significance of the marked body in connection to the 

black, red, and gold tongue? A press release from the federal government describes the 

message of the flag-colored tongues: “The message is clear: The German language is the 

key to successful integration.” On the one hand, we see language as signified in a body 

part, the tongue, which usually remains hidden away. But what do we make of the 

national flag superimposed on this now-exposed body part? It is interesting to me that the 

campaign used the German national flag to depict Germanness, since it was not until the 

2006 World Cup that we saw the German flag waved about patriotically in public. Given 

that the German flag is a charged symbolic image, even in the years since the World Cup 

in 2006, what feelings do the pictures of people of color embodying the colors of the 

German national flag evoke? Moreover, if the models’ tongues are black, red, and gold, 

are we to believe that they are monolingual? Could they be bi- or trilingual, too? Overall, 

the tongue symbolizes more than language ability; it signifies Germanness, but the 

models are not necessarily perceived as German.  

 Inside the mouths of “foreign-looking” migrants, the German-flag tongue 

symbolizes integration or perhaps even assimilation. In other governmental and media 

efforts that visually promote integration, other images of Germanness have been used in 

conjunction with portraying migrants, like white ethnicity in Keine Frage der Herkunft. 

The difference between Raus mit der Sprache and other campaigns promoting integration 

is that the image of Germanness, the national flag, is literally embodied in the individual 

as part of his or her body. This campaign therefore takes a new path in visually 

representing integration and raises questions: If the individuals portrayed are part of the 
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community of German language speakers, do they also belong to the nation? If they have 

a German tongue, are they then German? The young woman sticking her tongue out at 

the language even as she uses it illustrates the reality that immigrant communities do not 

want to leave their languages behind, even with the necessity of access through German 

language. 

In this campaign, the integration of migrants seems to be reduced to language 

learning, a strong component of immigration reform policy during Merkel’s 

administration. The Immigration Act of 2005 stressed integrating legal immigrants who 

were permanently living in Germany; it increased the support previously offered to 

immigrants by focusing money and attention on integrating the country’s existing 

immigrants (Zuwanderungsgesetz). One component of the new law was to introduce 

integration courses. In addition to learning about ways of life in Germany, language 

instruction composed a large portion of the integration courses. Böhmer states in a 

pamphlet published by the German Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Migration, 

Flüchtlinge und Integration that language is the key to integration:  

Das Beherrschen der deutschen Sprache ist die Grundlage der Integration. 

Mit dem Zuwanderungsgesetz aus dem Jahre 2005 wurden die 

Voraussetzungen dafür geschaffen, dass auf Dauer in Deutschland lebende 

Menschen aus Zuwandererfamilien die deutsche Sprache erlernen und 

Grundkenntnisse über unsere Geschichte, Kultur, Gesellschaft und unser 

Rechtssystem erwerben.(Gutes Zusammenleben -- Klare Regeln) 
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Since the 2005 law largely focused on incorporating migrants into German society 

through rigorous training in the German language, the Langenscheidt dictionary became a 

representative symbol of language acquisition, in addition to the image of a language 

classroom or integration course. Government publications on migration frequently 

contain an image of the easily recognizable yellow Langenscheidt dictionary with a large 

blue L. As the corporate website for a North American distributer states: 

“Langenscheidt's ubiquitous yellow dictionaries will be familiar to anyone who has 

studied German.” (Langenscheidt Educational Services) The image of the Langenscheidt 

dictionary alone conveys the idea of language learning. The logo is extremely 

recognizable: “Langenscheidt-Logo ist im Laufe der Zeit stets sachlicher und 

unverwechselbarer geworden. Es gehört heute zu den bekanntesten Markenzeichen” 

(Langenscheidt Corporate Design Manual 3). The publisher is an old German family 

firm; it dates back 150 years and is now in the fourth generation. According to 

Langenscheidt marketing materials, it belongs to the classics of language learning: “Die 

Dachmarke des Hauses, das blaue „L“ auf gelbem Grund, ist vielen Menschen weltweit 

ein Begriff. Der Langenscheidt Verlag wird in erster Linie mit seiner Kernkompetenz 

„Wörterbücher“ assoziiert” (Die Säulen des internationalen Erfolgs 13). Furthermore, 

Langenscheidt is also associated with the task of integrating Germany’s migrants. 

“Hierzulande tragen die Deutschlehrwerke maßgeblich zur Integration ausländischer 

Mitbürger bei” (ibid 15). Given the powerful connotations between the brand name and 

language learning, it is not surprising that the yellow dictionary has come to stand for 

language acquisition in government publications. Thus, the tongue that metonymically 
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represents the national body, both inside and out in the Raus Mit der Sprache campaign 

represents a rupture—a controversial departure even—in methods of visually 

representing language acquisition and integration of migrants.  

 The ideas of being in or out, or rather belonging and exclusion, are implicit in the 

title of the German-flag tongue campaign, Raus Mit der Sprache, Rein ins Leben. It sets 

up a divide, in or out, in addition to setting up a promise: out with language, into life, 

with a suggestion of moving from the outside to the inside. “Out with the language” 

begins with the adverb, “raus,” a short form of out (heraus/hinaus). There is a sense of 

impatience in the phrase, “heraus mit der Sprache”—spit it out! The second half of the 

phrase, “Rein ins Leben” means “into life.” Movement is implied in the phrase “herein: 

von dort draußen nach hier drinnen”—one moves from “out there” to “in here.” It 

remains unspoken who is giving the command; perhaps it is the government, perhaps it is 

Böhmer. 

  Unsurprisingly, according to German politicians, language is essential for 

integration. Maria Böhmer stresses the importance of learning German: “Ob in der 

Schule, in der Ausbildung, im Berufs—oder im Alltagsleben—in allen Lebensbereichen 

entscheiden die Deutschkenntnisse über die Chancen auf wirkliche Teilhabe und 

Integration” (Böhmer 3). Moreover, Böhmer says that learning the language signals 

membership in the nation: “das Erlernen der deutschen Sprache…ein sichtbares Zeichen 

der Zugehörigkeit zu Deutschland zu setzten” (ibid). Language is thus a unifying force, 

as the nation is held together by common language. However, speaking the German 

language, with or without an accent, does not guarantee an individual with a migrant 
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background a sense of belonging in Germany. There are other factors involved, including 

an individual’s class, race, or ethnic background, but the visible sign of resolved national 

allegiance is the Mutterzunge.  

Raus mit der Sprache points to the celebrities’ successful integration based solely 

on language acquisition, and perhaps by extension, German culture and values. The 

celebrities are successful migrants who speak German; they have assimilated into 

German society. What is not clear to me is whether the famous people themselves 

successfully completed the transition from “outside” to “in”? Moreover, what is involved 

in moving from the outside to the inside, from foreignness to Germanness? Is the 

successful movement from out to in solely based on speaking German well? The 

campaign suggests that someone new to Germany can cross over into the realm of 

belonging to the nation if one learns the language. But can one successfully complete the 

transition to becoming German with dark skin and a foreign-sounding name? What 

strikes me as particularly odd about this campaign is that some (or most?) of the famous 

people grew up in Germany with German as their first language. That means that if they 

grew up speaking German and yet were still not considered German, then the celebrities 

did not transgress the in/out divide. They remained on the outside not because of poor 

German language skills but because they were racially different. There is more to the 

story where language, culture, values, and the body intersect to create a complicated and 

layered sense of identity. I will return to the relationship of sounding German and looking 

German (or not) in my next chapter. 
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What, then, is this campaign actually about? Can the campaign serve two 

functions: first, to motivate young migrants to learn German, and second, to educate the 

public that people can speak German regardless of looks? Despite these good intentions, 

the campaign also carries negative repercussions. The images send the message that 

nationality is static. If you speak German well and have successfully integrated yourself 

into German society, even if you were born in Germany and grew up speaking the 

language, you may be selected to be the face of a German informational campaign 

promoting the importance of learning German. Visual differences can therefore hinder a 

sense of belonging, not just language skills. Yet can we look past visual identities? Do 

these celebrities, particularly Berlin-based rapper Oliver Harris, create a different sense 

of identity that moves beyond the notion of German as a physical type? Raus mit der 

Sprache raises these questions even while it purports to be a campaign about learning the 

German language. 

Oliver Harris: Unsettling the Binaries 

One of the celebrities portrayed in the campaign, Oliver Harris, has a particularly 

interesting biography and a fascinating “national body” to go with it.53 Harris was born in 

1977; he is the son of a German mother and an African-American father. In an article in 

Die Zeit, he tells journalist Khue Pham that he has experienced discrimination in 

Germany because he does not look German (Pham N.p.). Harris therefore has felt 

excluded from the national collective—not because of language barriers or an accent, but 

because of his visual appearance. Opposite of how others may perceive him, Harris 
                                                
53 See: Murat, Aslan. “Raus mit der Sprache. Rein ins Leben. Oliver Harris.” Demokratie-spiegel.de. 
Demokratie Spiegel Nachrichten Dienst. 23 Oct. 2010. Web. 20 Jan. 2016. <http://www.demokratie-
spiegel.de/images/harriswerbekampagne2.jpg> 
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clearly identifies as a German. He even had ”Deutschland” tattooed in traditional 

blackletter print on his chest during the World Cup in 2006, both as a patriotic move and 

also as a way to claim his Germanness. The use of the old German blackletter script is 

another visual technique to strengthen his claim to Germanness by invoking history and 

authenticity. In the introduction to Blackletter: Type and National Identity, Shaw and 

Bain write about the long history of using blackletter in Germany: 

From the outset, the opposition between blackletter and roman has been 

colored by more momentous polarities: medievalism vs. modernity, 

Protestantism vs. Catholicism, Lutheran Pietism vs. Italian Humanism, 

German Romanticism vs. the French Enlightenment, the authority of the 

state vs. personal liberty and popular sovereignty, nationalism vs. 

cosmopolitanism, mysticism vs. rationality. These contrasts stem from the 

ancient antagonism between Germany and Italy and the long-standing 

rivalry between Germany and France (12).  

Shaw and Baine further write: “Type is visible language. Consequently, it is not 

surprising that blackletter types -- specifically schwabacher and fraktur -- have been the 

visual embodiment of German national identity since the days of Luther” (14). Harris 

therefore claims his place in the nation as a German-speaking German, yet his tattoo is 

also serves as a means of provocation to urge society to accept “New Germans” (a term 

he uses). Moreover, his Deutschland tattoo asserts his identity as German despite that the 
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fact that his body is brown, thereby unsettling the binary of visual Germanness and 

foreignness.54  

 As part of the federal government’s integration campaign, Harris’ video Nur ein 

Augenblick shocked people and was used to support some of Sarrazin’s anti-immigrant 

statements. Harris is quoted in Die Zeit article saying that the politicians did not realize 

that he was writing this song as a German, not as a foreigner. Again, his looks place him 

on the outside of the norm. It was assumed that Harris was not first and foremost a 

German citizen in his primary identifications. According to Die Zeit: “Nur ein Augenblick 

lief als Soundtrack einer Integrationskampagne der Bundesregierung. Der Song platzte in 

die Debatte um Integration und Zuwanderung und Parallelgesellschaften: Ein Schwarzer! 

kritisiert! Integrationsverweigerer!” (Pham N.p.) In his video, Harris criticizes people 

who have lived in Germany for a long time but still do not know the German language. 

He suggests that they go back to where they came from, and he even offers to bring them 

to the airport.  

Some of the lyrics read as follows: 

Du bist jung, schwarze Haare, braune Augen, dunkle Haut /  

Glaube mir, ich kenn diese Scheißblicke auch /  

Dieser bestimmte »Du Scheißkanacke-Blick« /  

Aber das ist nicht Deutschland, das ist nur ein Augenblick (Harris).  

After the video, Harris acknowledged that fact that many of the statements he uttered as a 

German patriot would be read as racist were it not for his looks. While deviating from the 

                                                
54 The last association with German body tattoos were the numbers on Jewish bodies, marked as foreign 
during the Holocaust, an intense and buried contrast. 
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commonly agreed upon societal notion of the German national body, Harris nonetheless 

primarily identifies as German.  

Harris is a German citizen who grew up speaking German in Berlin, so why 

would he be pictured in a campaign aimed at convincing migrants to learn the language? 

He did not acquire German as the result of second-language acquisition. His participation 

in the campaign, not to mention his video, indexes his perpetual exclusion based on 

looks. Despite being German, Harris appears to possess innate, visible differences from 

what the popular imagination considers to be the German national body. He is both, and 

the two parts of the binary do not seem settled. The ability to speak German as an 

outsider, legally or in terms of one’s skin color, plays a very interesting role in mimicking 

Germanness that disrupts the binaries that otherwise stick to ideal notions of Germanness. 

The interrelationship between sound and voice in relation to bodily belonging and 

difference is a thread that I will pick up on in my next chapter.  

Conclusion 

 The pedagogic and informational materials examined in this chapter almost 

exclusively use visible racial minorities to represent migrants. As mentioned in the 

introduction, the term “migrant” is problematic because the term is often used as a label 

for the second or even third generation. Even while the country tries to create a 

cosmopolitan image for itself, the official materials perpetuate “othering” into the second 

or third generations, and exclude visible minorities from belonging to German 

mainstream society. The unintended message in each of the images I analyzed is that 

Germans are never “dark.” It is evident that in recent years, the German government is 
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moving towards achieving greater tolerance and inclusion of its immigrant and ethnic 

communities. However, while government policies strive to create a cosmopolitan 

(weltoffen) and tolerant society, there remain barriers to becoming German beyond 

acquiring the German language and obtaining naturalization certificates. Despite a 

growing acceptance of a heterogeneous society post-1945, German identity still embodies 

a cultural, racial, and ethnic component; being German embodies a certain bodily 

“aesthetic.” Despite speaking flawless, accent-free German as a native speaker, non-

white Germans are often peppered with questions like “where are you really from?” when 

their looks betray a non-European background.   

In order to promote integration inside Germany and improve the country’s image 

globally, the posters and brochures I analyzed in this chapter portray ethnically white 

Germans together with dark-skinned Others. The visual materials assign and regulate 

identities into a classification of bodies based on dark and light skin, reinforcing and 

naturalizing an Us/Them binary. The taken-for-granted framework of Eigen/Fremd 

presupposes that individuals are neatly segmented into easily identifiable and stable 

categories. The heterogeneity across groups marked as Other is transparent in the case of 

the migrants represented in Raus Mit der Sprache. Yet this raises the following question: 

how clearly bounded is the category of ethnically-white Germanness? White migrants 

living in Germany suggest a more complex, less stable category of whiteness than these 

materials suggest.  
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Chapter Three 

Physicality: White Migrant Ethnographic and Literary Perspectives 

Drawing Different Lines: Moving Beyond Skin Tones 

In German visual culture, representations of diversity rely on skin color, seeking 

contrast. Visual materials assign and regulate identities into a classification of bodies 

based on dark and light skin, reinforcing and naturalizing an Us/Them binary. Unlike the 

official loving-knot of colorful hands or re-engineered gazes in public documents 

analyzed in Chapter Two, visualizing diversity and seeing race is more than showing dark 

skin. Moreover, a light/dark binary implies to the viewers of visual culture a unified 

Otherness in addition to a unified whiteness. The taken-for-granted framework of 

Eigen/Fremd therefore presupposes that individuals are neatly segmented into easily 

identifiable and stable categories, but the category of whiteness assumes a more nuanced 

stress than a black/white dichotomy suggests. Instead of looking at visual depictions of 

whiteness, I investigate the parameters of the category in Germany by interpreting case 

studies and literary examples of white migrants living in Germany who are considered 

ethnically/racially different from Germans, as they are simultaneously marked as both 

white and Other.  

Though it is not surprising that how people look shapes outside assumptions about 

their migrant background and Germanness, the contingency of racial categories is 

unexpected in the void of any discussion on skin color. Here race and racial categories 

are to be understood not as an object of analysis, but instead as the logic that assigns 

meanings to the bodies of white migrants living in Germany. Restricting the scope of my 
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analysis in this chapter to “invisible minorities” in Germany gives us greater insight into 

the German national body in general and the racialized body in particular, further 

unpacking the notion of white German ethnicity. I therefore analyze how a sense of 

belonging on the part of an individual with European roots living in Germany can be 

contingent on his or her outward appearance and sound. 

While a fair complexion belongs to the collective imagination of Germanness, the 

German national body is defined by more than white skin. For example, in his classic 

account of whiteness in visual culture, Richard Dyer discusses how a set of physical traits 

marks one as white: “A person is deemed visibly white because of a quite complicated 

interaction of elements, of which flesh tones within the pink to beige range are only one: 

the shape of nose, eyes and lips, the colour and set of hair, even body shape may all be 

mobilised to determine someone's 'colour'.” (Dyer 42). Since racial thinking and 

determining one’s “color” does not revolve solely around black and white skin color, 

there are other practices of drawing visual lines between groups. I analyze how people 

seem to conduct an informal physiognomical survey when seeing and interacting with 

others, always seeing race, while also being aware of how they, too, look to others. Such 

casually made references to looking German, Russian, or European belie the complex 

system of seeing differences, a history of racial conceptions of peoplehood and racial 

thinking that persists into the present day, despite Germany’s claim to being blind to race. 

Reflecting on connections between visual identities and national and genealogical notions 

of belonging from the viewpoint of “white” migrants themselves, I survey the way that 

people talk about physical differences between white bodies. Moreover, I explore and 
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work out the layers of the relationship between body and speaking, and the visual and the 

aural, as key marks of Germanness. I therefore turn my attention to “talk” regarding the 

roles of body and language as markers of identity and belonging among migrants, shifting 

the focus away from contemporary official discourse back to the unofficial echoes of 

Germanness and foreignness in particularly fair faces and accented speech.  

 In my ethnographic fieldwork and the recent literature written by authors with a 

migrant background, I strike immediately upon a unifying theme: a focus on corporeality 

and reference to racial categories in relation to a sense of belonging. In interviews, people 

with a migrant background not only talk about how they view other migrants, their own 

compatriots (Landsleute), and Germans, but they also talk about how they themselves 

look, often in terms of an awareness of the German gaze and how they appear to the 

mainstream German society. This sense of belonging/not belonging resonates through 

three novels I cover in this chapter; their narrators also stress the role of visual identities 

and national belonging. The thread connecting the discussion of my fieldwork and the 

novels is the connection between the body and a sense of belonging. Looks, along with 

language skills, were powerful tropes of the national body emerging in each and every 

one of my interviews with individuals with a migrant background living in Germany. 

Specifically, people talked about bodily difference, revealing the contingencies of racial 

categories through genetic lines, facial recognition, comparative gaze, and ultimately, the 

regimentation of a national body type for belonging in Germany. As Arun Saldanha 

writes: “[W]ithin a racialised regime of vision, phenotype does always matter 

somehow—to experience, imagination, and belonging, to interaction and the allocation of 
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bodies” (11). Since seeing race—and not just skin color—is a “regiment” that leads to a 

visual regime so deeply ingrained in Central European culture, references to racial 

categories were heavily embedded in people’s discussion of living in Germany. 

Ethnographic vignettes and literary excerpts, which allow similar and yet different kinds 

of access to this phenomenon, will show this “regiment” of nuanced racialism and how 

the language of racialized identities lives on in the speech of people who live in 

Germany, whether they are migrants or not. 

It is significant that the same themes of seeing the racialized body that emerged in 

my fieldwork echo in novels of white migrant experience, especially these: Broken Glass 

Park (Scherbenpark) by Alina Bronsky, Wedding in Jerusalem (Hochzeit in Jerusalem) 

by Lena Gorelik, and All Russians Love Birch Trees (Der Russe ist einer, der Birken 

liebt) by Olga Grjasnowa, all female authors who migrated to Germany from former 

Soviet republics. These novels manage to expose confrontation and discourse of 

whiteness, highlighting complexities arising from a migrant experience for how they 

invoke the national body, whether Russian, German, or Jewish. Unpacking physical 

appearance and language ability specifically, the “regime” of racialized bodies in these 

novels is linked to experiences of migration, integration, and belonging in Germany from 

a “white” perspective. 

A note on methodology: first, based on biographies from individuals with ethnic 

German origins living in Germany, I link questions of physical appearance to experiences 

of immigration, integration, and belonging in Germany, and examine the role of language 

and body as markers of identity and belonging. In 2006, I conducted ethnographic 
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research with ethnic German return migrants in Germany. While being interviewed, 

ethnic Germans often made reference not only to their accented German speech but also 

to their bodies. What I find particularly noteworthy about ethnic German return migrants 

commenting on their bodies during my interviews is precisely that they gained citizenship 

based on their German descent. Therefore, in my discussion of the German national body, 

it is particularly interesting to investigate feelings of belonging and exclusion for these 

individuals. Their experiences of feeling both Russian and German once in Germany 

have been well-documented by anthropologists and other social scientists. Despite their 

official belonging in Germany, however, popular discourse concerning ethnic German 

return migrants tends to view them as “privileged” immigrants and often questions their 

“Germanness” (Rock). This is the social backdrop against which the interviews were 

carried out. 

Second, I want to stress that in the course of conducting interviews, I did not steer 

the conversations in the direction of talking about looks. The focus on bodies naturally 

evolved when interviewees discussed both changing and static identities. Talk inevitably 

turned to the body when telling me their stories of migration, exclusion, and belonging. 

In fact, it was not uncommon for my respondents to also comment on my own 

appearance. Some would place me as an American, perhaps German, and every now and 

then Scandinavian—but in any case, also as a foreigner in Germany, either standing out 

or blending in. Inevitably, comments on my German language skills would also follow. 

My speech in German contained flaws, particularly when I was feeling nervous, and I 

would often pause looking for a word, but some days my German came quickly and 
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nearly without errors. In the end, my own body, my own speech, was also something to 

be noticed and to be commented upon.  

Third, this chapter addresses both ethnographic material and literary texts. As a 

recent collaborative project between Cultural Anthropology and American Short Fiction 

entitled “Literature, Writing, and Anthropology” argues: “fiction and anthropology 

converge, collide, and collapse into another.” Moreover, the editors of the collection, 

Byler and Shannon, claim “there is no way to easily demarcate where fiction ends and 

anthropology begins.” While questioning the distinctions between the two genres, the 

editors also qualify: “Anthropology has turned to literary conventions in order to further 

clarify the position of the author and encourage multivocal authorship; to expose 

vulnerability; to reveal silences in standard discourses; and to reveal the seams in both 

anthropological and ethnographic practices.” The genre crossing is however not one-

sided. “As this collection makes clear, fiction and truth begin to bleed into one another as 

authors explore ways to expand truth and tell better stories.” 

Both genres in this chapter therefore embody migrant “stories” about living in 

Germany. I show the ethnographic production of my interviews and my role in the 

performance, so to speak, of how respondents narrate their identity. I therefore place 

myself centrally in the scene. I also think of the novelists also as ethnographers with 

shared concerns, even if the production of the novel and imaginative audience(s) are 

different. In short, I showcase the ethnographic readings of identity in “talk” with me, the 

ethnographer, and in the “talk” crafted by the authors of the novels discussed here. I 

therefore move from analyzing ethnographic material to literary texts without much 
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comment since the themes that emerge from both genres point to the singular trope of 

racial/national embodiment; people talk about their own and other bodies, both in real life 

and in novels.  

Ethnography reflects on people making sense of their lives, implying—for us to 

infer—racialized bodies. Likewise, the novels discussed here also make sense of stories, 

offering the imaginary body in so doing. Just as in my interviews, literary passages 

contain comments from characters about people looking German/not looking German and 

sounding German/not sounding German. The literary texts therefore are narratives about 

complex cultural identities arising from migrant experiences. My question becomes: what 

does an ensemble of the white migrant narrative tell us about the body that tells Germany 

about itself, and the body that Germany, then and now, sees as its own? 

 Cultural practices and social influences shape our perceptions of the body, from 

race, language, class, gender, and ability to sexuality. Specifically regarding the 

racialized body, however, it is not that race took on significant importance once in 

Germany. Clearly, racial categories already existed in the migrants' imaginations while in 

their countries of origin; for example, ideas of Germanness and Russianness on the part 

of migrants from the former Soviet Union were likely influenced by Russian conceptions 

of belonging, blood, and race. My texts therefore suggest that migrants came to Germany 

with certain ideas about visual identities, only to be challenged or reinforced once in 

Germany. From facial features to hairstyle, clothing, dialect, and accent, “looks” and 

“sounds” continue to matter in a society in which “race” is not officially acknowledged.55 

                                                
55 See Fatimah El Tayeb’s discussion of the ideology of racelessness in Germany in European Others. 
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Whiteness and More 

This chapter is divided into three sections that focus on different aspects of 

visuality as it relates to belonging. The first section centers on Spätaussiedler (ethnic 

German return migrants), drawing from different forms of text: a Spiegel article, 

interviews from my fieldwork, and Bronsky’s novel, all of which outline various 

markings of Otherness as Spätaussiedler. The second section is ethnographic in nature 

and explores the complexities of belonging from the perspective of an EU citizen. The 

third section is literary, examining the notion of looking German, Russian, and Jewish in 

the novels of Gorelik and Grjasnowa. 

My analysis of my fieldwork and three novels in German centers on talk among 

migrants about their language abilities, accents, and how they look. It is the materiality, 

not just representation or discourse, of human bodies that interests me, so my focus is on 

the pattern of how people talk about differences between bodies, particularly when they 

themselves are subsumed under the category of whiteness. In this chapter, I ask the 

following questions. Who is considered to be white? When the skin color of a person 

with a migrant background does not necessarily set one apart from other Germans, what 

other markers emerge in place of skin color? Can we apply the notion of “passing as 

German” to people with a migrant background in Germany? Do they look/sound 

German? Another important distinction rests on the desire to belong; do invisible 

minorities want to pass as part of the national majority? Why are those with the ability to 

pass, but who choose not to, invested in maintaining markers of national difference? 

What place of privilege do individuals with Central European/Slavic/Jewish roots occupy 
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in Germany versus those with non-European roots? Can a Jew in Germany ever occupy a 

privileged place in Europe with rising anti-Semitism, even despite strong official reproval 

of that discrimination? What bodies are considered to belong to the core of Europe? What 

does a migrant look like, crossing into this face of Germany with some degree of 

visible/invisible identity? I explore these various problems to reveals the layers and 

preconditions of the trope of Germanness as materialized in bodies. 

SECTION ONE: Spätaussiedler (Ethnic German Return Migrants)  

Citizenship based on Descent  

  As mentioned in the introduction, Germany maintains a “right of return” that 

allows those residing outside the bounds of the nation-state to move back as 

Spätaussiedler (ethnic German return migrants) upon fulfilling certain requirements. 

Through the right of return, the government perpetuates a notion of citizenship based on 

jus sanguinis (Latin for “right of blood”). In this sense, Spätaussiedler are provided with 

an opportunity to relocate to Germany because of having German descent. Under German 

immigration law, ethnic Germans continue to leave their homes in the former Soviet 

republics to claim citizenship in their “ancestral” homeland, although the numbers of 

incoming return migrants have diminished greatly over the last several years. 

 In terms of a feeling of belonging once in Germany, there is a complicated 

interplay of language and physical appearance for Spätaussiedler. From my fieldwork 

and references in literature, we know that it is a common occurrence for someone to hear 

an accent and then ask, “Where are you from?” Beyond language, however, there is also 

lineage. In addition to skin, eye, and hair color, there is a more nebulous “looks” that 
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mark the body. Subtle markers, such as body movement, demeanor, fashion, and 

mannerisms, also become the criteria by which nationality gets ascribed to the body. In 

this section on Spätaussiedler, I begin to unpack these layers and show how the national 

body consists of more than just the racialized body, since class, gender, and age, for 

example, also serve as markers of identity. 

 Looking “Russian” was a theme that arose both in my interviews and in Alina 

Bronsky’s novel. A supposed Russian appearance is based on two elements: cultural and 

physical markers of identity. In the interviews, racial thinking—from the made-up word 

Gesichtsbau to the more commonly heard references to Gesichtszüge—formed an aspect 

of the relatively newly arrived Spätaussiedlers’ migration stories. They were aware of 

how they looked, how others looked, and how Germans saw them. One aspect of 

appearance included in this section is how a Russian-looking hairstyle is a mutable 

characteristic of nationality. In fact, hairstyle, clothing, and demeanor are attributes that 

can be changed, suggesting a temporal element to some bodily markers of difference. 

Some interviewees also talked about a trajectory; they talked about becoming German as 

a process. They believed that once they had a better command of the language, they 

would fully be German, and at the very least, their children would be German. On the 

other hand, another interviewee said that you cannot change what makes a Russian a 

Russian. In my interviews, each person was trying to get at what the national body means 

for his or her experience of migration and integration, although they did not use the term 

in conversation with me. I applied the term national body post-fieldwork to what I saw 
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and heard in the field. Respondents were more likely to use terms or rubrics like 

“appearance,” “a look,” “facial features,” or “clothes and hairstyle.”  

This chapter is therefore about migrants talking about looking Russian, looking 

German, and in one instance, not looking Kazakh. First I turn my attention to an account 

of how the ethnic German return migrant body has been described in German media.  

Der Spiegel: A German Account of Ethnic German Return Migrants 

 Most media reports on ethnic Germans focus on their integration in Germany, so 

it is uncommon to read about ethnic Germans wanting to return to their homes in the East 

after having already arrived in Germany. However, in a December 31, 2007, article in 

Der Spiegel, Im Osten schimmert die Hoffnung, German journalist Merlind Theile details 

the failed attempt of Nataly Chramow, a young female Russian German 

(Russlanddeutsche), to find her way in Germany and provides reasons why a young 

woman would leave Germany with her Russian husband and child to go back “home.” 

Although she relocated to Germany with her extended family to find a better life, she 

ended up feeling very depressed and moved back to Siberia, where both she and her 

husband could find meaningful jobs. In the article, the journalist outlines Nataly 

Chramow's family history. It is a common story: her German grandparents suffered under 

Stalin. In the generations before Nataly, Germans were disadvantaged, oppressed, and 

even persecuted after World War II, and return migration rests upon this notion of 

continued discrimination of ethnic Germans in post-Soviet countries. In the article, the 

journalist mentions that things were already improving once Nataly's mother was born; 

for example, her mother was able to marry someone with a different nationality: a 
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Russian. In an attempt to explain to German readers why someone would leave Germany 

to return to Siberia, the journalist describes Nataly's childhood: “Wenn Nataly Chramow 

an ihre Kindheit in Tjumen zurückdenkt, fallen ihr die vielen russischen Freunde ein, 

aber keine Hänseleien gegen sie als Deutsche” (37). She was therefore not discriminated 

against for being German. The article also includes a picture of Nataly shopping at a 

supermarket with her husband, Jurij, in Tjumen, enjoying the new opportunities for 

consumerism that have come to their city in recent years. The journalist therefore 

suggests that there are better economic opportunities for the young, educated couple in 

Siberia, given that they will continue to run into roadblocks in Germany because of their 

accents and foreign diplomas.  

What is compelling to me about this article is that the German journalist refers to 

Nataly's “looks,” in addition to describing her career and social life, to show how well 

integrated she was as part German in Russian society. The journalist outlines how well 

Nataly fits into in her old stomping grounds: “Sie hat dunkelbraune Haare und slawische 

Gesichtszüge, sie spricht Russisch wie alle anderen, sie ist völlig integriert. Das Einzige, 

was sie unterscheidet, ist ihr christlicher Glaube.” (37). Whereas her religion sets Nataly 

apart from other Russians in Tjumen, her looks and language abilities do not. Pointing 

out that Nataly looks Russian because she has Slavic features, however, reveals several 

complicated layers to this news story. Nataly was able to gain German citizenship based 

on her descent, so she is legally and ethnically German. Yet she looks Russian because of 

Slavic features, therefore allowing her to “look the part” in Tjumen. The national body is 

therefore invoked, both German and Russian, demonstrating how looks, in addition to 
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accent and language abilities, play an important role in belonging, whether invoked by 

Germans or those with a migrant background. Moreover, I want to draw attention to the 

ease with which a concept such as “Slavic features” (slawische Gesichtszüge) is 

incorporated into an article in Der Spiegel; such phenotypic language is striking, yet one 

to which I frequently heard ethnic Germans refer in many of my interviews. 

We Don’t Look Like Kazakhs! 

Ordinary language around race emerged in my fieldwork. Kristina, a student with 

long blond hair who relocated from Kazakhstan to Germany as a Spätaussiedler, told me 

that Germans often assume that she is Kazakh.56 While sitting at a kitchen table drinking 

black tea with her roommates, also ethnic German return migrants with whom she went 

to school and spent her days speaking Russian, she observed in heavily accented German: 

“Manche Deutschen sagen, dass wir Kasachisch sind. Wir kommen aus Kasachstan aber 

wir sehen doch nicht Kasachisch aus!!” (Kristina). Germans ascribing Kazakh nationality 

to her was a source of great frustration for her. She wanted to differentiate herself from 

the Kazakh people for me, the ethnographer. So, in the presence of several her girlfriends, 

she tried to enact a visual difference between her body and that of the Kazakh. She placed 

her fingers in the corner of her eyes to enact a supposed Kazakh “phenotype,” a 

disparaging and offensive imitation of Asian eyes, at which point laughter erupted at the 

kitchen table. Her action shows the performative aspect of identity in ways that a 

transcript text could not convey. I will return to the idea of identity as performance in my 

next chapter. 

                                                
56 Kristina is also a chosen pseudonym. Kristina giggled a lot, particularly in the presence of her 
roommates. I sensed that appearance, in general, was important to Kristina.  
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Kristina explicitly states that she does not look like a Kazakh, thereby turning to 

visual difference as a way to say what she is not. She invoked the idea of racial categories 

in order to delineate herself from an ethnic Kazakh. She says her identity is something 

between Russian and German but certainly not Kazakh, as the national body of 

Kazakhstan—although a culturally and ethnically diverse country—is the Kazakh body 

with its own set of corresponding codes, marking racial and ethnic identity. When 

Kristina left Kazakhstan, there was rising Kazakh nationalism alongside dwindling ethnic 

Russian and ethnic German populations, owing to the country’s history as a Soviet 

Republic. It was important for Kristina not to be misunderstood, either by Germans or 

me, the ethnographer. She embraced being both Russian and German, but she wanted to 

make it clear in her new surrounding that she was not Kazakh. I became uncomfortable 

and did not laugh along with the others in the room. I do not believe that they noticed my 

feelings of discomfort because for them, such a distinction of racial difference was 

everyday stuff. 

 The following exchange between the three young students indicates the fluidity of 

identity: 

Karolin: When we are around young people, it is more likely that we 

describe ourselves as Russians. At the authorities, then we are 

Spätaussiedler. 

Kathy: Somehow we aren’t German, we aren’t Russian. 

Kristina: Actually, we are German. (Kristina) 
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The students with whom I spoke are fully aware of public perception; the media often 

denigrate Spätaussiedler for not integrating into German society and question both their 

identity as ethnic Germans and their right to be in Germany. So, the last comment by 

Kristina calls upon their formal membership; they all have German passports. Besides the 

fact that they are often visually recognizable as Russian, their conflicted identity as not 

fully German is usually revealed once they open their mouths to speak. As Kathy phrased 

it: “When you are, for example, at the town hall, you show your papers. Surname, first 

name. German name. But when you speak, they notice that I’m not a real German” 

(Kristina). The comment about not being a “real” German—presupposing that authentic 

core Germanness exists—is one I frequently heard, although most believed in a trajectory 

of becoming German. In fact, this juxtaposition of “already being” and “on the way to 

becoming” was a common theme in my interviews. Some ethnic Germans with whom I 

spoke tried to “pass” as native Germans, yet most were content to be seen as “Russians” 

with a dual identity living in Germany because, in their opinion, they did not look or 

sound like Germans. Again, my interviewees were always acutely aware of how they 

looked and sounded to others in terms of their own identity formation. 

Russian “Looks” 

 Ethnic Germans have the opportunity to relocate from Russia and Kazakhstan to 

Germany and claim German citizenship based on ethnic descent, or rather by their 

possession of an inherited “German body.” The irony is that Spätaussiedler have 

acquired German citizenship based on ethnic descent, either as the primary applicant or 

accompanying family member, yet they believe that they are recognizable as Russians, 
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both visually and orally. The return migrants whom I interviewed are impacted by 

collective beliefs about what a German should look and sound like, and they often 

commented on bodily difference. Not only did some return migrants say that they can 

recognize other return migrants as “Russian” based on cultural markers such as clothing, 

hairstyle, and accented speech, but many informants also referred to a “Russian look.” 

For example, interviewees often made comments about racial categories—“looking 

German or Slavic”—which presupposes an authentic German and Slavic body. During 

the course of my fieldwork, it seemed likely that Spätaussiedler spoke so often about 

their German/not German bodies because their appearance and blood descent affect legal 

recognition, identity, and integration in Germany. It is also likely that racial thinking was 

so pervasive in my interviews because the already-existing racial ideologies that these 

young ethnic German return migrants brought with them to Germany became entangled 

with their experiences of migration.  

 In interviews I conducted with ethnic German return migrants in Germany, 

comments highlighted the relationship of identity to the physical body. Their comments 

often went beyond speaking about cultural attributes, such as clothing and hairstyle, to 

also referencing bodily difference in terms of belonging and identity. In the course of a 

conversation with me, two Spätaussiedler, whose chosen pseudonyms were Tamara and 

Friedrich, described what they saw as both cultural and physical signs of otherness. 

Tamara and Friedrich talked to me about recognizing other return migrants as “Russian.” 

Tamara said: “Ja, man sieht es, meistens sieht man. Bei manchen, ist es echt in Gesicht 

geschrieben. Es ist ein Ausdruck im Gesicht” (Friedrich and Tamara). Friedrich also 
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commented on an Eastern European look by inventing a word: “Das ist eher Gesichtsbau. 

Das kann man sich nicht verändern, was es einen Russen ausmacht” (ibid). Upon further 

explanation, he said, “Es ist nicht eine Mimik, die man irgendwie verändert” (ibid). 

While Tamara referred to the realm of culture, i.e. facial expressions, Friedrich attempted 

to describe racial difference. Both Tamara and Friedrich hinted at ideas of a national 

body: a German body juxtaposed with a Russian body. Being Russian or German is a 

complex issue, given the complex legal field of ethnic German return migration. Before 

arriving in Germany, these young people and their families had to prove their genealogy 

and German nationality in their applications for Spätaussiedler status. There is always a 

question not only in terms of public perception but also during the application process of 

how “German” the ethnic Germans are. Again, there are performative aspects to the 

enactment of the legal right to be German.  

 The joint interview with Friedrich and Tamara reveals two competing notions of 

identity: one appears to be given at birth as an identity found below the surface of the 

skin; the other, a malleable identity as signs on the body marking ethnic belonging or 

difference that render themselves to being read. Other respondents stressed the latter 

notion of identity.  

Ethnic German return migrants also spoke about being able to pick out their 

fellow countrymen in the public sphere. How is it that one can easily recognize one’s 

compatriots and distinguish between various nationalities by sight alone? In an interview 

in 2006, a 21-year-old Spätaussiedler shared his migration experiences with me. Johnny 

was born in the Ukraine but grew up in a city on the Volga in Russia. At times during the 
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interview, he referred to himself, unequivocally, as German. Yet he also said that he was 

not fully German: “Ich bin kein Deutscher, kein Russe, also der Halbling” (Johnny). 

Johnny spoke to me about why he came to Germany, which family members stayed 

behind and why, his family history of exile, his belief that Germans should be in 

Germany, and the application process to come to Germany. He also opened up about the 

stress and health problems he experienced upon arriving in Germany, his feeling caught 

between two worlds, the importance of religion in his life and feelings of exclusion from 

his local church, his participation in team sports, and his goals of attending university. 

Johnny also spoke about the role of language in his family’s migration story. According 

to Johnny, his older brother struggled once he arrived in Germany because he had studied 

English rather than German in Russia, his father was too old to learn German, and his 

mother, an educated woman, thought that she did not speak German well enough to be a 

“true” German.  

Besides the role of language as a marker of identity, what captivated my interest 

was Johnny’s focus on “looks.” Johnny said: “Ich glaube nicht, dass ich als Deutscher 

aussehe” (Johnny). Johnny therefore creates a distinction and draws a visual line between 

Spätaussiedler and Germans. He went on to describe how Spätaussiedler are easily 

recognizable in Germany. “Man kann immer wieder die Spätaussiedler auf der Strasse 

erkennen. Man sieht es sofort. Die Haltung sagt alles. Die Bekleidung spricht dafür. Man 

kann die sofort erkennen. Hier in Deutschland. Die Verhaltensweise, alles spricht dafür.” 

Referring to a Russian body and its movement, Johnny articulates how “looks” 

encompass something more than just clothing to include other more elusive culture 
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markers like stance, demeanor, mindset, attitude, and behavior. Again, the national body 

is more than a racialized, ethnically white body.  

Mutable Signs of Nationality 

 While the notion of a Russian “phenotype” often came up during interviews, 

lending a fixed quality to identity, one young student whom I interviewed, Stanislaw, 

suggested a choice in the matter of blending in with the Germans or retaining the “old 

look.” His German language skills were very good, and he had quickly integrated himself 

into student life in Göttingen. The one catch: he did not want people to think that he was 

German. Stanislaw expressed feeling content with being labeled “Russian” although he 

preferred to keep people guessing. He said he could easily pass as a native German yet he 

found reason to maintain some remnants of his appearance from when he lived in the 

Ukraine. He wanted people to notice that he had a different background, since he thought 

that having grown up in Russia made him a harder worker. His background, in his 

opinion, was going to give him an edge—a different way of thinking (Denkweise)—when 

he entered the workforce. He sees the strength of a diverse workforce and believes that 

others associate a strong work ethic with certain nationalities. He wants to be 

acknowledged for being a hard worker, in fact, a harder worker than most Germans. “Es 

ist auch nicht schlecht wenn man nicht zu Deutschen anpasst. Wissenschaftlichen 

Bereiche. Wenn man sieht, dass man aus anderem Land kommt. Da weiß man dass man 

andere Erfahrungen, Denkweise hat” (Stanislaw). Before starting a local internship, he 

grew a beard in order to look older, and he was proud of retaining his old Soviet 

hairstyle. He said that he kept his hair cut in a style reminiscent of “back home” to be 
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recognizable as Russian: “Wahrscheinlich von Friseur. Typischer russischer Friseur. Das 

will ich nicht verändern” (ibid). Through his hairstyle, he held onto his identity as “also 

Russian,” and he maintained this sign of difference through fashion, not wanting to 

completely blend into German society. I cannot say what exactly made his hairstyle 

appear Russian, other than it mattered to him. He also noted that if he wanted to, he could 

get it cut differently. He saw a positive side to identifying as someone who did not grow 

up in Germany and found it beneficial if he did not fit in entirely: “It’s actually not bad” 

(ibid). He therefore plays on ethnic and national ambiguity not only in order to advance 

his career but also to express his conflicted sense of identity. 

Isa: The Blue-Eyed Poster Child for Successful Integration 

 My next discussion centers on another Spätaussiedler who looks back at how her 

appearance—looking German—positively affected her integration and acceptance in 

Germany. Isa came to Germany as a child in the early 1980s as an ethnic German return 

migrant. In her interview with me in Berlin in 2010, Isa reflected on her arrival in 

Germany from Poland some twenty years prior. Isa describes how her blond hair and blue 

eyes reinscribed her Germanness upon her arrival in Friedland, a town about 15 

kilometers outside Göttingen. Friedland is the central admission center for all ethnic 

German immigrants coming to Germany, and the Spätaussiedler are registered by the 

Federal Office of Administration (Bundesverwaltungsamt) and receive accommodation 

and support. The camp, as it is commonly referred to by surrounding residents, is 

officially called Grenzdurchgangslager Friedland (Friedland Refugee Camp).57 

                                                
57 Friedland is a historic site, as it was the first way station for refugees, expellees and soldiers returning 
after the war, thus today carrying symbolic meaning for the German people. 
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 Even though the following memory is not Isa’s own, she is keenly aware that how 

she was perceived helped her to get ahead in an unstated hierarchy of “foreigners” living 

in Germany. She is aware of the privileged place she inhabited upon her arrival in 

Germany, and she retells this story with a certain amount of anger and disgust. 

Das war in dem Lager. Das weiß ich aber nicht mehr. Das hat mir nur 

meine Mutter erzählt. Das war eins der Dinge, wo sie sich aufgeregt hat, 

was sie alles so schlimm fand. Da habe ich sie einmal gefragt, na, wie war 

das. Und dann hatte sie erzählt. Und dann habe ich eben so herausgehört, 

wie viele Dinge für sie so schrecklich waren. Ein Beispiel war eben...in 

einem Zusammenhang, hat einer, irgendeiner, ich weiß nicht welche 

Funktion in Friedland, in diesem Lager, er sagte, das hier sind doch ganze 

wunderbare, es sind ja zwei so hübsche Mädchen mit blonden Haaren und 

blauen Augen, ja, ich weiß nicht wie er das genau gesagt hat, aber meine 

Mutter hat das mit den blauen Augen erzählt, ja, dass sie sich bestimmt 

ganz ganz gut dann akklimatisieren, und dass es irgendwie jedem klar sein 

wird, dass es hier zwei hübsche deutsche Mädchen sind, dass wir die 

besten Chancen haben, so dass alles sich gut entwickelt, darum ging es. 

(Isa) 

Whereas someone with dark skin is often excluded from the national imaginary, Isa 

received preferential treatment. As an Spätaussiedler, she was not understood as a 

“foreigner” but rather a “white” ethnic German returning home. After all, Isa and her 

family were conferred German citizenship upon entry to Germany. Isa is technically 
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German by “blood,” or rather German ethnicity, as these were the requirements for her 

entry to Germany. Not only is her ethnic identity more complicated than her German 

nationality suggests, the issue of her whiteness also has layers. Isa’s blond hair and blue 

eyes coded her as a white German girl who would do well in Germany, namely, 

assimilate. On the other hand, she is Polish too. She says that sometimes she looks Polish 

when she wears her high heels and makeup, other cultural markers of identity. One must 

also remember that, historically, the Slavic body has been racialized.  

  Similar to other stories I listened to in 2006 of existing between two worlds, Isa 

describes her dual identity: “Ich war nicht die Polin, und ich war auch nicht die Deutsche. 

Würde ich so sagen. So im nachhinein... Heute würde ich sagen, ich war Aussiedlerkind 

aber ich wusste das nicht. Keiner hat mich so genannt, keiner hat mich so bezeichnet, und 

ich selbst kannte diesen Begriff auch nicht” (Isa). The term Aussiedler did not mean 

anything to her at the time. She says, “Dieses Wort Aussiedler, ich glaube ich habe das 

als Kind nie gehört wirklich. Das ist keine Identifikationsform, kein Begriff, den ich 

irgendwie mal verwendet hätte. Ich musste mich nicht gegen den abgrenzen und auch 

nicht damit identifizieren. Es gab es einfach nicht” (ibid). As a child, Isa focused on the 

task at hand: remaining Polish while simultaneously becoming German. 

 What Isa remembers about her initial years in Germany is how quickly she 

learned the German language and adapted to surrounding cultural norms, particularly at 

school. 

Wir waren als Kinder schon sehr angepasst, haben wir sehr schnell 

Deutsch gelernt, waren auch in der Schule voll dabei und so, meine Mutter 
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war bei allen Elternsprechtagen und dann hatten wir eine Klassenlehrerin, 

die uns auch sehr positiv integriert hat, so zu sagen. Ich sollte immer in der 

ersten Reihe sitzen und ich war ein Vorzeigekind und so weiter. Ich habe 

aber bemerkt, dass sie einen ganz großen Unterschied gemacht hat, da sind 

die Ausländerkinder und da sind die guten. Es gab so gut und schlecht. 

Normalerweise waren die Ausländerkinder die schlechten Kinder und ich 

wurde sozusagen in die positive Reihe gesetzt. Das war einfach Glück. 

Das war für mich Glück, weil ich dadurch viel gefördert wurde und so 

weiter und in die bessere Schule kam und so. Ich weiß aber, dass es auch 

hätte anders gehen können. (Isa) 

Isa is keenly aware of how she was perceived by Germans, initially by officials in 

Friedland and later on by teachers in school. She knows that her ethnic German lineage, 

in addition to being a quick study in the German language, set her apart from the other 

foreign children in school. Thus, her diligence at school, combined with her German 

language skills and looks—blue eyes and blond hair—take prominence in her retelling of 

her migration story. She also believes that her incorporation into German society could 

have gone differently. Her presence in Germany was seen in a positive light during her 

initial days in Germany, and she bases her academic achievements on having been 

encouraged at school, thereby helping her later get into another better school. She also 

acknowledged the role that luck played in her life in general; she made something of 

herself but acknowledges the pivotal role that her German appearance played. 
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Alterity in Broken Glass Park 

 Alina Bronsky was born in 1978 in Yekaterinburg in Russia.58 She has been living 

in Germany since the early 1990s. This next section, centering on the national body as 

imagined in Bronsky’s 2008 debut novel, Scherbenpark (translated as Broken Glass 

Park). echoes many of the themes that I outlined in the above ethnographic vignettes. The 

novel engages the reader with the act of memoir writing itself, and although a fictional 

account of sense-making, it is similar in many regards to ethnographic narratives in 

which people give meaning to experiences of migration to Germany. 

Sascha, a seventeen-year-old ethnic German from Russia is the first-person 

narrator who documents trauma and loss within a Russlanddeutsche family. Sascha tells 

the story of how her family navigates life in Germany after her jealous stepfather, Vadim, 

murders her mother and her mother’s new boyfriend. The novel begins with Sascha’s two 

fantasies: she wants to kill her stepfather and write a book about her mother. The novel is 

therefore a fictional account of Sascha’s attempts to document the memories of her 

mother in the form of a book. Throughout the novel, we watch as Sascha tries to craft a 

memoir. We listen as she tries out ideas for a title, we stand over her shoulder as she sits 

at her computer, and we watch her painful attempt at writing only to be followed the next 

day by her hitting the delete key. Moreover, we are privy to her motivation for writing the 

book. She aspires to provide an alternate and personal account of her mother in order to 

counter what made her mother famous: her brutal murder, thereby making her mother 

more than the event of her death. Sascha describes the many feelings she has toward her 

                                                
58 Alina Bronsky is a pen name. 
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migrant mother: shame, pride, love, and anger. Moreover, we see that Sascha’s attempts 

at documentation are to counter other forms of memory written by others in the forms of 

court transcripts, Vadim’s letters about her mother written from prison, and media reports 

of the violence in her family. 

 The form and style of the novel allow for a rich portrayal of how Sascha navigates 

her identity as a young woman with a migration background while living in Germany. 

Because Sascha is aware of the audience who will one day read her memoir, the reader 

witnesses how identity construction is a two-way process. Mindful of how others 

(Germans and other Russians living in Scherbenpark) perceive her, Sascha self-

consciously creates a public image and tries to negotiate a sense of belonging to both 

German society and the Russian community. At the beginning of the book, the narrator 

expresses frustration over having to constantly explain herself to Germans. 

Manchmal denke ich, dass ich nie wieder neue Menschen kennenlernen 

will, weil ich es satt habe, jedem das Gleiche von vorn zu erklären. 

Warum ich Sascha heiße und wie lange ich schon in Deutschland lebe und 

warum ich so gut Deutsch kann, ungefähr elfmal besser als alle anderen 

Russlanddeutschen zusammen (Bronsky 9–10). 

The questions that are constantly posed to Sascha mark her as something other than fully 

German, and yet her excellent German language abilities set her apart from most of the 

other Russian Germans. Sascha struggles with living between the two worlds, but what is 

really interesting is how alterity is articulated and produced in moments of encounter 

between Sascha and Germans and circulated in stereotypes -whether it be ideas of the 
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national body, German or Russian with its corresponding markers of racial, ethnic and 

class differences or simply the notion of a Parallelgesellschaft (parallel society). In fact, 

the very title of the book, Scherbenpark, invokes the notion of a parallel society.59  

Bronsky paints a picture of Otherness vis-à-vis “Germanness.” The protagonist 

moves back and forth across the borders of mainstream and margin, and it is in this 

movement that difference is highlighted. For example, in the beginning of the novel, 

Sascha navigates the tricky fields of early adolescence as a recent arrival in Germany: 

school, friends and family. Sascha informs the reader that she is the only one in her 

neighborhood who goes to her school, a private Catholic school, where she believes she 

was admitted as a politically motivated attempt at integration efforts. She notes that in 

each of the classes, there is a single student with a migration background. The narrator 

constantly presents the reader with her awareness and knowledge of how others look 

upon her and her family. For example, Sascha is aware of how the school official looks 

over the rim of her glasses at her mother, carrying her plastic shopping bag from Aldi. In 

the following passage, she describes the awkward days as a new migrant to Germany and 

feeling like an outsider: 

Ich bin die Einzige aus unserem Viertel, die auf die Alfred-Delp-Schule 

geht. Das ist ein privates katholisches Gymnasium, und ich weiß bis heute 

nicht, warum die mich damals genommen haben – noch weitgehend 

sprachlos, nicht getauft, im pinkfarbenen Wollpullover Marke Oma, als 

noch kein Mensch pinkfarbene Pullover trug. An der Hand einer Mutter, 
                                                
59 The novel presents the German reader with an account of life in the margins, namely, life in a 
Russlanddeutsche housing development, ultimately lending the novel such great appeal by allowing the 
average German a glimpse into a parallel society.  
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die eben nur ihr blumiges Englisch mit einem furchtbaren Akzent sprach, 

dafür sehr laut, und ihre flammend roten Haare offen trug. Und in her 

Hand ein Liter Milch in der Aldi-Plastiktüte” (Bronsky 11).  

What sets the protagonist, Sascha, apart from her German classmates are class, language, 

religion, clothing, hairstyle, and a different understanding of social norms. These markers 

of difference affect how others perceive Sascha because she clearly differs from the 

German national body, implicit in the above quote.  

 At one point, Sascha receives an invitation to visit a classmate's home. 

Uncomfortable in such a new surrounding, Sascha describes the inside of the classmate's 

house, the accompanying German order (die deutsche Ordnung), and the national body 

from the perspective of an outsider with a keen eye. Because her classmate looks so 

German, Sascha is surprised to find that the girl, Melanie, has a migration background. 

Her mother is from Hungary. 

Melanies Mutter stammte übrigens aus Ungarn. Ich war sehr überrascht, 

denn erstens hatte Melanie das nie erwähnt, und zweitens sah das Mädel 

so bilderbuchmäßig deutsch aus wie kein anderes Mädchen in meiner 

Klasse. Eben so, wie man sich als Ausländer eine junge Deutsche vorstellt, 

vor allem, wenn man das Inland noch nie betreten hat. Sie hatte frisch 

geschnittenes und ordentlich gekämmtes blondes Haar bis zum Kinn, 

blaue Augen, rosige Wangen und eine gebügelte Jeansjacke, roch nach 

Seife und sprach mit piepsiger Stimme Sätze aus überwiegend 

zweisilbigen Wörtern, die wie Erbsen aus ihrem Mund heraushüpften. 
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Wenn ich sie nicht leibhaftig erlebt hätte, würde ich bis heute nicht 

glauben, dass es so jemanden wirklich gibt. (13-14). 

This quote highlights ideas of Germanness from the viewpoint of Sascha, a migrant, and 

points to the fact that ideas of what Germans look like do not take shape once a person 

steps foot in the country. Instead, a migrant arrives in Germany with preconceived 

notions of Germanness. 

 The contrast between Melanie’s life to that of her own allows her to articulate her 

own alterity. With that same distancing effect, Sascha returns to her housing development 

and reports on the sad state of her apartment, starting in the dirty elevator with its urine 

stench, trying to imagine what Melanie would see if she were to return the invitation and 

bring her into her own immigrant world. Sascha therefore sees her living situation 

through the eyes of her classmate, Melanie. Primarily, Sascha enters her own apartment 

and acknowledges the class-based differences between Melanie’s home and her own. 

Class-based differences therefore constitute a divide between Sascha and the rest of the 

Germans with whom she comes into contact. Throughout the novel, notions of difference 

and alterity are turned into clichés in the novel. Bronsky plays with such stereotypical 

images of Russian Germans based on class (dyed hair, a plastic Aldi shopping bag, 

cleaning others’ houses, the dream of owning a Mercedes), violence (her jealous 

stepfather, Vadim, murders her mother and her mother’s new boyfriend), language ability 

and accent, and visual appearance. In fact, the stereotypes presented in the novel are 

largely visual in nature and based on appearance. By articulating the deviations from 

Germanness, the reader can see how the German body materializes.  
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 A particular passage also highlights the phenomenon of recognizing countrymen, 

thereby invoking the national body, both Russian and German. The narrator, Sascha, 

describes a scene in the Russian “ghetto” where she lives.60 Sascha usually avoids her 

neighbors, but at this moment, she is relieved to see the other Russian Germans partying 

in a clearing near the apartment complex where they live.  

Es sind weniger, als ich dachte, fünf Jungs, zwei Mädchen, sie sitzen auf 

den Lehnen der Holzbänke und auf dem umgekippten Holztisch, und in 

der Mitte, in einem Erdloch, brennt ein kleines hübsches Feuer. Es sind 

Peter und seine zwei Adjutanten und Anna und drei weitere, die ich noch 

nie gesehen habe. Aber ich sehe, wo sie hingehören, ich erkenne meine 

Landsleute immer sofort. Manchmal an den Gesichtszügen, manchmal an 

der Kleidung, und selbst wenn der Rest stimmt, dann fallen sie durch ihren 

verlorenen Blick auf” (ibid 230). 

 Besides the doomed look in their eyes, reflecting their difficult situation of living in the 

Russian ghetto, Sascha says she recognizes her “countrymen” by the structure of their 

faces and the clothing they wear. Here, Sascha says “Gesichtszüge“ (facial features), but 

this word could either imply facial expressions or facial structure. This quote echoes 

Tamara and Friedrich’s observations: there is something beyond clothing that makes their 

compatriots look Russian. Again, seeing race and assigning nationality to appearances 

goes beyond skin color.  

                                                
60 While “ghetto” is a loaded term, the narrator refers to life in the “Russengetto.“ 
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SECTION TWO: Physicality from the Perspective of a Normative EU National 

Pragmatism: On Looking German 

 In this section, I explore the case of Walter, who is perceived as both sounding 

and looking German by others while living in Berlin, but who does not wish to be 

perceived as German. This is the story of a EU national living in Germany who is not 

seen as a migrant because he speaks German fluently, with little or no accent, and he 

possesses a normative, white European body. Unlike some other EU nationals 

individuals, Walter’s Europeanness is never contested. Walter is a Dutch man who has 

never really lived in Holland for any length of time and is usually mistaken to be a 

German in Germany.  

 Walter was born to Dutch parents in the United States but grew up in Switzerland 

and Germany. As an adult, he has lived in the U.S., Holland for a short period of time, 

and Germany. At the time of the interview in 2010, he was living in Berlin, where I 

conducted the interview mostly in English with him. Walter had recently finished an 

online Bachelor’s degree and was thinking about career choices, and by extension, job 

location. He talked about what was currently weighing on his mind; namely, he discussed 

the thought of leaving Germany versus staying in the country. Walter does not have much 

of an emotional attachment to Germany, and his identity depends on context. He says, “I 

have these two passports, I am a U.S. citizen, but at the same time I am very thoroughly 

Europeanized expatriate [when in the U.S.]. I am certainly more European than 

American” (Walter). He describes his multiple identities and how they change according 

to location.  
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If I go to Holland, they think I’m German. Because of my demeanor. I’m 

not relaxed. [Holland] is a more relaxed country, in many ways. The way 

they talk. The way they move about. My family who stills lives in Holland 

and will never leave Holland think that we are sometimes a bit anal and 

uptight. Our family from Holland thinks that we are quite German. But I 

am certainly more Dutch in my ways than I am American (Walter). 

It is interesting to note that “demeanor” has crept into the discussion here. Walter seems 

to be saying that the German national body is more “uptight” than the Dutch national 

body. In this regard, Walter has taken on “rigid” German qualities. Yet on a continuum of 

“relaxation,” Walter finds himself between American and German. More Dutch than 

American, but more German than Dutch. How one is perceived is important to one’s 

feelings of belonging and attachment. Since he is not necessarily perceived as being very 

Dutch in his country of origin, it is likely that his attachment to Holland is not very 

strong. Also, he never lived there for any great length of time. However, because he 

carries a Dutch passport and his parents are Dutch, he feels Dutch. His mobility, coupled 

with the ability to “belong” as least superficially and legally in several countries likely 

leads to his sense of detachment. 

 Walter talked about his relationship to Germany and how others view him. In his 

musings, he specifically addressed language and “looks.” While language is usually 

referred to as a marker of belonging, he refers to language instead as a potential means of 

betrayal. If he is tired or has had too much to drink, an accent may reveal his origins. 

“People assume I’m German. Well, if I’m tired or if I’ve had too much to drink, my 
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Dutch accent sometimes shines through, but it will shine through less [in German] than 

when I speak English” (Walter). His comments about his language skills address external 

perceptions of identity. Since his “foreignness” is not normally detected through his 

language, people assume that Walter is German because he speaks German fluently, 

mostly without accent. In Walter’s situation, language, as a defining characteristic of 

Germanness, is not a means for exclusion.  

 After discussing language as a marker of identity, Walter draws on the notion of 

racial categories to talk about his experiences of living in Germany. There is also a bodily 

component that is key to how others perceive him: he possesses a white Western 

European body: “Most people assume I’m German. I mean I have the looks” (Walter). 

Walter then expounds on what he means by “looks,” all without prompting from me, the 

ethnographer. “Well, I have a smaller face, maybe, German faces tend to be a little bit 

broader in the jaw, you know, well, especially in the Eastern part, it’s just you also have 

more of the Slavic influence. But ya, they think I’m German, and I don’t mind.” In 

Walter’s discussion of how people view him, he does not mention his skin color when 

commenting on his experiences living in Germany, since skin color is not at the forefront 

of his feelings of belonging or exclusion. Although implicit, Walter’s white skin implies 

belonging in Germany; yet his face, in his opinion, reflects different, Western European 

origins. The focus on facial structure and how it does not necessarily map onto skin color 

in how people talk about and mark difference was fascinating to me.  

With both Isa and Walter, we have an emerging notion of race that goes beyond 

skin color. For Isa, she mentions how her hair color and eye color marked her as 
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belonging to the nation. In Walter’s case, he says he has “the looks” before he elaborates 

on facial structure. In the absence of skin color, there are supposedly other features that 

mark a Western European vs. Slavic body. He comments on the breadth of face shape 

and jaw as characteristic of Western vs. Eastern European faces, whereby a “German 

phenotype” reveals its location in Central Europe, bordered by Slavic nations to the East. 

Walter's statements are reminiscent of specific aspects National Socialism, and despite 

being uttered in the 21st century, the entrenched way of racial thinking prevails, whereby 

the German body has not only been constructed historically and imagined in opposition 

to the Jewish body but also the Slavic body. Regardless of how such ideologies became 

absorbed into his notion of self, Walter has applied racial thinking to his understanding of 

how others see him. 

 Since Germans imagine themselves as white, people likely assume Walter is also 

German because of his language skills and his looks. For him, language and body align 

into what one expects to hear and see from a German, and there is no disjuncture with the 

commonly held assumptions of Germanness. Although Walter’s language skills, by and 

large, indicate Germanness, and his white European body may pass as German, he does 

not have any desire to be recognized or acknowledged as being German. Yet he states 

that he “does not mind” (Walter). The underlying mindset is that he is Dutch and would 

prefer not to be seen as German. That is simply because he is not German but also 

because he does not want to be German despite his long-term residency in Germany and 

ability to pass as a German. He explains, “Let me put it this way: I’m glad I’m not 

German” (ibid). 
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 While Walter has a low income, he still inhabits a privileged position in Germany. 

However, his dual citizenship gives him options in the world—or at least the hope of 

options. He possesses both a U.S. and Dutch passport, and his international and 

multilingual background enable him to move with ease in various circles. Walter talked at 

length about his choice of country in which to live, and I argue that having a choice 

presupposes a certain privilege. 

Nobody likes to pay taxes, but I’m seeing that the advantages of the 

European system by and large, especially the German system or 

Scandinavian system, where you pay a lot of taxes, but at the end of the 

day, you also know that you are not going to bankrupt yourself over 

hospital bills and tons of other things. This didn’t really concern me that 

much in my younger years, but being nearly forty-two, I look at these 

things in a more pragmatic way, I find that the United States is really a 

great country to be if you are young and energetic, which, well I’m still 

energetic but maybe not all that young. It’s the identity thing but I’m also 

looking at these issues from a very pragmatic standpoint, not just the 

obvious thing, I can work in all European Union countries, we’re talking 

now close to twenty-four to twenty-five countries, pretty much without 

restrictions, that isn’t entirely true, if you’re in the professions of law or 

medical professions, but that doesn’t pertain to me. So, I can work in the 

States and in the European community but I’m also looking at how do 

societies organize themselves. (Walter) 
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What is important about his, at times, long-winded statements, is that Walter approaches 

the notion of citizenship and belonging from a very pragmatic standpoint. He refers to 

shopping for countries and citizenships. Specifically, he says, “I am shopping, you could 

say, in a way, very detached from the identity issue” (ibid).  

His comments reflect a postnational mindset.  

When it comes to categories of identity or feelings about the country, 

feeling comfortable in a place, I have to say that I need to expand beyond 

the two citizenships because I did spend a lot of time in Switzerland, 

nearly ten years, and I did spend a lot of time in Germany. (Walter) 

Not being able to vote in Germany officially excludes Walter from the national 

collective, which bothers him, but this is not a deciding factor in his inability to call 

Germany “home.”  

I cannot fully partake to the extent that I would like in Germany society. I 

certainly would like to vote. But that isn’t really the main issue. But it’s 

more about where do I feel comfortable, what do I call home. I cannot 

answer that question. I’m trying to think if I could ever was able to answer 

that question in an affirmative way. (Walter) 

Walter elaborates:  

You could say my relationship to Germany is gespalten, zwiespältig, 

gespalten is too strong, zwiespältig, ambiguous, yeah. I appreciate its 

literature, I have many friends here, or used to have as many of them have 

moved on. It’s also one of these countries that by and large works, it’s 
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functional.” Walter therefore maintains a pragmatic approach to 

citizenship, where the sense of ties to a country is less about feeling than it 

is about choice and possibility. (Walter) 

Particularly regarding his pragmatic approach to citizenship, Walter’s experience of 

living in Germany demonstrates when and how power is conveyed to certain bodies. His 

European looks render him invisible as an “outsider” in the public eye.  

In Sie können aber gut Deutsch, her recent collection of essays contributing to the 

recent integration debates, novelist and essayist Lena Gorelik notices that German 

nationals are more likely to visualize a dark-skinned individual than passing whites when 

conjuring up a general picture of migrants. Gorelik writes:  

Auch draußen, unterwegs nehmen wir eher das wahr, was wir bereits über 

den Bildschirm flimmern sahen. Wir registrieren auch dort eher die 

Menschen als Migranten, die eine etwas dunklere Hautfarbe haben, und 

weniger die Franzosen, Schweden, Polen, Engländer, US-Amerikaner, die 

ebenso in unseren Straßen unterwegs sind. (54)61  

Gorelik exposes commonly held assumptions that a migrant is someone with darker skin, 

but the second part of Gorelik’s statement—wir registrieren weniger die Franzosen, 

Schweden, Polen, Engländer, US-Amerikaner als Migranten—is what really interests me: 

white people with foreign roots living in Germany who often do not immediately register 

to others as migrants, or simply non-Germans. This would also be the case for Walter, an 

                                                
61 Gorelik’s argument is lacking precision. Those Europeans and Americans walking around on German 
streets who are not readily perceived as migrants are, in Gorelik’s example, presumed to be white. As other 
countries are also affected by globalization and the movement of peoples around the world, resulting in 
heterogeneous societies, it is, therefore, wrong to assume that a citizen from one of those other countries 
that were mentioned would be a white citizen.  
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E.U. national. Like Walter, those French, Swedish, British, and U.S. citizens would be 

most likely be seen as expatriates—people who are temporarily or permanently residing 

in a country other than where the person was raised—rather than migrants; however, 

“expat” would probably not be applied to the Poles whom she mentions, as social class, 

economic status, and country of origin determine who is considered to be an expat or 

migrant. The term expat is generally reserved for people from Western Europe or the 

United States, generally thought of as white, who work and live abroad. What interests 

me most here is the contrast between a person like Walter and the Polish migrant figure, 

walking around on the streets of Germany, and where each belongs in the popular 

imagination. Neither may immediately register to others as a migrant because of the 

white skin. Aural markers, like accented speech, may set the Pole apart from the national 

imaginary of Germanness, i.e. the ethnically white, Christian Germans. Moreover, other 

visual markers of differences often associated with class, race, and nationality may also 

make the Pole stand out. For example, clothing or hairstyle can mark the body as 

belonging to or excluded from the national collective. When we take an “invisible 

minority” as our starting point, we gain greater insight into the German national body in 

general and the racialized body in particular.  
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SECTION THREE: The Role of Russian-Jewish Visuality in Immigrant Novels 

Russin?  
 Ein wenig. 

Mascha, protagonist  
Olga Grjasnow’s All Russians Love Birch Trees 

 Both authors discussed in this section, Lena Gorelik and Olga Grjasnowa, came to 

Germany as Russian Jewish immigrants.62 Born in 1981 in Saint Petersburg, Gorelik 

immigrated in 1992 with her Russian Jewish family to Germany. Grjasnowa, born in 

1984 in Baku, Azerbaijan, formerly part of the Soviet Union, emigrated in 1996—also 

with her Russian-Jewish family—to Germany.63 I address the role of migration and how 

“looks” matter in Gorelik’s second novel and Grjasnowa’s debut novel. In Gorelik’s 

Hochzeit in Jerusalem, published in 2007, Anja, a Russian Jew who had been living in 

Germany since she was a child travels to Israel with her family to attend a relative’s 

wedding. Her German boyfriend Julian, whom she met through an online dating service 

for Jewish singles, also goes on the trip. After having recently discovered that his father 

is a Holocaust survivor, he wants to explore his Jewish roots in Israel. Once in Israel, 

                                                
62 Although both Gorelik and Grjasnowa have gone on to write subsequent novels, I analyze their debut 
novels in this chapter.  
63 Current policies set the backdrop for understanding Russian-Jewishness in Germany today. The legal 
basis for Jewish immigrants coming to Germany changed in 2005 with the implementation of the 
Immigration Act. Whereas they were previously accepted based on the “Quota Refugees Act” from 1991 to 
2004, Jewish immigrants now apply to enter Germany based on the Residence Act. Current admission 
criteria demand that in order to be accepted into the Jewish immigration program, one must either be of 
Jewish nationality or have at least one Jewish parent, in addition to being a national of a successor state of 
the former Soviet Union. Additionally, one must not profess any other religion. Moreover, an applicant 
must submit a positive integration prognosis, speak German, and prove that he or she will be accepted in a 
Jewish community in Germany.(See “Acceptance Criteria.”) Whereas past admissions criteria were focused 
largely on descent, the German government now requires proof of potential integration into German society 
as well as entrée to German-Jewish organizations. Previously, there had been a disjoint between how the 
German-Jewish community and how the German government defined Jewishness, since the Jewish 
community in Germany defines Jewishness based on matrilineal descent according to halakhic principles, 
while the German government previously recognized Jewishness solely by nationality or ethnicity. While 
there are different avenues for defining Jewishness, new admissions criteria now consider how it is 
determined within Jewish organizations.  
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Anja is faced with the question of what it means to be Jewish in Germany. Moreover, 

Anja is confronted with a complicated interplay of looks, language, and identity 

questions. In Grjasnowa’s 2013 novel, Der Russe ist einer, der Birken liebt, the main 

protagonist Mascha is also a young woman who came to Germany as a Russian Jewish 

immigrant. Mascha was born in Azerbaijan and immigrated to Germany when she was 

eleven. She speaks five languages fluently. She was planning a career as translator for the 

UN when her German boyfriend Elias dies; subsequently she travels to Israel to find 

herself. The novel engages concepts of current integration debates, like playing with the 

trope of integration through sport. For example, Mascha has a fight with her boyfriend 

and before he leaves to play soccer, he asks, “Brauche ich einen Migrationshintergrund, 

um Fußball zu spielen?” (12). In addition to addressing other critical terms like 

multiculturalism and integration, Mascha expresses her distaste for the word, 

“postmigrantisch.” “Schlimmer wurde es lediglich beim Adjektive postmigrantisch. Vor 

allem hasste ich die damit zusammenhängenden Diskussionen, nicht nur in der 

Öffentlichkeit, sondern auch zwischen mir und Elias” (12). Both novels, addressing the 

roles of language and body as markers of identity and looking German, Russian, Jewish 

or European, therefore trace the experiences of two young women, both simultaneously 

marked as white and Other, who relocated to Germany.  

The way that the novels incorporate talk about looks echoes many of the same 

themes from my fieldwork. What is new and different about these novels and why I 

include them in my chapter on whiteness is because they contain examples of identity 

questions beyond the context of the nation/state. The protagonists in both novels travel 
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outside of Germany where they are confronted with questions of their complex identities 

and family history. Outwards appearances, including the contingency of racial categories, 

matter to the protagonists in particular when they travel to Israel. Here again we see racial 

conceptions of peoplehood, linking people to places, and complicated notions of identity 

that transgress national belonging.  

 In Gorelik’s novel, there are many references to looking Jewish and not looking 

Jewish. For example, when she first meets Julian, Anja observes:  

Er sieht nicht jüdisch aus. Erstens ist er blond - und das ist gut, denn ich 

stehe nicht auf Blond. Zweitens trägt er keine Brille. Drittens hat er lange 

Haare, die er zu einem Pferdeschwanz zusammengebunden hat. [...] 

Jedenfalls wirkt Julian nicht wie ein netter jüdischer Junge aus einer 

intellektuellen Familie (39).  

She does not want to fall for this guy, so she is relieved that she is not immediately 

attracted to him. She also emphasizes that Julian does not look Jewish. This is the first 

instance in the novel where the protagonist discusses the notion of looking/not looking 

Jewish. Later in the novel, Anja comments on others who do look Jewish. For example, 

on the plane from Germany to Israel, Anja reads physical markers of Jewishness on the 

faces of Israelis around her at the airport. However, she does not dare share her 

observations with Julian, who in time becomes her boyfriend. Despite his newly 

discovered Jewish background, Anja knows that he, a German, will not understand her 

habit of informally conducting a physiognomical survey when she sees people. Anja: 
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Ich denke, die sehen alle so jüdisch aus, sage es aber nicht laut, weil Julian 

eindeutig noch nicht jüdisch genug ist, um dies zu verstehen. Er würde mir 

erklären, daß das eine auf Klischees und Vorurteilen basierende, 

verallgemeinernde, ja fast schon rassistische Aussage sei, und für eine 

solche Diskussion habe ich momentan nicht die Nerven, weil ich mich um 

die Sicherheit im Flugzeug kümmern muß (118).  

Given that Julian is neither culturally Jewish nor able to become a member of the Jewish 

community in Germany because his mother is not Jewish, Anja does not think that Julian 

is Jewish enough to understand her observations. Given the history of anti-Semitism in 

Germany, Anja is convinced that her German boyfriend will condemn how she monitors 

physical traits and sees physiognomy as a reflection of race and descent.  

She further explains how it was normal in Russia to recognize Jews based on 

appearance, in contrast to the inappropriateness of commenting on visible Jewishness in 

German circles:  

In Russland erkennt man Juden am Aussehen. Dies gilt nicht als 

antisemitisch, es ist normal. Deutsche Freunde reagieren entrüstet, wenn 

ihnen mein Vater zu erklären versucht, woran man das Jüdischsein 

erkennt: „Siehst du, siehst du, wegen der Nase, Glatze, Gesicht, einfach 

alles. An seinen Augen siehst du, daß er klug ist“, sagt mein Vater, 

während die Deutschen schockiert den Kopf über diese 

Klischeeaufzählung schütteln. Mein Vater zuckt mit den Schultern, das ist 

doch normal. Mein Vater ist stolz und irgendwie auch beruhigt, wenn er 
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einen von uns kluge Sachen im Fernsehen sagen hört. Dann fühlt er sich 

jüdisch“ (127) 

This quote exposes the cultural absurdity of her father trying to explain to their German 

friends how to see markers of Jewishness on people. This quote also highlights a 

conditional aspect of her father’s Russian-Jewish identity. He feels particularly Jewish 

when he feels proud of other Jew’s achievements, implying that he does not always 

embody a strong Jewish identity.  

Once in Israel, Anja is able to reflect on life in Germany and her identity. She was 

eleven when she immigrated to Germany from St. Petersburg. When she was seven, she 

found out that she was Jewish. Her father told her, “Juden sind ein Volk. So wie Russen, 

Ukrainer oder Litauer” (57). When she explained that she herself was Russian, her 

parents corrected her and told her that she was not Russian but Jewish, as Jewishness was 

seen as a nationality in the former Soviet Union. Her parents also told her that she was 

not allowed to tell anybody that she was Jewish; they needed to conceal their history. 

Thus, the family was not allowed develop a strong Jewish identity while living in Russia. 

While outlining what being Jewish meant in Russia, the novel also explores the meaning 

of Jewishness in Germany today. Neither Julian or Anja find acceptance in the Jewish 

religious community in Germany; Julian is excluded because his mother is not Jewish 

and Anja is generally looked down upon as being a Russian Jew. Given this complicated 

backdrop of identity, Julian presses her to define herself when they are on their trip to 

Jerusalem. “Wer bist du eigentlich, Anja?” (7). She does not want to answer. He asks her 

if she feels Jewish, and she responds by saying that it is such a cliché to ask her in 
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Jerusalem if she feels Jewish. He refers to her complicated history: she moved to 

Germany as a child from Russia, has lived so long in Germany, she speaks Russian with 

her family and is also Jewish. Anja simply says: “Na ja, ich bin einfach ich. Ich denke 

nicht darüber nach. Ich bin einfach. Mein Gott, klingt das philosophisch.” (8). People 

with a migrant background are continuously confronted with the question, “do you feel 

more this or that?” Although Anja explains that she simply is who she is, others question 

her looks.  

The concept of looking German/looking European/looking Jewish is not terribly 

interesting in and of itself, but the idea of physicality when it merges with a concept of 

belonging is telling. For example, while shopping in Old Jerusalem, an Arab shop owner 

asks Anja in English where she is from. When she replies that she is from Germany, he 

simply says, “No, you don’t look German” (207). When she further explains that she was 

born in Russia, he catches on and says, “Ah! You Jewish!” (207). Once again, the idea of 

the national body is invoked; she does not look German, but once she says that she was 

born in Russia, the Arab shop owner immediately places her in the context of Russian 

Jew. While visiting family in Israel, Anja also describes an interaction with her Russian 

Jewish aunt who immigrated to the United States. The aunt immediately comments on 

how Anja looks like Malchik Motl. “Das ist der kleine June aus Anatevka oder ein 

anderer dieser alten jüdischen Geschichten, und ich habe keine Ahnung, wie er aussah.” 

(219). Anja does not know what the figure of Malchin Motl looks like, but she thinks to 

herself that she looks like any other young woman her age in Germany: 
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Ich finde, ich sehe aus wie jeder andere Mensch. Ich trage eine Jeans und 

einen Pulli and eine Dreizackmütze mit Ohren und meine nagelneue 

wunderschöne braune Jacke mit vielen Taschen an den Seiten. Ich sehe 

aus wie viele andere Frauen in meinem Alter in Deutschland, ich trage 

keine Absätze und auch nicht Unmengen von Make-up und auch kein 

tiefes Dekolleté.“ (220) 

To define herself as looking German, Anja also describes her identity vis-à-vis the body 

of a stereotypical Russian woman. She outlines how she does not look; she does not wear 

high heels, lots of makeup or a plunging neckline, implicitly referring to a particular 

Russian look. She then asks her aunt if she is supposed to look like a Russian. Her aunt 

replies: „Nein, du siehst sehr europäisch aus. Du siehst eben aus wie Malchik Motl“, sagt 

meine Tante und umarmt mich noch mal. Ihrer Logik nach sieht ganz Europa aus wie 

Malchik Motl, und das ist wohl ein Kompliment.” Anja noticed how she became “das 

Thema des Tages.” The extended family continued: “Deutschland ist nämlich einerseits 

sehr schön. Und vor allem europäisch (europäisch ist in diesem Haus trotz, god bless 

America’ ein großes Kompliment). Dennoch: Deutschland bereisen ist eine Sache, in 

Deutschland leben eine andere. Sich deutsch fühlen eine nicht akzeptable“ (222) As the 

extended family points out: one should not feel German; that is completely unacceptable. 

Anja counters with the fact that she grew up in Germany. Moreover, she does not just 

speak German, her German is better than her Russian: “Deutsch ist nun mal meine 

Sprache.” (222). Anja therefore is German in many ways, yet both the shopkeeper says 

that she does not look German and her aunt says she looks generically European. Anja is 
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therefore confronted with complex identity questions, based on looks and sounds, in a 

transnational context. Moreover, there is something important about the performance of 

identity away from or outside Germany.  

 In Grjasnowa’s novel, All Russians Love Birch Trees, body and language 

similarly act as powerful tropes of belonging and exclusion. Early in the novel, her 

boyfriend is lying in a hospital room after breaking his leg while playing soccer, and a 

man sharing the room comments on how good Mascha’s German is. “Der linke 

Bettnachbar räusperte sich und sagte, er müsse mir ein Kompliment machen, ich könne 

besser Deutsch als alle Russlanddeutschen, die er bisher auf dem Amt getroffen habe, 

dabei hatte ich noch fast gar nichts gesagt” (18). Some indication of her Otherness invited 

commentary on her language skills. While still in the hospital context, the narrator starts 

to lay clues for the reader to interpret her identity based on various markers. For example, 

Mascha also looks at herself in the mirror at the hospital bathroom and comments, 

“Meine Nase glänzte, was sich unvorteilhaft auf ihre Größe und den Höcker auswirkte, 

die Wimperntusche war verschmiert” (23). The description of her nose, in addition to 

having stated her full name, Maria Kogan, to the doctor, marks her as Jewish. Moreover, 

comments of wearing makeup (being geschminkt) and wearing heels (Absätze) start to 

create an even more distinct image for the reader drawing upon stereotypes: a Russian 

Jew.  

 The novel creates a distinction between the specific experience of a Russian Jew 

relocating to Germany and that of two other minorities, Mascha’s closest friends, Cem 

and Sami. The two friend figures are marked as visibly Other, and through their lived 
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experiences, the narrator is able to show racially-based xenophobic sentiments in 

Germany. Cem was born in Frankfurt and grew up bilingual. Mascha describes their 

friendship and says that they spoke German together like two perfectly integrated model 

immigrants.  

Wir sprachen deutsch miteinander, wie zwei perfect integrierte 

Vorzeigeausländer. Da Aserbaidschanisch dem Türkischen so ähnlich ist, 

dass wir uns gegenseitig verstehen konnten, erzählte ich ihm in meiner 

Sprache von Kinderstreichen, und Cem zitierte auf Türkisch seine Eltern 

oder Tanten. Manchmal amüsierte er sich über die archaischen Formen, 

die ich verwendete, da ich sie aus dem Aserbaidschanischen ableitete (57).  

Despite their similarities, there is a difference between the two of them. Cem is marked 

as Other in ways that Mascha is not. At one point, the two get involved in a traffic 

accident with a German who in turn calls Cem a “Kanake” and tells him that he should 

behave better since he is merely a guest in Germany. Cem describes how practices of 

exclusion function in his life: “Später kamen die ständigen Nachfragen: Woher kommst 

du? Oder: Als was fühlst du dich, als Deutscher oder als Türke? Mit sechzehn musste ich 

zum Ausländeramt wegen der Aufenthaltsgenehmigung. Ich meine, was soll das? Ich bin 

hier geboren” (221). Referring to the necessary bureaucratic measures of going to the 

immigration office for a residency permit - despite being born in Germany - invokes 

Germany’s continued notion of belonging by blood. Through the experiences of her other 

friend and former lover, Sami, who was born in Beirut and is a PhD student in the United 

States, the narrator traces other layers of belonging. Sami’s first language was French, 
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since his family moved from Beirut to Paris shortly after his birth. When he was thirteen, 

his family moved to Germany, but he later moved to California to finish high school. 

While in the United States, his layered background also made him stick out: “In seiner 

neuen Schule konnte keiner seiner Mitschüler den harten deutschen Akzent mit dem 

arabischen Namen zusammenbringen.” (128). Even outside the bounds of the nation-

state, Sami’s name, combined with a German accent, confounded his American high 

school peers. After beginning a doctoral program, Sami comes back to Frankfurt to wait 

for his student visa to be renewed. One particular scene depicts the differences in their 

embodied, lived experience in Germany. While Mascha and Sami are buying ice cream at 

a rural gas station, the clerk asks Sami where he is from. “Die Verkäuferin fragte Sami, 

wo er herkäme. Aus Frankfurt, sagte Sami. Nein, wo er denn wirklich herkäme. Ich fragte 

sie, was sie meinte. Sie lächelte verloren” (142). Sami, not Mascha, is the object of 

inquiry. While still marked as Other, she possesses an ethnically white body. Mascha’s 

appearance does not trigger the common inquiry of where she is really from. Sami’s 

visual difference, on the other hand, sparks curiosity about his origins.  

Once in Israel, Mascha is further confronted with pressing questions of identity. 

Mascha meets Hannah, a cousin of hers who encourages her to take on the Israeli 

citizenship, but she refuses to give up her German citizenship. Her German citizenship is 

meaningful to her, and it also allows her to live and work anywhere in Europe. Moving 

beyond the question of official belonging, her cousin comments on her physical 

appearance. Her cousin tells her that she does not look like how she expected her to. “Du 

siehst mir gar nicht ähnlich. Ich dachte, du würdest mir ähnlich sehen. Nein, ich habe es 
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nicht gedacht, ich habe es gehofft. Ich habe gehofft, du würdest mir ähnlich sehen.” 

When Mascha replies that they are just cousins, implying that there is no reason for them 

to look similar, Hannah tells Mascha that she does not look Jewish.  

“Ja, aber du siehst gar nicht so aus.” 

“Wie?” 

“Jüdisch.” 

“Findest du?” (167) 

When Hannah says that Mascha does not look Jewish, Mascha does not push the issue. 

The exchange ends there, yet the novel includes other examples of others confronting 

Mascha with identity questions. She faces the perpetually recurring question—where are 

you from—prompted either by language, dialect, accent or looks. When Mascha orders in 

Arabic at a restaurant in Israel, the waiter wants to know where she is from. She answers 

Germany. He tells her that Germans do not speak or learn Arabic. This back-and-forth 

invokes questions of language learning, dialect, and alliances. After all, there is a disjoint 

as a Jew: why she can she speak Arabic but not Hebrew? (188). Yet another example of 

others commenting on her appearance consists of an interaction with a man at a bar. He 

tries to figure out what/who she is and looks at her skin color for clues. “Ich sei so 

dunkel, bestimmt keine Aschkenasi.” (178) This is the first time that someone questions 

the specifics of her Jewish heritage - what type of Jew she is - apparently contingent on 

skin color. Yet another interaction with someone in Israel, specifically in Ramallah, 

depicts the most telling commentary on the national body. Ismael asks her where she is 

from. She replies: Germany. He questions: Really? Again, she answers to yet another 
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person that yes, she really is from Germany. His surprise lies not in her language abilities 

but her physicality: 

“Du siehst gar nicht deutsch aus.” 

“Wie sehen Deutsche aus?” 

“Keine Ahnung.”  

“Und Russen, wie sehen die aus?”, fragte ich ihn.  

Er zuckte mit den Schultern, sagte: “Wie Leute, die Birken lieben.”’ 

“Amerikaner?” 

“Schau dich doch um. Palästina ist voll von ihnen.”  

“Und die Palästinenser?” 

“Wie Leute, die es gewohnt sind, lange zu warten.” (265) 

 This exchange about looks represents a change in the discourse of assigning nationality 

to a specific type of physicality. Instead of shrugging her shoulders when she has been 

told that she does not look German, Mascha counters with the urgent question, “what do 

Germans look like?,” pressing him for a definition. Even though Ismael told Mascha that 

she does not look German, he cannot answer the question of what Germans actually do 

look like.  

Throughout this chapter, most discussions of looking German revolved around 

what and who does not look German. In one case, Isa’s blond hair and blue eyes marked 

her as looking German. Even though Walter said that he looked German, he never said 

why; only that his face shape belies difference. Thus, it is more difficult for people to 

ascertain what Germans actually do look like because the idea of visible Germanness 
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exists solely in the collective imaginary. This exchange between Mascha and Ismael 

therefore reflects the fallacy of trying to pinpoint what Germans, Russians, Americans or 

Palestinians look like, despite current powerful and historical practices of seeing the 

nation. 

Conclusion  

I found a unifying theme—a focus on corporeality and reference to racial 

categories in relation to a sense of belonging—in two types of text: my ethnographic 

fieldwork and recent literature written by authors with a migrant background. It is 

important to note that not only Germans but also migrants talk about the contingency of 

racial categories. From an ethnic German commenting on a civil servant’s reading of 

racial Germanness, to a German journalist in Der Spiegel writing about Slavic features on 

an ethnic German, to German authors with a migrant background writing about their 

protagonists recognizing other Russian Germans or Jews, there are all kinds of ways that 

nationality and ethnicity get assigned to specific identities based on visual clues. 

Germans continue unquestioningly to see themselves as white, despite being an ever-

increasing heterogenous society. Yet the concept of white German ethnicity goes beyond 

skin color, as this chapter demonstrates. “White” migrants can also be set apart from 

German Germans based on looks. Having white skin is an important requirement to being 

recognized as a German, yet in and of itself, skin tone is not enough. When one generally 

thinks of the (racial) Other in Germany, it is Jewish, (given the history of racial 

Germanness tied to the history of anti-Semitism), or it is Turkish (Turks form the largest 

ethnic minority in Germany). One does not immediately think of the Russian or Pole, yet 
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they are also perceived to be racially different. There is such a strong tradition of racial 

conceptions of peoplehood in Europe that the drawing of lines follows a different type of 

thinking based on the idea of physiognomy in the absence of any discussion of skin color. 

Yet it is widely known that anthropologists, biologists, and other scientists increasingly 

conclude that there is no such thing as race; race is a social construct and not a biological 

reality. Despite the fact that race does not exist, however, the lived experience of bodily 

markers of identity matters.  

Immigration patterns and rising intermarriage rates generate a more complex and 

less stable pattern of racial and ethnic categories. I demonstrated how invisible minorities 

destabilize the notion of whiteness and other long taken for granted categorical 

frameworks of Us/Them that dominate German political thought. While the lived 

experience of bodily differences matters (you cannot change what makes a Russian a 

Russian), suggesting a fixed nature to identity, other examples in my chapter allow for an 

increasing complexity and fluidity of ethnically white identities and the possibility of 

becoming German. Despite the contingency of racial categories, my research also 

suggests that “white” bodies lie outside the restricted confines of visual identity and have 

the capacity to move between categories of German/non-German. This chapter 

established an expanding capacity for white migrants to choose their ethnic identities, 

playfully even at times, and yet the possibility of choice simultaneously generates 

discourses of opportunism, exploitation, and fraudulence in identity claims, particularly 

surrounding ethnic German return migrants. The opportunity for choice also raises the 

following questions. As identities are always at the crossroads of self-identification and 
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the perception of others, under what circumstances would someone choose to leave an 

ethnic identity behind and, likewise, when would someone choose to draw upon one’s 

lineage for personal gain?  
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Chapter Four 

Ethnicity as Performance:  

Creating, Marketing, and Commodifying Pop Music Personas 

 In this chapter, I turn my attention to investigating how non-visual elements of 

identity, like the cultural realms of language and music, intersect with notions of the 

national body. Focusing on the subjectivity of the artists themselves, this chapter explores 

the strategies that two Berlin-based music artists, Ruth Maria Renner and Pierre Baigorry, 

incorporate to create stage personas of Miss Platnum and Peter Fox.64 Although the artists 

primarily play with language and musical genres as markers of identity, I'm not 

abandoning the role of the visual in this chapter since Renner and Baigorry are also all 

about "image," paying attention to how the public eye will look at them.  

Renner and Baigorry go through a series of reinventions, not just in terms of the 

music that they perform but also in their presentations of self, demonstrating their fluid 

identities. Biagorry leaves behind his multicultural identity in the band Seeed to slide into 

invisibility as the unmarked Peter Fox, a strictly German persona in his solo album, 

ultimately returning to his previous identity in Seeed. Renner moves on from being just 

another R&B singer in Berlin to take on a marked identity as Miss Platnum, the “Balkan 

Queen” singing in accented English, finally redefining her style yet again to leave behind 

the Balkan sound and switch to German as the “Königin von Berlin,” all the while 

retaining her name (Miss Platnum, www.missplatnum.com). As musicians are notorious 

                                                
64 Baigorry was born in 1971 in Berlin. Renner was born in 1980 in Romania and moved to Berlin at the 
age of eight. 
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for constant reinvention, analyzing their shifting identities provides us with a deeper 

insight into the performative aspects of identity as it pertains to ethnicity.  

Both Renner and Baigorry have a special ability to cross from a German identity 

to ethnic Other and back again; they can both emphasize an ethnic identity and downplay 

roots at will.65 The artists come from a place of playfulness and self-fashioning of 

identities and are able to move from one category to the other without raising any 

questions of authenticity.66 These are also not instances of passing nor cases of ethnic 

drag, which presupposes pretending to be something that one is not. Therefore, I do not 

argue cultural appropriation or cultural theft. Even though Renner capitalizes on her 

Balkan roots, they are not exactly “fake,” nor is Baigorry’s French/Basque background 

inauthentic. I do not want to police identities because I intend to avoid discussions of 

authenticity and inauthenticity.67 Looking at their shifting stage personas, I place primary 

importance on their white ethnicity as I explore under what circumstances one chooses to 

leave a multicultural identity behind and when and why one chooses to draw on heritage 

for personal gain.  

  Positioning themselves between the category of German and the ethnic Other, 

they are in a privileged place of possibility of moving between categories. Do their 

normative, unmarked bodies allow them to embrace and de-emphasize cultural roots from 

album to album? Both Renner and Baigorry embody white ethnicity, with optional and 

                                                
65 These dual identities, hyphenated identities or situational identities prove to be flexible. 
66 Otherlike types of identity crossings, like transgender or transracial, often raise questions of authenticity. 
67 I could write about cultural appropriation versus cultural exchange, particularly in terms of rap music/hip 
hop in a German context and the exoticized black dancers and drummers that are the many of the music 
videos, in addition to “Balkan Beats” the world over, but these questions falls outside the immediate scope 
of this chapter. For examples of musical appropriation, see Carol Silverman’s article: “DJs and the 
Production of ‘Gypsy’ Music: ‘Balkan Beats’ as Contested Commodity.” 
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reversible markers of ethnicity that provide them with the space to play with identities. 

Renner can pick and chose her Balkanness, reflecting her agency to choose how she is 

perceived. With Biagorry, his heritage is less pronounced, but both pick and choose their 

ethnicity (Balkanness, Germanness, and Frenchness), with the privilege of being able to 

remove their ethnicity at will for the consumer market. I’m not arguing that either artist 

makes fraudulent or exploitative identity claims, but they certainly do appear 

opportunistic. Emphasizing one’s ethnic heritage, even satirizing stereotypes, takes on a 

legitimate form of elective ethnicity from which they can also profit.  

I argue that ethnicity is (or can be) a commodity, not that it can be commodified, 

but that it is itself, primarily, a commodity—a performance for profit in a market that 

cherishes stereotypes and cliches. In other words, it is not that identity is product-

oriented; it is itself a product. In this case, there is no authenticity; authentic identity itself 

proves to be a performance.  

Consumer Products  

 The artists behind the personas of Peter Fox and Miss Platnum were invested in 

creating a quality product that filled a gap in the German pop music scene: for Peter Fox, 

good clean rap music with cleverly written German lyrics, and for Miss Platnum, pop 

music fusing East and West that allowed her to have fun. Renner and Baigorry found a 

niche for themselves in the German music market by emphasizing and downplaying 

certain parts of their identity and constructing personas, ultimately demonstrating the 

product-orientation of identity as it is pitched to the consumer market. Renner and 

Baigorry differed in their choice of self-fashioning of identity, in part by placing a 
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different emphasis on heritage. While Pierre Baigorry’s name draws attention to his 

ethnic background, he erased his heritage by re-naming himself Peter Fox, the German 

pop performer. He plays down his cultural hybridity (French/German) and has become an 

unmarked (albeit red-headed) German-language performer with an English-sounding 

name. On the other hand, Miss Platnum’s persona was predicated on a politics of cultural 

and ethnic difference. She sold herself as the voluptuous and flamboyant migrant 

performer from the Balkans. When creating Miss Platnum, Renner made her migrant 

background appear exotic. Moreover, she was able to choose from three languages, speak 

with an accent when she saw fit, and claim national characteristics rooted in Romanian 

genetics. To what extent do these performances reflect authentic identity or a 

corporatization of difference? While Peter Fox is purposefully normative, Miss Platnum 

is aggressively different. Yet it remains clear: both Renner and Baigorry reinvented 

themselves, resulting in higher sales of their products, and authentic identity itself proves 

to be a performance. 

Musical Influences  

Ruth Maria Renner and Pierre Baigorry, two Berlin-based music artists, received 

their musical training in the capital city and participated in the changing Berlin music 

scene from the 1990s to the present.1 Berlin directly influenced their work: several of 

Baigorry’s texts focus directly on his love/hate relationship with his hometown, where he 

was born and raised, and Renner’s music also reflects life in the capital city. Asked about 

the role of Berlin in her music, Renner stated: “da steckt eine Menge von Berlin drin. Die 

Rauheit, die die Stadt oft hat, und diese natürliche Multikulti- Atmosphäre eines Ost-
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West-Knotenpunkts” (quoted in Franzen). Now as the “Königin von Berlin,” she says her 

music currently is urban pop. (Miss Platnum, www.missplatnum.com). The musicians 

drew upon musical styles that resonated with them, incorporating elements from a variety 

of geographical locations and cultural and national traditions to create their own unique 

sound in the world of German popular music. 

Although possessing their own styles, these two musicians have more in common 

than just their residency. Renner and Baigorry have worked together on several projects, 

and they share the same producers, The Krauts, as well as dancers, choreographers, 

musicians, and, on occasion, the American drum line from North Carolina, Cold Steel.68 

Most importantly, they both reinvented not only their musical styles but also their 

identities; their new personas emerged in 2007. Renner and Baigorry created characters 

that not only represented themselves in some way but also “sold” well. The extent to 

which their personas became such successful commodities may say more about the 

German market for popular culture than the materialistic goals of the artists themselves, 

but Renner and Baigorry clearly know how to navigate their multiple identities (i.e., 

Romanian/German and French/German) for market success. Their stage acts build layer 

upon layer of complicated and sometimes contradictory cultural, ethnic, and racial 

identifications, providing consumers with stereotypical images. 

I outline why Renner and Baigorry reinvented themselves as Miss Platnum and 

Peter Fox in 2007 and show how their personas were created and marketed, and how they 

                                                
68 Baigorry and Renner’s first collaboration was the music video “Come Marry Me,” in which Baigorry 
first appeared as his alter ego, Peter Fox. Miss Platnum also went on tour for Peter Fox’s “Stadtaffe” tour, 
and most recently, Baigorry directed Renner’s music video to the single, “She Moved In,” on her last 
album. The Krauts (aka DJ Illvibe and Monk) also produced for Seeed, Die Fantastischen Vier, Beatsteaks, 
and Marteria. 
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became consumer products, categorized by the German music industry and consumed by 

a largely German audience. Both Renner and Baigorry responded to existing commercial 

desire with their larger-than-life alter egos. I argue that both artists turn their personas 

into commodities. Baigorry erases his French heritage, becomes exclusively German and 

responds to the consumer demand for quality German-language lyrics. Renner, on the 

other hand, pursued strategies of ethnic branding and emphasized her Romanian roots, 

not only through her music, but also through her own personal flamboyant style: a 

postsocialist “camp” filled with Balkan clichés. Anthropologists John L. and Jean 

Comaroff write about the corporatization of ethnicity: “While it is increasingly the stuff 

of existential passion, of the self-conscious fashioning of meaningful, morally anchored 

selfhood, ethnicity is also becoming more corporate, more commodified, more implicated 

than ever before in the economics of everyday life” (1). My intention in showing how and 

why these two artists have successfully reinvented themselves is to explore the 

implications for the mutability of markers of ethnic and national identity as found in the 

body and in language, especially in the realm of consumer culture. The artists have the 

flexibility to choose what markers, including language, they want to embody, and these 

pop personas, in turn, unveil a performative, creative, and commercial realm to identity 

and citizenship practices. 

Musical Reinvention 

 Before examining the constructed identities of these two contemporary pop 

musicians, I explore their musical backgrounds and discuss their current diverse musical 

styles and various musical influences. Both artists are subsumed under the category of 
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“soul, R & B, hip hop, and black music” at Saturn, one of Germany’s largest electronic 

and media stores. However, they both have their own idea of categories: Baigorry refers 

to his music as “Filmmusik zum tanzen” (soundtrack for dancing) and Renner calls hers 

“R n Balkan.”69 Before they created their alter egos, they were both creating and 

performing different music. 

In 2005, Ruth Maria Renner made her first album, Rock Me, as “Platnum” 

(without the preceding title Miss), but after its release she soon discovered that her “soul 

sound” was only moderately successful on the already-saturated international soul 

market. In an interview in (the now defunct) Stool Pigeon, Renner described the need to 

make a change after her initial lack of success singing soul and R & B: 

It’s sort of twee music,” she muses, “and you can be good at it, but people 

hear it and say, ‘You sound American, like Jill Scott, and I’d rather listen 

to Jill Scott than to you.’ This was a hard experience for me—I’d put all 

my love and energy into it but nothing really happened. So I thought, ‘Ok, 

I need something different—something that defines me better…my whole 

personality and my roots.’ That’s how I came to invent Miss Platnum. 

(Daddy Bones). 

The question of authenticity came into play here in a negative way: her music was 

rejected as not authentically "American.” So she invented a character that drew on her 

"authentic" Romanian roots. She indeed found something to distinguish herself from the 

                                                
69 In an interview with journalist Laura Bader for Focus Online, Baigorry elaborates on his notion of a 
“soundtrack for dancing.” “Es ist eben filmischer Sound, mit Orchester und so. Auch die Texte sind 
irgendwie filmisch. Oft hatte ich bei der Entstehung kleine, kurze Filme im Kopf. Es ist Musik, zu der man 
tanzen kann, schon eine Art Club-Musik. Die Platte ist auf jeden Fall Pop. Filmmusik zum Tanzen ist Pop.” 
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other soul artists in her next album Chefa (2007): her Romanian heritage, in both her 

music as well as her persona. As Miss Platnum, Renner still drew upon elements of soul, 

R & B, and hip hop, but she also incorporated elements of Romanian and gipsy folk 

music to achieve her Balkan sound. Renner said that before she created her alias, she had 

never intentionally listened to that kind of folk music.70 In an interview with LE-

Nightflight, Renner said, “[I]ch bin ja damit aufgewachsen, auch wenn es mehr so 

unterbewusst oder nebensächlich passiert ist, aber es ist schon irgendwie als Wurzel da 

(N.p.).” Her album Chefa was a hit, so she continued with her new sound and sought out 

musical expertise in southeastern Europe for her next release. For her next album, The 

Sweetest Hangover (2009), she traveled to Belgrade to work with a renowned gipsy brass 

band, and the Serbian musicians, Boban and Marko Markovic, helped her to perfect her 

Balkan sound. The fusion of hip hop and R & B with traditional folk music, particularly 

from southeastern Europe but other geographical regions as well, was gaining popularity 

the world over. “So denken Major Labels: Eine Musik, die ihre Wurzeln an solch einem 

dunklen Ort hat, klingt anders – und lässt sich deshalb verkaufen” (Peschke N.p.).  

Since musical categorization is intricately intertwined with notions of geography 

and language, as well as national, racial, and ethnic identity, categories ranging from 

world, Deutsch-Rock, Balkan Beat, soul, R & B, and hip hop to black music serve to 

reify ethnic, cultural, and racial identity as well as notions of the nation. Although her 

music is not easily classified, Renner’s first three albums are often labeled as “Balkan-

                                                
70 In an interview with Independent.co.uk, Renner talks about her idea to incorporate Romanian folk music: 
“The idea came up to try to make the music I love—soul and R&B—with this music where I’m coming 
from, which I never really listened to, actually,” she says. “But now that I started to listen to this folk music 
again, and I really feel like it’s part of me. I can really relate” (quoted in Egere-Cooper). 
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Pop” or “world music.”71 For example, an article in Zeit Online states that Renner 

belongs to the up-and-coming Balkan pop artists: “[...] aufstrebenden Vertreten eines 

Genres, das sich in den letzten Jahren vom Geheimtipp zum Publikumsmagneten 

entwickelt hat: Balkan-Pop” (N.p.) However, Renner dislikes the term “Balkan-pop” and 

resists the categorization of “world music” since she also incorporates hip hop and soul 

into her music. According to the press page for Miss Platnum on the Four Music website, 

Renner distances herself from world music: “Though some protagonists of the genre 

would love to adopt her, Miss Platnum doesn’t see herself as an Ethno or World Music 

artist” (2011).72 In trying to find a niche for herself, Renner wants to maintain her place 

in the modern pop music scene and simultaneously strives for an “edgier” image than 

what a world music category offers. Renner’s music eludes easy categorization and a 

clear national or world label; thus, she has come to call her style “R’n’Balkan.” 

While Renner looked for a new niche to find greater commercial success as Miss 

Platnum, Baigorry had already been enjoying success with his music collective Seeed 

before becoming Peter Fox. Since Seeed was founded in 1998, the group has become a 

top seller in Germany; won three Echos, including Best German Newcomer; performed at 

the opening ceremony for the 2006 FIFA World Cup; won the Bundesvision Song 

Contest; and gained international attention. The band’s lyrics are in German, English, and 

Patois, but for the international releases of their albums, they translated the German texts 

                                                
71 In the article “Pop mit Hybridantrieb: Folklore in der Disko: Wie sich Musik vom Balkan im westlichen 
Mainstream einrichtet,” Schmetkamp provides an astute analysis of the genre: “Balkan-Pop ist die 
soundgewordene Antwort auf die Doppelidentität von Einwandererkindern, die auf ihre kulturellen 
Hintergründe zurückgreifen, ohne dabei Nostalgie zu betreiben, er ist die Begleitmusik zur EU-
Osterweiterung, die die Länder nicht nur politisch immer näher rücken lässt.” 
72 Her record label, Four Music, is run by the pioneers of German hip hop—“Die Fantastischen Vier.” 
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into English. The band’s initial reggae sound later developed into a more cohesive 

dancehall sound. 

What distinguishes Seeed on the German music scene is its international appeal 

and the focus on the ethnic and linguistic diversity of the eleven-member “multiculti” 

music collective. Seeed has become a symbol for multiculturalism in Berlin, since the 

three lead singers have multiethnic backgrounds. Pierre Baigorry (“Enuff”) has Basque 

heritage, Frank Dellé (“Eased”) Ghanian heritage, and Demba Nabé (“Ear”) West 

African heritage. In an interview, Dellé nonetheless describes Seeed as being very 

German: “Das ist Multikulti und Blümchentapete in einem und das ist irgendwie auch 

dieses ganze Ding mit Seeed: Deutsch in einem multikulturellem Sinn!” (quoted in 

Metz). Perhaps the band is so “German” because of the commodification of multicultural 

identities, particularly in the 1990s in Germany. (Rectanus). Particularly in the earlier 

years, the band placed a strong emphasis on its multiethnic and multilingual make-up, 

and it continues to receive attention, particularly in Germany, for its big-city diversity. 

In 2007, Pierre Baigorry interrupted his career with the group Seeed and his alias 

as “Enuff” to create a solo album as “Peter Fox.” Since Seeed has so many members, 

Baigorry knew that he could not try out new material in that context, and he was not the 

only member to do a solo album during the break. Baigorry explores his reinvention in 

the single and music video, “Alles Neu,” on the album Stadtaffe. The lyrics are: s“Ich 

verbrenn mein Studio, schnupfe die Asche wie Koks” (Stadtaffe). The reference to 

burning his studio indexes a change in his musical style that deviates from his previous 

reggae-style band. Peter Fox’s style is unique: he sings and he raps, and his music 
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incorporates an American drum line, Cold Steel, and classical elements, the Babelsberg 

Film Orchestra. Baigorry was inspired to add a drum line to the mix after watching the 

2002 American film Drumline.73 After watching the movie, Baigorry started an Internet 

search, found Cold Steel on YouTube, and flew to North Carolina to meet them and 

secure some video footage of them in the U.S. He later invited them to come to Germany 

for recordings and live shows. The new sound and the combination of the drum line and 

classical elements, along with German lyrics, proved particularly successful in Germany. 

In 2009, Peter Fox collected three Echo Awards for Hip-Hop/Urban, Critics Award, and 

Producer of the Year.74 In 2010, he received an Echo Award for Album of the Year 

(Stadtaffe) as well as the European Border Breakers Award for best-selling German artist 

in Europe. Yet the artist known as Peter Fox retreated from superstardom in Germany 

even more quickly than he gained it. He has now gone back to working with his band 

Seeed, as he had planned before he ventured out to do a solo album. 

Miss Platnum: Performing the Balkan R & B Queen 

Ruth Maria Renner grounds her performance of the exotic “other” in her 

biography and the commodification of her heritage. Mark Terkessidis, a German 

journalist and author who often writes about pop culture, describes the appeal of ethnic 

differences: “In der Mainstream-Popkultur sind ethnische Unterschiede begehrt. Oft 

kommen sei jedoch aus der Retorte oder sind auf die Befriedigung von Konsumwünschen 

abgestimmt” (Migranten 83). An earlier version of Miss Platnum’s bio page on the Four 

Music Productions’ website describes Renner’s musical journey and how she came to 
                                                
73 Drumline follows the path of a Harlem street drummer who becomes a student at a fictitious historically 
black college in Atlanta, Georgia, and plays in the marching band. 
74 An Echo is a German music award granted every year, and there are various categories for pop music. 
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create the persona of Miss Platnum. The music label’s over-the-top description of Renner 

finding herself provides both biographical documentation and lively entertainment. The 

first paragraph begins by outlining stereotypes of Romania and locating Miss Platnum in 

this formerly socialist country:  

Romania is the unpopular new EU member because Romania is dirty and 

poor. Following the loosening of entry regulations Romanians will flood 

Western Europe and destroy our wealth. We need to take care. We need to 

beware. Beware of Romania! The vampire country. The country of 

ubiquitous Ceausescu. Miss Platnum’s home. (Press Page for Miss 

Platnum 2010)  

The next paragraph tells of Renner’s relocation to Germany and her early musical career 

in Berlin. The key points are her migration story, her musical training in Berlin, her first 

commercially unsuccesful album, and her subsequent depression, all laying the 

groundwork for her re-invention. Four Music raises the questions she must have asked 

herself at the time: 

Who am I? What is my talent? What makes me special? Old songs 

resound. Memories come back. Memories of another world. Another time. 

Ruth is not Ruth from Berlin who sings R & B, exactly like thousands and 

thousands of other girls. Ruth is not only Ruth with the fantastic voice. 

Other women in Germany have beautiful voices too. There’s more to 

Ruth. Ruth owns a precious heritage that nobody else owns. She has 

Romania in her heart. (2010) 
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The Four Music publicity page goes on to further describe the birth of the persona of 

Miss Platnum. 

And Ruth starts searching. For her roots and for connections. For links 

between her German and her Romanian home. It should be possible to 

bring it all together. It should be possible to sing of the pain of love and 

whoop it up in golden earrings and a traditional costume at the same time. 

[…] And she finds the person who brings it all together. She finds herself. 

She is Miss Platnum. The unique, talented, special, eccentric, loud, quiet, 

shimmering, shrill and wonderful Miss Platnum. (2010) 

On the one hand, the biography should be read as a “tongue-in-cheek” account of her 

history and origins. On the other, it also lends authenticity to Renner’s Balkan character. 

While Renner strategically locates herself in two places, Romania and Berlin, she 

markets herself as a displaced Romanian, the Balkan R’n’B Queen, in fact. In Chefa, her 

first album as the new Miss Platnum, Renner tells the story of her migration. The liner 

notes, written in English, read in bold at the top: “this is truly a fairytale.” Then, the text, 

“I always dreamt of becoming a singer, but I grew up in a country where it was hard to 

make your dreams come true…Romania” (Miss Platnum Liner Notes). She then writes 

about the oppression that existed in Romania and says that one day her parents decided to 

leave. She writes: “They luckily succeeded and we could all go to Germany where some 

of our ancestors came from a long time ago. Today me and my family live in Berlin 

(ibid).” The reference to her German ancestors is something that a German audience 

immediately understands: ethnic Germans have been living outside the state’s borders for 
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centuries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. After World War II, many ethnic Germans 

in the East fled, or were evacuated or expelled, but many also came to Germany in later 

years. The influx of ethnic German immigrants from Romania to Germany peaked 

between 1989 and 1992. (Ohlinger and Münz 50). By stressing her family’s flight from 

Romania, it seems as if her family did not enter Germany as Aussiedler, a privileged 

group among immigrants from Eastern Europe and Central Asia who receive German 

citizenship based on their ethnic descent. Aussiedler are therefore not technically 

immigrants but rather co-Germans. Given this context, Renner cannot base her exotic 

image on ethnic German heritage or her formative years spent in Germany. Therefore, 

she deemphasizes her ethnic German heritage in the liner notes and glosses over the fact 

that she spent the rest of her childhood after age eight growing up in Berlin. 

Renner carefully constructed an identity that builds upon clichés, including 

Romanian temperament, consumer desire, and traditional Romanian folk art. “Sie baut 

eine ganze Karriere auf schriller Traditionspflege. Zwar hat sie nur als Kind in Rumänien 

gelebt, doch beruft sie sich gern auf ihr rumänisches Erbe, beziehungsweise auf die 

passenden Stereotype” (Peschke). On the cover of the Chefa album, she dons a fluffy 

white fur coat, sparkly dangly earrings, and a tiara. There are also photographs of her in a 

variation of traditional folk costume. On her latest album, The Sweetest Hangover, the 

cover art contains motifs of stitching in traditional Romanian folk art. The flamboyant 

singer even invokes a sense of identity as rooted in the body. For example, in one of her 

music videos, she refers to being genetically Romanian because of her desire to eat. In 

the song, “Give Me the Food” on the album Chefa, she sings, “I am Romanian, I love to 
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eat, it’s in my genes, I can’t control,” as she fondles sausages hanging from a tree, also 

implying a sexual appetite. Renner does not leave many stereotypes untouched, including 

a post-socialist Romanian desire for German cars. On the Chefa album, she also has a 

song called Mercedes Benz, in which she sings about wanting a Mercedes Benz. 

Authenticity is key for her image, which can be strengthened through these Balkan 

cultural associations. At the same time, however, Renner does not want people to think 

she is making fun of them. “They’re trying to find out if this is a made-up image, or is 

this real. But then they get to know me, they relax and realize I’m not acting” (quoted. in 

Egere-Cooper). Nonetheless, Miss Platnum is an image, even if there is some of Renner 

in her creation. In an interview in The Guardian, Renner describes her persona: “’She is 

part of me,’ Renner says, ‘but sometimes it helps to exaggerate: to think of a story not 

just as your own story, to take part of it but then make something up, and make up a 

whole new thing. I think the exaggeration and the ironic thing—the humour—is very 

important” (Batey). Renner plays with clichés of Romania, or more generally a fantasy of 

the East, to construct her musical persona, thereby commodifying her ethnic heritage and 

Romanian roots, the raw material of "authenticity,” to find a niche for herself in the 

music world. 

Another defining characteristic of Miss Platnum is language. Renner conducts her 

interviews in German (one can also hear her local Berlin accent) and writes in German on 

her social networking sites, yet she never sings in German unless collaborating with 

another German artist. Instead, Renner writes and performs all of her lyrics in English. 

Perhaps her training from Berlin-based American soul jazz vocalist Jocelyn B. Smith has 
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influenced her language choice, or perhaps writing English texts is just a personal 

preference. On a deeper level, however, singing in English rather than German not only 

creates distance from identifying as German, but it also hinders the perception that she is 

a one-dimensional Romanian artist or just one of many Balkan pop performers 

performing in the language specific to his or her particular region or nation. Singing in 

English allows her to dissociate from any singular national identity (German or 

Romanian) and ultimately opens up the space for a potentially larger fan base. Although 

she sings in English, she nonetheless interjects linguistic “foreignness” to bolster its 

Balkan associations. In some of her songs, the listener can hear a few snippets in the 

Romanian language, a Romanian accent, and lots of rolling R’s. The heavy Romanian 

accent in English belongs to the persona, Miss Platnum, however, and not to Ruth Maria 

Renner. In the Stool Pigeon, Daddy Bones writes: “It is a funny, sassy performing 

character she has created (‘an exaggeration, with a heavy accent that I don’t really have,’ 

she admits), but one that contains a great deal of Ruth herself.” The Romanian accent, 

another element of humorous exaggeration, lends an apparent authenticity to Miss 

Platnum, and it plays into the stereotype Germans have of Eastern Europeans. The 

persona appears to exist in a space where the search for a performance of authenticity 

involves an element of self-othering, thereby responding to the market for popular 

culture.75  

                                                
75 The paradox is that her persona can be perceived as authentic, because the persona, itself, is built upon 
stereotypes. To perform an "authentic" persona, Renner highlights a part of her background and biography, 
while simultaneously blocking out most of it, from what I understand.  
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Peter Fox: “Alles Neu”  

In his music video, “Alles Neu,” Peter Fox dusts himself off and raps about his 

reinvention. His new identity demands that everything must change: “Mir platzt der 

Kopf, alles muss sich verändern.” He needs to adjust his entire image: ““Ich hab meine 

alten Sachen satt, und lass sie in 'nem Sack verrotten. Motte die Klamotten ein, und dann 

geh ich Nackt shoppen. Ich bin komplett renoviert” (ibid). Baigorry thus breaks with his 

former alias as the half-French vocalist Enuff with multicultural Seeed and finds a new 

place for himself in the music scene as the German Peter Fox. In keeping with tradition in 

rap music, he also aggrandizes his persona and claims that he is doing something brand-

new in German music: “Ich bin die Abrissbirne für die deutsche Szene” (ibid). While 

maintaining his musical innovation in the German scene, he also places himself in a long 

line of greatness. In an interview with Stern.de, Baigorry locates himself in a lineage of 

German classical composers when he comments: “Beethoven, Wagner, Peter Fox” 

(Scheel). 

Peter Fox, embodying a new mix of rap, drums, and brass with classical 

composition, is predominantly a German music artist for German consumption. Part of 

the image makeover is the name change. The new name “Peter” reflects a voluntary 

Germanization of the artist’s previously French-sounding first name, “Pierre.” In an 

interview in Focus Online, Baigorry describes his choice of stage name: “Bei Seeed hieß 

ich schon Pete Fox, jetzt haben wir das eingedeutscht und Peter draus gemacht. Ist ja ne 

deutsche Platte. Und Fox, habe ich mir gedacht, passt ganz gut wegen meiner roten 

Haare” (Bader). The new name has a certain market appeal, especially over the name 
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Pierre: “Aber Pierre als Künstlername klingt so elitär. Peter Fox klingt schön schnittig, 

und zu dem Namen steh ich auch.” (quoted in Kaufmann). Pierre Baigorry and his 

persona are separate entities, yet they are also one and the same. In an interview in 

Switzerland, Pierre Baigorry was asked about how Pierre Baigorry is different from Peter 

Fox. The artist’s answer: “Eigentlich gar nicht so sehr. Auf der Bühne ist natürlich vieles 

Entertainment und Übertreibung. Aber in Peter Fox steckt viel von mir. Das bin schon 

ich” (20 Minuten Online). Although his persona reflects elements of himself, Peter Fox 

was, as Baigorry says, always a “nur ein Projekt” (“Peter Fox”). There was a finite time 

period to the character’s lifespan, since Baigorry always intended to resume working with 

Seeed after his solo album. His persona therefore is linked to a new commodity, Peter 

Fox, an entity readily consumed by the German music market. 

Peter Fox has become one of the greatest stars of German pop music, especially 

since much of the German public craves lyrics sung in the German language.76 In 

Germany, much of the hip hop and rap music has been performed in English since the 

1980s, and those that do sing in German often are thought to have awkward texts. 

Terkessidis writes: “Bis heute klingt ein größer Teil des deutschen Hiphop schlecht und 

abstrakt: das gilt für die Musik wie auch die Texte” (Interkultur 197). Baigorry does not 

write hyper-sexualized, misogynistic, or racist texts, unlike many others, predominately 

minority rappers, in the German rap scene. Baigorry is therefore the wrecking ball for the 

                                                
76 German-language rap gained popularity starting in the early 1990s, especially after the success of Die 
Fantastischen Vier’s hit “Die da?!” in 1991. Previously, many artists had rapped in English. The article, 
“Stadtaffe von Peter Fox erfolgreichstes Album,” published in Focus Online, brings attention to the fact 
that four of the “top ten” albums on the charts for 2009 were by German artists: “So the end result of year 
2009 reveals that German music fans love their native language, a trend that can be observed over the last 
decade.”  
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German scene in that he also delivers quality German lyrics. “Peter Fox ist jetzt ein 

Popstar. Der lässigste und unpeinlichste, den wir in diesem Land haben” (Rüth). Stadtaffe 

became so popular, in part, because of the German lyrics. It was not Baigorry’s original 

intention to sing in his new album. Instead, he had another artist lined up, American Cee 

Lo Green, but he was not able to retain him. Pierre Baigorry then warmed up to the idea 

of being the star of his own show; he was drawn to distinguishing his album from other 

German pop music productions by writing quality lyrics in German. “Was ich wollte, war 

ein gewisser Stil. Pop mit deutscher Sprache, aber cooler Pop. Kein Gelaber” (quoted In 

Rüth). Biagorry describes at length his hopes for writing quality German texts. “Das fehlt 

mir aber bei vielen deutschen Pop-Künstlern, ich finde viele Texte sind technisch 

gesehen einfach nicht gut gemacht. Die fließen nicht, da sind immer wieder Wörter drin, 

die meiner Meinung nach nicht klar gehen, oder die doof klingen” (quoted in Cordas). 

Baigorry’s creation of a German album has found a niche with a certain cross-section of 

German society: “Anders aber als bei den Shows seiner Vorgängerband Seeed sind die 

Migrantenkinder beim ausverkauften Hamburger Konzert von Fox zu Hause geblieben. 

Das Publikum setzt sich vor allem aus der deutschen Mittelschicht zusammen, von 15 bis 

50” (Rapp). The album’s popularity took on a life of its own, and Baigorry’s success, 

especially across the generations, points not only to his musical abilities but also to his 

delivery of quality German lyrics. 

Media Interest in Heritage 

German media express interest in the heritage of both artists, but Baigorry and 

Renner have different strategies in responding to German curiosity about ethnic 
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background. Renner, through the nature of her persona, draws out such interest, but 

Baigorry usually attaches little importance to his French-Basque heritage. Despite the fact 

that Peter Fox grew up in Berlin, many articles mention his cultural and ethnic heritage, 

dual language upbringing, and attendance at a French high school. Baigorry is also often 

asked about his interest in French music. For example, a Swiss journalist asks Baigorry: 

“Du bist halb Franzose. Vielleicht könntest du als Pierre ein französisches Chanson-

Album1 veröffentlichen?” According to the article, Baigorry laughs and says: “Nö, dazu 

kann ich wohl zu wenig gut Französisch, das traue ich mir nicht” (20 Minuten Online). 

Although Baigorry identifies as being half-French, he nonetheless distances himself from 

French cultural and linguistic associations. 

Whereas media interest touches upon Baigorry’s French/German background, 

Renner’s Romanian roots and her story of emigration are often the center of each 

interview and article. For Renner, it is in her best interest to have a heavy focus on her 

heritage. “Doch Pop, auch Balkan-Pop ist eben vor allem ein Spiel mit den Identitäten, 

das dem Standortnachteil von damals eine positive Seite abzugewinnen versteht” 

(Schmetkamp). In almost every interview, the interviewer asks Renner about her family’s 

escape from Romania to Germany, thereby solidifying the permanent migrant status she 

chooses to present to the media. For example, Renner was recently featured in an MTV 

special, “Meet the Migrants.” Does she receive acknowledgement of being a German 

artist or just a German artist with a migration background? Despite the fact that Miss 

Platnum has lived in Berlin since her early childhood, could it be that she is not perceived 

as a German performer? Or does she receive the migrant status because of her persona? 
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Renner delivers the goods with her exoticized ethnic identity, but Baigorry’s dual identity 

is not as colorful outside the context of Seeed. Baigorry is a German; he was born in 

Berlin to a German man and a French-Basque woman. In addition, there is a big 

difference between being French and being Romanian in the German world of ethnic 

judgments. The French connection in German culture has a long tradition behind it, so his 

identity and background falls into a familiar category that does not invite "othering" in 

the same way. Nonetheless, such media curiosity about background (Herkunft) reflects a 

continuing fascination with the idea of being torn between two worlds and suggests that 

for someone with a migrant background from a region other than Western or Northern 

Europe, for example, “belonging” is a tricky matter in Germany. 

Come Marry Me: Reflecting Western European Anxiety 

Both performers knowingly play with existing stereotypes, which are highlighted 

in their music video “Come Marry Me,” a playful collaboration from 2007. In “Come 

Marry Me,” the music vacillates from rap to R & B to Balkan brass band, lending it the 

Eastern European/Balkan sound, and the lyrics shift from German to English sung in a 

fake Romanian accent. The music video, set in a village likely somewhere in Central or 

Southeastern Europe, depicts a village wedding scene in which a Romanian woman 

marries a German man supposedly for immigration purposes. The video portrays the 

wedding ceremony, the dinner reception, and the requisite cutting of the cake, all the 

while playing with clichés of Eastern Europeans and Germans, highlighting class 

differences, and reifying an East/West division. For example, the consumption of food 
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and drink, especially alcohol, highlights issues of class, ethnicity, and citizenship. Thus, 

consumption acts as a prism to address identity and citizenship. 

The bride and groom’s identities are constructed in large part through 

consumption, drawing obvious class distinctions and setting up an East/West divide as 

well as cosmopolitan/peasant and urban/rural. In the festivities following the ceremony, 

for example, the food and drink hold connotations of rural peasantry, namely an entire 

roasted pig with an apple in its mouth and homemade plum brandy. While Peter Fox raps 

with a bottle of champagne in his hand, Miss Platnum dances with a shot of liquor on her 

forehead before downing it. Another scene shows the groom and his buddies consuming 

champagne in champagne flutes followed by coarse behavior on the part of the village 

musicians, who, while lying on the ground too drunk to play, clink their schnapps bottles. 

Such scenes juxtapose the simple peasantry of southeastern Europe with the more refined 

and wealthier Germans of Central/Western Europe. 

 Due to the satirical nature of the music video, it is difficult to establish whether 

this is actually a fraudulent marriage or not, although it is most certainly one based on 

utilitarian grounds. At the end of the video, Peter halfheartedly tosses the bouquet to the 

bride, and she catches it rather effortlessly with one hand before they walk off in separate 

directions. Despite the ending of the video, in which both the groom and bride do indeed 

go their separate ways, the video is clearly about a woman wanting to escape her 

homeland. When trying to get the groom to cut the cake with her, Miss Platnum tells her 

new husband: “come closer, Peter, listen, you’re my husband now, Peter, I know you 

don’t love me. We have to do this.” Thus, the marriage simply provides a means to an 
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end for the bride. During scenes in which her extended family is fussing over her 

wedding gown, Miss Platnum sings about wanting to leave home: “Oh, Peter, will you 

marry me? Carry me away from this family. It’s killing me. I can’t stay another day. We 

can leave this place, you don’t have to stay. We can go our separate ways.” Since Peter 

Fox’s passport can provide the bride with a better life in Western Europe compared to her 

rural environment in Southeastern Europe, he becomes something to be used for his 

citizenship. Peter Fox, however, expects something in return for getting the bride out of 

her homeland. “Das ist der Deal, du brauchst ‘n Ehemann, ich brauch’ ‘ne Frau, die gut 

kochen und nähen kann.” Peter Fox’s citizenship is therefore exchanged for Miss 

Platnum’s domestic skills. Peter Fox even acknowledges the utilitarian desire on the part 

of the bride to move to Germany. He says: “Man soll immer gehen wenns am Besten ist. 

Mädchen, ich zeig’ dir wo der goldene Westen ist.” It is clear that Miss Platnum leaves 

behind her peasant background to have a bit of the good life in Germany. 

The video builds upon stereotypes and clichés that Germans (and the rest of 

Western Europe) have of Eastern Europeans, but it also acknowledges stereotypes that 

exist in the East about Western Europe. Germany, vis-à-vis the depiction of Romania, is a 

country of wealth and a place of prosperity with its many consumer goods. Renner 

describes her intentions for the music video: “It’s about a marriage of convenience. In the 

album Chefa, I played with many of the clichés that exist in Germany about Romania and 

the Balkans. Also that women from there like to marry rich men to escape their small 

village” (Wiedemann). Peter Fox primarily depicts the West through promises of 

consumption, and he successfully plays up the stereotype of the rich German for her 
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family, bolstering their fantasy of the “golden West,” a term he uses twice in the video. In 

the first instance, he says to his bride: “Der Westen schmeckt nach Gold, Süße.” He tells 

her of the access she will have to consumer products in Germany. Peter points a finger at 

the camera and raps: “Du lebst in Bauernhaus, Kuhstall nebenan, ich hol’ dich raus, du 

fangst ‘n neues Leben an. Aus dem Wollrock ins Negligé. Ich schick’ dich jeden Tag 

shoppen in dei’m neuen Carree.” He also raps about her father receiving a used sports car 

in the deal while Fox’s friends hold up car keys. Fox also says: “Ich mache auf reich vor 

allen dein’n Verwandten.” The video clearly builds upon Eastern European stereotypes of 

the rich Westerner: “Beginning in the early 1990s, but especially after the recent round of 

European ‘enlargement,’ Romanian and other Eastern European women have become hot 

objects of exchange, packaged in a variety of wrappings, whether as domestic servants, 

nurses, nannies, prostitutes, or wives” (Parvulescu 188-189). 

Not only do these two music artists play with various national clichés in the music 

video, they also seem to amuse themselves by layering languages, dance moves, and 

musical genres. In “Come Marry Me,” the language alternates between English and 

German. While Peter Fox sings and raps in German, to which he attributes much of his 

success in the German music industry, Miss Platnum sings in English, often with a fake 

Romanian accent. In “Come Marry Me,” Miss Platnum also occasionally lip-syncs to 

Fox’s rapping in German and even says a few lines in Romanian. Just as the language 

alternates, so too does the musical style and dance. Dance styles switch from elements of 

hip hop and perhaps tribal to a traditional circle dance, known as a hora, where the groom 

joins hands with the bride for the quintessential rural Romanian wedding dance. We also 
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hear musical influences from rap and R & B to brass band. The juxtaposition of Peter 

Fox’s and Miss Platnum’s individual artistic styles, each a composite of various genres 

drawn from both their own cultures and others, highlights the ethnic/racial and national 

identity of the artists themselves as well the complexity of musical categorization.  

The video also has implications for larger questions of German national identity, 

as Peter Fox and Miss Platnum are characters entering into a wider debate on the 

economics of the European Union. The video, although playful, reflects Western 

Europe’s general unease about their neighbors to the East. The video was released in 

2007, the same year that Romania officially joined the European Union, and it mirrors 

concerns about unstable and poorer economies, and the corresponding economic 

migration. It also highlights cultural differences between European Union member states. 

But my interest in this music video lies in the multiple layering of meaning and the 

artists’ capacity for self-reflection as constructed images of Romania and Germany. Peter 

Fox represents a constructed Germany (minus any contaminating Frenchness), whereas 

Miss Platnum clearly represents a constructed Romania (minus any Germanness) that just 

connotes a stereotype, but could perhaps be any poorer country to the south or east. As 

Renner said in an interview with noisey: “Damals war es mir schon wichtig, auch mal 

durch Ironie Klischeebilder des Landes anzusprechen. [...] Ich glaube schon, dass 

Rumänien sehr einseitig gesehen wird” (Zornig N.p.). Therefore, Miss Platnum and Peter 

Fox enter into an ongoing German debate about European Union politics and the fear of 

mass immigration from southeastern Europe.  
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Reinvention (Second Time Around) 

 Baigorry’s retreat to Seeed was less about reinventing himself as it was killing off 

Peter Fox, symbolically at least. In a 2009 article entitled “Peter Fox gibt sattes 

Abschlusskonzert in Berlin – Tschüss Peter, Hallo Seeed!,” Marco Marschall outlines 

Baigorry’s departure from Peter Fox.  

Jetzt ist es soweit: Pierre Baigorry schickt seine Kunstfigur Peter Fox in 

Richtung Morrison, Cobain und Michael Jackson. Das war nie anders 

geplant. Er ist der erfolgreichste deutschsprachige Künstler des letzten 

Jahres. Und nun soll das alles schon wieder vorbei sein. 2010 gehen Seeed 

ins Studio, Peter ist dann wieder Pierre oder Enuff oder weiß Gott wer. 

(N.p.) 

Marschall also writes: “Peter Fox ist tot, Seeed lebt” and describes the dramatic staging 

of the last concert.  

Und dann, am Ende eines euphorisierenden Sets, macht er schließlich 

noch mal „Alles Neu“, bis das Banner einer altbekannten Band von der 

Bühnendecke fällt – und plötzlich ist Peter Fox tot (nur ein paar Festivals 

stehen noch an), Pierre Baigorry und Seeed wieder quicklebendig. (N.p.) 

There is a sadness to this ending, but even though his solo album is over, it is not as clear 

whether Peter Fox is gone too. How do the persona and Baigorry merge and separate 

once Baigorry is back with Seeed? The official video for Augenbling, released by Seeed 

in 2012, had a reference to Baigorry as Fox and his “Schwarz zu Blau” hit. In any case, 
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Baigorry’s retreat to Seeed was a planned event; it was not the result of the market. 

Moreover, Seeed also chose a new sound after the break (Lange N.P.).  

On the other hand, it appears that the market may play a hand in Miss Platnum’s 

reinvention. According to Carol Silverman, the popularity of Balkan Beats peaked in the 

mid 2000s. (10). Renner developed her own niche, but her music was also often 

miscategorized as world music given the Balkan Beats influence. Renner collaborated 

with other musicians; she made a name for herself throughout Germany by collaborating 

with Marteria and Yasha on the 2012 hit “Lila Wolken.” “The realm of popular music is 

much larger and more profitable than world music; it is the dream of many world 

musicians to break into pop …” (15).  

With the release of her fourth album in 2014, Glück und Benzin, she underwent a 

transformation. Her publicity pushed the pronouncement: “Miss Platnum ist tot, es lebe 

Miss Platnum.” According to Renner: “Ich bin halt an Grenzen gestoßen, mit dem, was 

ich vorher gemacht habe. Ich hatte irgendwie keinen Bock mehr auf diese Kunstfigur 

Miss Platnum, ich wollte das alles zugänglicher machen” (quoted in Zornig N.p. ). She 

stopped singing in English and killed off the stage persona, Miss Platnum. Her overall 

fifth album, but only her second as the reinvented German-singing Miss Platnum who 

markets herself as an urban pop musician: a mix between Cindy Lauper and a blues 

singer, Ich War Hier was released on October 2, 2015. Her website describes her 

personal transformation: 

Ruth Maria Renner ist Miss Platnum ist Ruth Maria Renner. Das ist keine 

Redundanz, sondern eine Entwicklung. Beide Charaktere sind untrennbar 
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verwoben und hatten immer ihre Geschichte miteinander, spielten ihr 

Spiel mit der jeweils anderen, kapselten sich ab und fanden sich wieder. 

Beide haben unübersehbare Spuren hinterlassen und sich gleichzeitig der 

eigenen Vergänglichkeit gestellt. Jetzt sind die Masken gefallen: Die 

Königin von Berlin ist da und sie wird bleiben, genau so wie sie ist. (MIss 

Platnum, www.missplatnum.com) 

She creates continuity between the old persona and new one, yet she makes it clear: there 

has beena rupture. Miss Platnum died and now lives again. In her reinvention, she claims 

to have created a completely new sound with a new identity: more R&B, more chanson, 

and German lyrics.  

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I argued that Baigorry’s ethnic heritage largely takes on 

importance in the context of the multicultural band Seeed and in interviews with the 

press, but otherwise he is the unmarked German. By switching to German lyrics and 

more mainstream urban pop, Renner has shifted her image to and away from the exotic 

Other; now she is seen as a German with an interesting migration background. Renner 

chose to stay with the stage name, Miss Platnum, the name that she made for herself in 

the music industry, instead of going by her German-sounding given name, Ruth Maria 

Renner, which she believes sounds like the name of a novelist, mirroring how she can 

choose and pick aspects of identity to accentuate or diminish. Specifically, she can either 

emphasize or downplay her Balkanness, reflecting her agency to choose how she is 

perceived, within limitations as it seems that in nearly all the publicity she receives, it 
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eventually turns to address her migration story. For example, in interviews following the 

release of her two German-language albums, there are questions about her Romanian 

versus German identity, and if there are still traces to be found of a Balkan sound in her 

new urban pop music. Yet these questions likely arise less from her personal history of 

migration as they do from her history as a professional musician who previously let 

herself be known as the Balkan Queen. Therefore, the two German musicians who live in 

Berlin experience the importance of their heritage differently, as they should, given that 

Baigorry was born in Germany and Renner moved to Germany. Even though Biagorry’s 

French/Basque heritage is naturally less pronounced than Renner’s Romanian origins, 

both pick and choose their ethnicity (Balkanness, Germanness, and Frenchness), with the 

privilege of being able to remove their ethnicity at will for the consumer market. 
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Afterword 

In my dissertation, I have included a wide variety of examples to show when, how 

often, and where the idea of the national body can show up. Moreover, I explored what is 

specifically German about the German national body as it is remembered, imagined, 

represented, and reproduced in post-unification Germany. I examined how Germans in 

general talk about and understand, and are silent about and do not recognize the role of 

the national body in contemporary German society. In order to reflect on how Germans 

are changing the way in which they see the national body, where they get stuck, and 

where there is resistance, I will address three statements in my conclusion. First, I 

investigate how the German national body is reimagined as it is projected to and 

understood by an international audience. In a special edition of The Economist, The 

World in 2016, Berlin bureau chief Andreas Kluth writes resolutely and with great 

optimism “The new Germans: Time to redefine what it means to be Deutsch” about how 

Germany will shed its old identity in the coming year. Second, following in a similar vein 

of expanding ideas of Germanness, I also examine the ceremonial head of state, 

Bundespräsident Joachim Gauck’s powerful statements—calling for a redefinition of the 

nation—in an interview with the Bonner Generalanzeiger from August 25, 2015. Just as 

the German leader makes an appeal to the public to allow room for a more inclusive 

notion of the national body, xenophobic sentiment continues to find an outlet at far-right 

rallies and in the social media. I examine the rhetoric of a far-right minority, namely the 

populist Alternative for Germany (AfD) party, founded in 2013 in response to the euro 

crisis. Specifically, I examine the specifics of the populist party’s anti-refugee stance in a 
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political speech made by AfD politician Petra Federau at the Landtagswahlkampf in 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. These three texts specifically address the notion of the 

German national body, either calling for a change to the prevailing image of the white 

German whose lineage goes back for generations or pleading for a return to earlier times 

(a return to that image), yet all three positions acknowledge the current anxieties of 

seeing the national body. Germany is currently undergoing a period of transition in which 

there are many people, statements, and efforts that must be labeled as “gut gemeint,” yet 

there is still work to be done.  

The Economist article appeared in the beginning of 2016: an optimistic and 

hopeful forecasting of good things to come to Germany in the coming year. Following 

previous issues of The Economist that documented the influx of refugees and Merkel’s 

Willkommenskultur, quickly followed by increasingly critical reports of Merkel’s refugee 

policy and the rise of xenophobic extremism, Kluth clearly outlines what came before in 

Germany in order to properly lay out the year’s upcoming caesura with Germany’s own 

troubled history. He writes: “[U]ntil recently the word for ‘people’, Volk, had an ethnic 

rather than a civic connotation. To this day its adjective, völkisch, retains ugly racist 

associations with the Nazis. All that is history and will definitely be buried in 2016” (96). 

Despite the continual use of the word Volk, particularly with exactly those ethnic 

connotations in the Pegida movement, Kluth declares its death. Kluth acknowledges the 

anxiety that comes with the influx of refugees, yet he states that “Germany’s 

Willkommenskultur (‘welcome culture’) will prevail, as most Germans understand that 

refugees deserve asylum, and immigrants enrich the country” (96). His optimism about 
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Germany’s acceptance of its Others is steadfast. He even takes this hopefulness and 

confidence in the future acceptance of minorities as Germans in Germany one step farther 

in the caption to a picture accompanying the article. The image features a picture of three 

black men drinking beer from glass beer steins with the underlying caption: “Thoroughly 

German.” The caption is provocative in that it declares the three men as being 

“thoroughly,” perhaps even exclusively, German. Their Germanness appears to be 

marked by drinking beer, and, by extension, shared German values.The image seems to 

suggest that the men are German not just in terms of language or customs, but also 

German in their whole being. The black men inhabit German bodies. While there is no 

mention of the men or who they are in the article, the image conveys a powerful message: 

visual minorities, people previously thought to be the Other, can be Germans, too. He 

concludes the article by stating: “The notion of identity by blood died long ago. In 2016, 

Germans will formally lay it to rest, and will take great pride in doing so” (ibid). Kluth 

therefore showed the contested national body in the accompanying image and 

proclamation of the men being “thoroughly German,” claiming that there is no room to 

doubt to their Germanness.  

Along similar lines, Gauck calls for an end to the restrictive imaginings of the 

national body. In so doing, he identifies characteristics of the existing national imaginary 

as currently entrenched in German society. He also clearly states what the current 

“seeing” of the national body is. Since the national body—the national imaginary—can 

often be too elusive to try to pin down, the following is a rare instance of the country’s 

symbolic leader defining it while at the same time challenging its continued relevance in 
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today’s Germany. Regarding the rising number of refugees entering Germany, Gauck 

states:  

[I]ch glaube, dass die Diskussion über die Chancen der Zuwanderung an 

Fahrt gewinnen wird, wenn sich noch mehr Menschen als bisher von dem 

Bild einer Nation lösen, die sehr homogen ist, in der fast alle Menschen 

Deutsch als Muttersprache haben, überwiegend christlich sind und 

hellhäutig... Tatsächlich ist die Lebenswirklichkeit hierzulande doch 

schon erheblich vielfältiger. Der Kopf weiß das auch, aber das Gemüt ist 

da manchmal noch ein wenig hinterher. Ich meine, wir müssen Nation 

neu definieren: als eine Gemeinschaft der Verschiedenen, die allerdings 

eine gemeinsame Wertebasis zu akzeptieren hat. 

If religion and skin color are taken away as potential markers of nationality, what is left? 

Geography and language remain. Gauck suggests that if someone is living in Germany 

and speaks German, then that individual is German. As long as one has also accepted a 

core set of values common to the country, Gauck puts forth that anyone can become a 

German. This notion of territory, values, and language binding together the family writ 

large does not, however, address the legal notions of citizenship. Like Kluth has 

suggested, the notion of identity by blood has become outdated. Yet even with changing 

formal criteria for formal belonging, it has taken the country longer to “see” and “hear” 

someone as German who deviates from commonly held visual or aural notions of 

Germanness. In fact, according to Gauck, one does not have to speak German as his or 

her native language, one does not have to be Christian, and one does not have to be white. 
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In the interview, Gauck made the implicit national body explicit; it is on display. Gauck’s 

urging more Germans to let go of the image of their nation as exclusively Christian and 

white is a powerful moment of the country both seeing itself—as white and Christian—at 

the same time, recognizing multiple German bodies as part of the collective imagination 

of physical Germanness. Gauck’s urging of Germans to redefine the nation is critical to 

understanding the national body as a contested space. Gauck’s statement also deeply 

reflects the state of transition in which Germany finds itself in terms of national identity. 

If Gauck feels it necessary to call for a redefinition of the nation, then the all-inclusive 

idea of who belongs to the nation has not yet made it out of the starting block. If the 

actual, current heterogenous nature of the country were truly recognized, Gauck’s 

statement would be rendered meaningless. Therefore, his statement about needing to 

redefine the nation reveals how much further the country has to go in terms of racial 

acceptance, for one. Nonetheless, Gauck displays the understanding that the country 

needs to start understanding citizenship and belonging differently, and his symbolic call 

to arms shows the possible chink in the armor protecting the former national body. 

In reference to the ever-growing number of refugees entering into Germany, 

politician Petra Federau invokes the concept of the national body to express xenophobic 

convictions in her speech at the election campaign on February 21, 2016. In NDR’s 

reporting of the day’s event: “Als Aushängeschild der völkischen Strömung tritt die 

Schweriner Stadtvertreterin Petra Federau auf. Sie warnte vor einer "Umvolkung" und 

meinte, Deutsche seien fremd im eigenen Land” (NDR). The term Umvolkung belongs to 

the vocabulary of right-wing extremists, given new life after its initial use during 
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National Socialism. It is used to describe German fears of Überfremdung—over-

foreignization of Germany by immigrants or their descendants. Namely, Umvolkung 

refers to German anxiety of Germans being replaced by non-Germans. The prefix “um” 

suggests a change in state; therefore, Umvolkung suggests a transformation from German 

to something that is no longer German. Implicit in this choice of word is the idea that the 

German will be replaced, or even erased.  

As again demonstrated in these three examples, the national body is in plain sight. 

In the first example, the “new German” body is celebrated; in the second, the relevance 

of the existing national body as white and Christian is called into question, a clear 

articulation of what the current national body is, what is being contested; and in the third, 

the coveted, “ancestral” national body demands protection. There are co-existing and 

competing representations of the German body, as the German national body is a 

contested space. These three examples demonstrate how Germany is currently at a 

crossroads. The inhabitants of the country, from journalists, politicians, and writers to 

regular people, are trying to figure out what being German means.77 Will the country 

cross over from excluding its Others to instead truly embracing them in the nation? As 

my analysis of these examples has shown, one can be included and yet excluded at the 

same time in a modern, cosmopolitan Germany. The country is undergoing great change; 

the country’s leaders are trying to talk about citizenship and belonging in a more 

inclusive way, but by so doing, they highlight older understandings of national belonging 

that were based on racial thought. 
                                                
77 Problematizing Germanness, a poster campaign, was ist deutsch?, was launched in late 1990s in Berlin. 
Since then, number of books dealing with the question of Germanness have been published in recent years, 
like Senocak’s recent Deutschsein: Eine Aufklärungsschrift.  
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In my last chapter, I suggested there there is no such thing as authentic identity, 

and yet ethnicity can be performed. Just as Miss Platnum and Peter Fox have invented, 

reinvented, and cast off of old identities, so too can Germany cast off its old identity to 

envision a more inclusive national body. Anna’s boys can readily be accepted as 

Germans within Germany, without the questions, “where are you really from?” 
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